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meant the interest of his Society.
It was
alleged that,in the most atrocious plots recorded in history, his ageney could be
distinctly traced; that, constant only in
attachmt to the fraternity to which he
belonged, he was in some countries the.
most dangerous enemy of freedom, and in
others the most dangerous enemy of or*
der.”
Owing to their habits of political in-
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crown that

victor-brows
:

have

wage

cast off by the

In 1773, having previousfrom France,

other lands,

England,

they were

sup-

ground that the Society, though once most
worthy, had degenerated and outlived its
Forty years later,

however,

likely to accomplish the overthrow of the
papal power. For a whole generation,
Protestantism carried everything before

In addition to the Secretary’s testimony

in this behalf, we have that of both the
regular speakers at the
anniversary
meeting of the Society who expressed

Portugal,

Austria,

Russia,

confidence

Switzerland,

the German Empire, Mexico and most of
the States of Central and South America.

When Loyola died, in 1556, the Jesuits
numbered over one thousand members.
Sixty years later, they numbered not far
from

thirteen

thousand.

Their

present

His work called ‘Spiritual Exercises,”
which outlived the discipline of the future

Order, was published in 1525. Three
years later, having entered the University
of Paris, he began to take steps toward
the construction and establishmentof his

long

contemplated

Society.

Associated

with him were Francis Xavier, afterwards

country, and landed in Florida, in 1556.
Their first mission in the wilds of Canada
was established in 1611, having Quebec

for its center. After Louisiana began to
be settled, another missionary center was
fixed at New Orleans. Since the papal
re-establishment of the Order in 1814, its
members have labored with great energy
in America.
They have now about seventeen colleges within the limits of the

successor as general of the Jesuits.

United States.
An interesting account of ‘*how Jesuits

The

by aiming

to arrest the progress of the

Protestant Reformation. How well it succeeded in doing this is clearly set forth
by the historians. Its objects have been
formally stated to be the following four:
(1) The education of youth. (2) Theinstruction of adults by preaching and other
means.
(3) Defense of the Roman Catholi¢ faith against heretics and unbelievers,

and (4) the propagation of Christianity
among heathens and infidels, by mission_ aries, “Its members,” says the historian
Bancroft, ‘were,

by its

rulgs,

never

to

become prelates, and could gain power
and distinction only by influence over
mind. Théir vows were poverty, chastity,

absolute

obedience,

and

a

constant

readiness to go on missions against heregy or heathenism. Their cloisters became
the best. schools in the world. Emaneipated, in a great degree, from the forms
of piety, separated from domestic ties,
constituting u community essentially in-

tellectual as well as essentially plebeian,

bound together by the most perfect organization, and having for their end a
control over opinion among the scholars
and courts of Europe, and throughout the
habitable globe, the order of the Jesuits
held, as its ruling maxims, the widest dif-

fusion of its influence, and the closest internal unity.” The new order was formally recognized and confirmed by Pope

its

character,

and

in

its

ability for usefulness, by appealing to it
directly or indirectly for its co-operation

in an attempt to relieve our educational
interests of present embarrassment.
It may be worth while to note a few
items in the history of the Society, to sce
if these expressions of acknowledgment
and confidence are at all justifiable. I
have spoken of the prejudices which had
to be overcome in the accomplishment of
our educational work. I do not think it
worth while to go over the whole matter;

on the globe. Their chief periodical is
“but will note an item or two.
Civitta Cattolica, published semi-monthly
The Theological school under the auin Rome.
;
spices of the Education Society was open~
—Jesuit-missionaries first came to this
ed at Parsonsfield, Me., in the autumn of

the famous missionary saint, and James
Laynez, who became Loyola's immediate
society was designed to subserve the interests of the Catholic church, primarily

in

are made,”

has

been recently ‘published,

the substance of which will fittingly form
the concluding paragraph of this hasty
sketch.

**The St. Stanislaus Seminary, or

novitiate, near Florissant, Mo., bolds in
the neighborhood of forty students, who
have devoted their life to study and re-

1840, and continued there some three
years.
It did not receive a very gracious

reception from the region round about,
though it was generally kindly thought of
in the immediate vicinity.
By way of
ridicule if not of contempt, it passed in

the mouths of many

by

the

name

of

the ‘‘ ministers’ mill.” That ‘the grists
ground out did not, find a ready deliverance in that region, may appear from the
fact, that but one student during those
three years, so far as I can now recollect,
found opportunity to preach with any considerable degree of frequency. It is true,
that most of them found fields of labor after
leaving the school. And this may be accounted for in two ways.
First, there
were churches

even

at

that

time,

that

were in advance of the- denominational
age, and could appreciate culture in its
when other young men are going out into
ministry ; and second, there were no colthe world to build up reputations and forlege graduates in the school at that time,
tunes for themselves, with the stern and
and of the students. in attendance nearly
uninviting fact staring them in the face
two-thirds remained only one year, and
that it will be many long years hefore
so could not have been badly *‘ spoiled by
they can attain the summit of their ambitheir learning.”
One can not fail .to

ligion.

tion.

They

They

enter the place at an age

must, on entering,

have

al-

ready acquired thie knowledge which a
college graduate possesses, and be ready
to take hold of higher studies. The first
two years of their stay is devoted to vigorous discipline, the severity of which is
calculated to wean them from all hope that
the life they are seeking is to be a gilded
or Juxufficus one, and the other two years,

while of almost equally unrelenting and
untiring discipline and study, are intended to prepare them for still harder and
more undesirable labor; for when they
have completed the course of study designated at the St. Stanislaus Seminary, they

are only on the threshold of their real
studies. They are then sent to Woodstock
College, near Baltimore,
Md., from which

institution the provinces of the United
States
receive
their reinforcements.
Paul III. in 1540. Its constitutions were Woodstock College is the general supply
first published in 1558, and were pro- depot for Jesuit Fathers in this country;
nounced by Cardinal Richelieu to be a there they finish their ante-ordination
model of administrative policy. During ‘studies, and it is hence they are anointed
the half century immediately following into their chosen profession, The numtheir recognition by Paul IIL. the Jesuifs ber ordained each year does not- exceed
were
granted, by successive popes, more than a dozen. But besides these,
‘‘such great privileges as rendered them there are many received from European
powerful and numerous.”
‘Before the ‘seminaries, whither they have been sent
Order had existed a hundred years,” says hy their respective colleges. At WoodMacaulay, *‘it had filled the whole world stock the course embraces seven years of

| mark the contrast between the relation of
the school to the neighboring churches,
at the time of which I have been speaking, and what has been the case since the
return of the school to the State of Maine,

which a statement showing the
gagerhenst of the students among
churches for the present vacation,
lished in the Star '6f week before

enthe
publast,

sufficiently indicates. From the time of
the establishment of the school as above
stated down to the time of the added department of Divinity to Hillsdale college,
the Education Society furnished the denomination substantially all the Theological instruction . and training it enjoyed.
It is true, and painfully so, that little was
done as compared with what was need-

ed, and ought and could have been. done

in this direction.

And still one needs on-

ly to look over the denomination and note
the position occupied, and the work in all

our various Christian enterprises which
has been, and is being done by the Alumni of the school during that time, and
since, to be convinced of the value of the

Society to the denomination, and to the
more general cavse of Christ.
'
Previously to the time of the arrange-

ment made a few years since with the
two

colleges, ‘and

the

transfer.

of the

‘with memorials of great things done and

continuous

suffered for the faith. There was no region of the globe, np walk of speculative
or of active life in which Jesuits were not

which are devoted to the study of philos-

work of Theological instruction

ophy, and the other four to theology.
Thus it will be seen that the young man

the Society had done directly but little to
increase the funds of our literary institutions, though in one instance I recollect
that under its direct auspices some twelve
or fifteen thousand dollars were raised
for the New Hampton school, which rendered that valuable institution essential
aid in its then exiging needs. And it is

to befound.”

‘Throughout Roman Cath-

olic Europe the secrets of every govern-

ment, and of almost every family of note,
were in their keeping.
one Protestant country

They glided from
to another. under

innumerable disguises.

They wandered

to countries which neither mercantile avid-

ity nor liberal curiosity had ever impelled
any stranger to explore.

Yet,

might

loyment, their spirit was the
devotion to. the common

cause, unreasoning obedience

to the

cen-

tral authority.” *But with the admirable
energy, 7 disinterestedness and self-dsvo-

first three

of

who starts at Florissant to become a Jes-

uit, has actually eleven years of a novitiate before him. The average attendance

at Woodstock College is about one hun-

dred and twenty. There are at present
about one thousand Jesuits in the United
States and Canada.”
[}
O-b-O-0-

whatever

might be their residence, whatever

be their
samo,

application, the

Martin Luther, in his Table Talk, says,

«Defects of a preacher .are soon

spied.

Let a preacher be endued with ten virtues
and have

but

one

fault; that

one

fault

will eclipse and darken. all his virtues and
gifts, so evil is the world in these times.”

so

as

to

accommodate

those

The item respecting raising funds in the

instru-

have

Since then the Jesuits

it; then it was checked, forced back, and membership, throughout the world, is said
the Romish church saved from destruction to be not far from ten thousand. Begin.
ning with Loyola, they have had in all,
by the famous Order of the Jesuits.
"Ignatius Loyola, the founder of Jesuit- twenty-two generals. They have, to-day,
ism, was first a page to Ferdmand V., of missionaries in nearly every pagan land
Spain, and afterwards an officer in his army. In 1521, he was seriously wounded
in battle. Having regained his health, he
“devoted himself to the Catholic church.

most

interest of education,

will

be

considered

Reports, and with no addition to the cost,
except that of one cent for increased post-

steadily at work to keep the treasury in
condition to honor all demands upon it.

ment the Reports will go into’ the hands

It will be unwise

age when sent by mail.

of thousands who

a close pinch again,

Now

that our re-

mittances are all up

even,

we

need

By this arrange-

would not otherwise

to run any risk of see them.

We hope that. they will be
generally read. Our people will certainly be gratified to know what has been

to

indefatigable Financial Secretary, in the
last Star, let us as a people rise and sing
the doxology :—*¢ Praise God from whom
all blessings flow.” The Star has been
ful: of good things of late, but I have seen
nothing so good, or interesting, or quickening, as Bro. Fernald’s intensely stirring
paper on our Foreign Missionary work,
and the last remittance to India.
May he
long be spared for his work, and may we
all help to make his oppressive burdens
Then how our hearts have been cheered
by the inspiriting words of our’ noble
apostle of love,
(May the Penneys become a great host!) wherein our duty and
our- privilege regarding this matter of
giving have been so clearly and so cogent-

ly set forth! And why should we

not

all

respond? Let us show that our hearts have
indeed been quickened
by our generous

contributions for
soon to begin.

the

year

which: is so

During the last few years, notwithstand-

ing the financial distresses of our country,
we have been slowly increasing the aggregate of our benevolent
offerings; now,
with the return of business prosperity,
can we not'make a great stride forward?
Is it agking too much when our Secretary
calls for $30,000
for the current year?
Even that sum is less than one
cent a
week per member for our whole
people.

Does not that seem to be a beggarly small
sum for you to give

for

all

these

grand

causes ?—only fifty cents per year! Why,
you would thoughtlessly and carelessly
spend five, or ten, or fifty

times

as

much

for things that would not profit you or
anybody else.
But iv must not be forgotten that a large
number

of our members

are non-residents,

—some bodily, more, I fear, spiritually,—
and contribute nothing to our benevolent
work.
The burden must therefore fall the
more heavily upon those of us who stand
at our posts.
Is it too much to ask, then,

that every active member of our churches
contribute a sum not less than two cents
pex.week,

or, in round

figures,

one

dollar

nll year? My brethren, how beggarly
small does that sum seem! And is it not
to'be presumed that our offerings for missionary work are small because only small
offerings have been asked for? How man
a man of wealth have we, who could
five, or ten, or twenty, or fifty, or a

dred dollars a year,

and

least—all the richer for it!

give
hun-

be—inwardly

May

at

the tine

speedily come, when not only the churches shall give promptly and generously, but
when private members shall comfort their
consciences and relieve their over-burdened pockets by sending, at least once a
year, their checks for a hundred dollars or
more to Bro. Fernald! It would help
more than the very best nerve tonic;

him
and

his nerves have had a tussle.
Evidently, we are getting ‘‘ out of the
woods” regarding this matter of missionary work; though there is, doubtless, a
deal of underbrush to be passed through
yet. - Let us
and blessed
grand work
rising up to

not now, at this opportune
moment, fail or falter in the
God has set for us to do; but
a clear and adequate concep-

tion of it, let us devise large plans and
then skillfully marshal the forces adequate
to their fullest'and completest
execution.
$30,000 this year for our benevolent work!
PE ESR RR
BSP RE OP Rn
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MISSION WORK.
CONDUCTED

BY

REV.

G.

GIVE THANKS.
For the prompt response made

by

our

brethren and sisters in behalf of the last
quarterly remittance to India. By their
timely aid it was a full one, and, as our
readers learned last week, with it went

of its funds, proved to bear,

forgotten, and that their

as

making,

some

of

us feared it might at the time, too heavily
on the colleges, it was

changed

different times, and in each

oase

at three

at the

instance ,and in the interest of the colleg-

es, if indeed they have any interest sepa-

its

de-

work

lies

near

the hearts of many true friends in America. Let us give thanks to God for the
faith and zeal which inspired this. quick
response to an urgent call. Itis a good.

omen for the future.

thanks that the next remittance is ready
before it is needed.
THE OTHER COLUMNS.
While we rejoiced with exceeding
great joy at the long column of receipts
for the Foreign Mission Society in the
month of November, we could not keep

down a feeling of sadness as we saw the
many blank spaces in the columns devoted to other Societies. Our hearts ache as

we think of the destitute fields in our own
land; of the struggling churches planted

What we have done

Near the close of the Finan-

spectacle on Sunday last, preceding

none more than ours;

of the devoted. and

the

open<

ing of the first regular'session of the 46th Con-

gress.

The

incoming

trains

were crowded

with returning Congressmen, and. the motley
array of hangers-on that pounce down upon
Congress for the spoils of office and ‘jokes of

the lobby.
principal

The
hotels

corridors and halls of the
resounded

with

a jargon

of

greetings, re-unions and political speculations.
The bar-rooms at the larger hotels, in spite of
the day, were in full blast, and no
attempt made at concealment, the

taining thereto in this city
dead letter,

whenever

particular
laws
per-

are emphatically a

the

Sabbath

comes

in

roximity to any great public occasion. There

ye

plenty of material

for

studying

haman nat-

at these times, as regards dress, manners,

Ce

3

Your
located

New Englanders
statesmen appear

are generally well and

and more easterly
in beaver bats and

{tidily

appareled, while

the representative Southern
Western men
are readily distinguished by off-hand dress, and

where Christian churches are needed, and | manners,

together

with the inevitable

and

characteristic slouch hat.
We overhearda
tall and swarthy Georgian, overtopped with a
broad specimen of that style of chapeau, remark,
‘ These Yankees call our head gear
¢ slouch’ hats instead of felt”
There
will
probably be no other name known for them
among men, so long as they are worn * knocked-in” and pulled-down-over-the-eye fashion,

energetic men and women doing pioneer
work, with gmall means and little immediate encouragement; and of the broad
fields opening continually before us, inviting us to come in and take possession so prevalent’in some sections of the country.
THE
SOLONS. ASSEMBLE.
of what fairly belongs
to us. All through.
the West and South are such places.
1, when the black ball on
Dec.
y,
Monda
On
Had we money to sustain a dozen strong the staff of the observatory that marks the
men in the

field, they

could

find

work

enough to do without interfering at all with
the legitimate work of other denominations.
We do not begrudge to the Foreign Mission Society a single dollar of its receipts.
We could not, in common honesty, have
done less for it than

we have

done,

but

we certainly ought to begin at once to do
more for the Home work, more for
church extension in new fields,

more

for

reviving fields once occupied, more: for
developing the Free Baptist sentiment la-

tent in the hearts of hundreds of Christian people in different parts of our coun-

try. A trifling addition to the contributions of even one half of our members, an
addition which they can make without
suffering, would give the Home Mission
Society all the funds it is now prepared to
use. Let us see to it that this Society is
enabled to push its work and enlarge its
plans during the coming year to a great
extent.
We have not forgotten the
young men preparing for the work of the
ministry and largely dependent upon

the

hour of noon, descended, the national flags
on either wing of the Capitol went up and the
two houses were called to order by their vespective presiding officers.
In the Senate,
matters opened very quietly.
A tastefully arranged pyramid of flowers .surmounted the

Vice-President’s desk,
Vice-President Wheeler

from behind which
called that body to

order, the Senators rising as the chaplain offered prayer.
There were the usuxl eager
looks and whisperings by the -audience, after
the celebrities’ and popular men.
Fifty-five
Senators were present and there were conspicuous absentees: Maine's magnetic Senator was
not in his seat, and another chair was forever
vacant: sturdy, loyal Zachariah Chandler will
denounce treason no longer in these halls,
Then came a recess to await the President’s
message, which was taken advantage of for

greetings, and a general reunion.
are perpetrated

on every

Heavy jokes

side,

Thurman, of

Ohio comes in for his share on account of the

results in his

Logan

and

State.

Burnside

Ransom,

wbo

had

and

Gordon,

faced

each

other on many battle fields, now
strolledarm in arm about the hall. The message was
then read, and the Senate adjourned at 3, with:

barely 20 Senators in their seats.

The House galleries were packed and animated as is always the case, and the scene is
more enlivening and interesting.
Two hun-

dred

and

thirty-two

members

answered

to

their names, and when the four new members
from California, and one each from Iowa and
N. Y. (to fill vacancies) were sworn in, the roll

Education Society for the means to do so - of 203 members was complete.
;
successfully and without serious embarAnimated groups are gathered about the
rassment. To them those blanks paces in desks of Garfield, Wood, Gen. Joe Johnson of
Va., Frye and other leaders, and many desks
the third column of receipts must be omi- profusely decorated, as in the Senate, with
nous of hard times, of meager appropria- flowers, whose fragrance floated through the
entire chamber’,
y
tions, and of close, and even pinching,
The private Secretary of the President apeconomy. What estimate do' they put peared at 2 o’clock, and the 1nessage was read
in a monotonous tone by the reading clerk. It
upon the value of a well-trained ministry can readily be seen by a glance around the
that this proceeding is,toa great extent,
who are willing to do no more to provide ahouse
matter of formality, and it would have te be
it for themselves? The young men now of most exciting topic and eloquently delivered
in our schools and the young men who to claim the attention of these active men and
ought.to be in them, but can not, will

in

a few years control the affairs of the denomination, and stand as its: representatives before the world. How shall they
be fitted to meet these responsibilities
and sustain these trusts? That depends

very largely, upon

what

the *Education

Society is able to do for them while
are preparing for their work. That

they
they

will be good men and true, doing their
best, we doubt not, but what that best
shall be, we may do much to decide. The
young man who comes out of school
broken down in health, by reason of undue care and hard work, or burdened

C. WATERMAN,

that after the agreement, made between
the Society and the colleges as to the use

pertinent to the point I am now

into

do this, we shall have occasion to give

the deficiency on the previous remittance.
It has saved the Treasurer and Financial
Agent from carrying the burden on their
hearts for another month or two; it has
inspired them with fresh courage and renewed faith in the church, and has awakened in their hearts devout gratitude to
God. It has already thrilled the heart of
the church and will act as a provocative
to other good works. It will be a sure
testimony to the hard-working, much-enduring bund in India that they ‘are not

to them,

the most of it, enter heartily

BY RY.V. GEORGE 8, RICKER,

In view of the facts in the article of our

sire to do.

cial Secretary’s Report (p. 60 of the Reports) will be found an estimate of the
amount of money needed by each of the
Societies for the next year. One cent a
week from each member of our churches
will meet all these estimates, pay the
debt of the Foreign Mission Society, and
leave a handsome balance on hand.
One dollar a year from one half of our
not do the work itself. It must be used,
It must be looked after. It must be members will do nearly as much. Let
pushed. By it the work may be done every one ‘‘as the Lord hath prospered
more easily and effectively, probably, him,” lay aside for these purposes and
than in any other way. It rests upon a give regularly. Read the Reports and
if
sound Biblical principle, namely, regular get good from them.
© 0-6
++
saving for the purpose of regular giving.
WASHINGTON LETTER.
It proceeds in a business-like way.
WASHINGTON, D. C., Dec. 4.
Wherever it has been faithfully tried the
#HE GATHERING OF THE CLANS.
results have been in the highest dejree
The Capital of the nation presented the usual
satisfactory. Now, let us take it, make

THAT LAST REMITTANCE,

;
Pr
o-¢

:

flowing towards the treasury, so that the
next remittance, and all future ones, will
be in hand when needed. There is no
way to do this more easily and surely
than by a vigorous and persistent pushing of the Card System already in use in
many of our churches, As we have often said, it is a system, a plan, a method,
a way of doing a certain work, but it will

velopment and use, and so show that we
appreciate its advantages and are willing
to conform to its requirements. If we all

hereatter.—J. F.

the Society, and derived from it encouragement and inspiration for their work.

are excluded, by law, from Italy, Spain,

church occasioned, in the sixteenth century, a movement that at one time seemed

been

mental in establishing and sustaining
those institutions have been members of

where not tolerated they have possessed
‘+a secret and extensive existence,” They

The corruptions of the Roman Catholic

have

window,

who were without. At that time in nearly all cases something was done, as well
as something said for the good cause.

‘been tolerated in many countries, and even

privileges.”

A, BICKFORD.

insti-

tutions of learning, long maintain a re-

tion, those who

tablishing the Society with all its former

JESUITISM.
REV. C.

Catholic coun-

in 1814, Pope Pius VII. issued a bull *‘es-

ror

BY

and

usefulness.

He who would claim the sacred olive-wreath,
Must learn to bear the diadem of thorn.
— The Sunday at Home.

ex-

to see how we could, without these

In evidence I give a

single instance. At one of the New
Hampshire Yearly Meetings, the bare announcement, that there would be speaking and a subscription raised at a meeting of the Education Society, brought out
such
a crowd, that but few besides the
women could be accommodated
with
seats in the church, and it was proposed
that the speakers should stand in an open

hardly have been possible but for the pioneership of this Society ; and it is difficult

it is also true, that, with scarce an excep-

Spain,

Wilt thou whose blade is ever in its sheath,

been

of those occasions.

founding and funding of our academies,
colleges and Theological schools would

the mandate of Pope Clement X1V., on the

once they

ly been expelled

It is no idle hand, no dreaming life,
That exrns the blessed guerdon of the Lord.

often

New Hampshire Yearly Meetings, were
the most enthusiastic of all’ the exercises

say, but the time for it is not yet.
The Secretary in his report says; . The

pressed in every Roman Catholic state by

even from

papacy itself.

There is no peace that is not won by strife,
No rest that is not purchased by the sword!

have

shall be able to speak in this paper. And tiventy-five years ago, the public meeteven limiting myself to that, I shall fail ings of the Education Society at the annito say many things I have long desired to “versaries, and during the sessions of ‘the

spectable existence.”
There is more
truth in these brief and condensed sentences than will appear to the casual
reader. It is largely owingto the early
influence of the Society, that the prejudices against education, which once existed among us, were swept away. And

tries, and

THE UNPROFITABLE SERVANT.

Look for the
worn?

Jesuits

cluded by law

we can do aguin., This was done so easily that it is an assurance of ample power
in reserve which needs only to be kept

Of the first only I matter of inspiration, that twenty and just. keep the streams of supply steadily done by the Societies and what they de-

Theological schools.

by the interest of his religion he too often

EDITORIAL CONTRIBUTORS:

$3130 If paid’ within

But it has

my readers, and so I will say as to the

fund in the interest of Bates and Hillsdale

religion seemed to him unlawful, and that.

PROF. J. FULLONTON, D. D,,

rms 1—$2.00

rate from that of the Society.

EDUCATION SOCIETY.

There were two items connected with always exercised a parental care over
leged, and not without foundation, that the exercises 'of the late Anniversaries, our literary institutions, and as I have
the ardent public spirit which made the that particularly ‘struck my attention. said before, rendered encouragement and
Jesuit regardless of his ease, of his liber- They were the tribute paid to the charac- inspiration to their work. This latter rety, and of his life, made him also regard- | ter and service of the Education Society, mark may not ‘be’ quite understood and
less of truth and of mercy ; that no means and the proposition to raise a centennary appreciated by the younger portion of

THE

ny

"THE

It was al-

with debts which must be paid out of the
smal] salary of a minister in our denomination, can not for many years do much
more than keep his head above water, and

if at last ‘he gets

his feet

upon

solid

the HAuttering, restless galleries.
The audience gradually melted away ; there were many
vacant rows of seats on the floor, and the
house hurriedly adjourned at iis conclusion.
The proceedings at the Capitol for the next
three days were devoid of interest, nothing of
note occurring but the introduction of numerous bills and early adjournments.

THE MESSAGE AND KINDRED TOPICS.
The annual message of the President

is

moderate in tone and compares in ability
favorably with former documents of this kind.
The question of Polygamy is brought into notice and he advises that the Mormons be excluded from the jury-box, and also, to deprive
them in some way of citizenship (that is while
they maintain their present obnoxious cus-

toms), but how it is to be done, is not exactly

clear.
Polygamy ultimately must go—us its
twin relic did—but there is aproblem ' here,
how to exterminate an evil.as it is knownto be,
when the constitution
guarantees religious
freedom under which they claim. immunity.
Perhaps an immigratory crusade may be the
means that shall be ordained in this case, by

which this monstrous

evil

shall

succumb be-

ground, it may be to find the enthusiasm
of early manhood evaporated, and his

fore the march of
Christianity.

habits so hardened by the pinching of
poverty as to unfit him for any very
strongly aggressive work. We are not

crats had returned, prepared to behave thems
selves this winter; the Republicans intended to
conduct themselves equally as properly, thus
iving assurance
of sensible and beneficial
cgislation ; but the President and his Financial minister have tossed a small financial fire-

likely, for some time to come, to deal

ov-

er-generously with the young men whom
God has called to prepare themselves for

°

As a-résult of the

brand into the
mending

civilization and enlightened
:

fall

elections the

Republican

the withdrawal of

currency, some

camp,
the

$360.000,000 from

in

legal

Demo-

recom-

tender

circulation,

NE leaving but two mediums, national bank notes
hard work in the future.
AA
and coin. These legal tenders (8 war measBrethren, let us fill up the other col- ure) are so many notes against the Govern-

umns of the Financial Secretary’s monthly report.
THE ANNUAL REPORTS.
And now we have a new thing under
the sun. The reports of our Benevolent
Societies for the last year have been
bound up with the Register and se every
person who gets a Register will have the
3

ment.

They are therefore, a constant menace.

The Government desires to get rid of them,
there are reasous for and against.
oppose, because it contracts the

many in the East favor,

and

The West
currency;

because it will raise

the value of property.
x
;
The emphatic success of resumption and the
general business
prosperity new prevailing
Jead us to the belief that it would not be
dientto meddle with the currency at
this
time—and to Jet ‘ well enough alone”=—which ,

will probably be done at present.

ELLIOTT,

rw
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QUESTIONS

stance, ‘‘make any alterations in the
book.” “Add unto him the plagues.” That

NOTES

BY

PROF.

“Shall add.”

J, A. HOWE.

The verse means, in sub-

is, inflict them on him.
(For

Questions

THE

see Lesson

Papers.)

providentially

M.
FT.
W.
T'.
¥.

DAILY READINGS.
The river of Life. Rev. 22: 1-9.
Free mvitations. Isa. 55: 1-13.
Call to the burdened. Rev. 11: 20—30.
Missing the promise, Heb. 4: 1-16.
The foolish man. Luke 12: 1-30.

8S.

The Lord’s coming.

8.

The last words.

GOLDEN

pas
H

2

TEXT:

wry

Rev. 22: 10-21.
The

grace

Christ be with you all.

of

our

Lord

Amen.— Rev.

>

Notes and Hints.
“And he saith unto me.” The angel before whom John fell to worship, who calls
himself a creature like John, who showed

John the glories of the heavenly city, and
who was one of the seven that had the
full

of the

seven last

plagues,”

here is speaking to John. ‘‘Seal not.”
Attaching a seal to a roll of a book pre-

vented the reading of its contents.

By

not sealing this book, then, is meant that
God would have it read and understood.
¢« Themprophecy of this book.” This teaches
us the nature of the book. It was a prophecy of events that were shortly to come to
pass.
“The time 3 at hand.” The time of the

fulfillment of these prophecies.
then,

they are

in

Already,

the process of accom-

plishment.
‘Let him be unjust still.”
That is, very shortly this will be the doom
of the unjust. He will soon be overtaken
in his unrighteousness and permanently
shut up to it. This, as Lange says, *‘indirectly offers to the wicked the strongest
admonition to repent.” The meaning of

‘“‘unjust” is . unrighteous.

“Filthy.”

Vi-

cious in character. The unjust and filthy
having been named, those of an opposite
character are introduced.
“Behold I come quickly.” The speaker
now is Christ himself. On the authority of
such passages as this some think the
coming of Christ to be spiritual. They
say that he came quickly, thut he has
already come to many. ~. Others think
the reference is to a literal, visible

com-

ing, and explain the “quickly” by making
“a thousand years” to be With the Lord
‘‘as oneday.” ‘My reward.” ‘My award,”
is the meaning.
‘According as his work
shall be.” Not according
to one’s -nativeinclinations, but according to one's

moral

action of hand and heart, will be the
award of the judge. Would we hear him
say, ‘‘well done,” we must do well on the

earth. Notice the justice and equality of
this principle of future awards.
-

“I am Alpha and

Omega.”

In our

language this would be stated thus; I
am A and Z.” Alpha and Omega are the
first and last letters of the Greek alphabet. The meaning of them is, “I am the

Author and Finisher of all things.”
“Blessed.”

Happy.

‘Do his command-

ments.” The oldest manuscripts reject
this sentence, and read that ‘‘wash their
robes.” “Tree of life.” A figure for eternal life.
“Enter in through the gates inlo the
city.” To enter heaven. The qualification for passing through the gates is the
spirit of obedience to God. Life within
the holy city is more to be desired than
all else. “‘Without are dogs.” Men shut
out of heaven, retain their sinful characters, and do their sinful

deeds.

‘Out of the book of life.” The

true reading

here is,

the

tree

4.

Because

grace,” &c.

“The

Best authorities say: the true

reading is *‘the grace of the Lord Jesus
be with the saints.”
Learn from this lesson:
I. That our characters will soonbe for-

ever fixed for good or evil.

II. That Christ will reward us according to our chardcters.
III. That he is happy who enters
through the gates into the.city.
IV. That he is miserable who is kept
without.
V. That all the voices of heaven are
inviting us to take now the water of
life.
SUNDAY

AND

THE YOUNG.

The common excuse for surrendering the
Sunday evening meeting to union gatherings is: “Our young people leave us, and

we can’t get acongregation.”

The young

people and the old people can attend the
more exciting union or temperance meetings, but

are

too

tired,

or live

too far

away to go to the sober church preaching
service. The gist of the matter is this:
The young people are the popular evangelistic aim of the churches, and the
young people they can not satisfactorily
reach,

Young ministers are

songht, and

an endless round of entertaining appliances
tried; but the young people here, there,
and everywhere, vanish in the direction

of the more entertaining.

What is the

cause?
What the cure?
Regretfully,
but seriously, we query whether the cause
is not un-Sabbatic and unscriptural meth-

ods of handling the young in the Sundayschool, characteristically, though

ly, called the “Young
The thoroughly secular
ing-books we recently
of a large city church,
sermon

foolish-

People's Church.”
discussionof singheard in the school
had it followed the

immediately, would

have

fallen

like a wet sheet upon the pious hearts of
the elders. Business and amusement sec-

ularities are thrust into the Sunday-school
-as-though its tender organs of digestion
could manufacture pure spiritual lifeblood out of all sorts of unbiblical crudities. Three vitally important scriptural
orders or relations are commonly perverted inthe Sunday-schools: first, the relation of the younger to the older; second,
the relation of the school to the church;
and, third,

the

relation of

secularities to

the Sabbath. What wonder if such poluted offerings, habitually rendered, should
mold offerers adversely to the wishes of
parents and churches! To his churches,
panting on the track of their fugitive
young people, God seems to be saying,
“To obey is better than sacrifice.” There
is such a thing as pleasing too much and
preaching too little—as gospel failing duly to control because coated with too
much that is not gospel.—Journal & Messenger.
0-0-6
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THE VETERAN 8. 8. MISSIONARY.
Rev. B. W. Chidlaw, missionary of the
American Sunday-school

Union, in

Ohio,

where

your

do not

is, there will
.

in

which

precedes.

morning star,” reads the Greek. Christ
is the Star that ushers in the cloudless,
etherial’day of love, righteousness, peace
and gladness,—the day of God’s glorious
revelations to men. In himself Christ is
as pure and as fair as the bright, the
morning star. Has he ever risen, in his
beauty, in the heavens that bend over us?

“The Spirit and the bride.” The Holy
Spirit speaking to every heart.- The bride
is the church, who is ever to proclaim to
. wicked men, without distinction, ‘‘come.”

Bitter mockery is such a call if men

are

‘dependent for their coming on an election
of God which they have not received.
“Come.” Some writers think this is aresponse to Christ saying, *‘Icomequickly.”
Others think it means ‘‘come to the water of life.” This latter view best ex-

plains all the verse, and gives a fitting
close to the book in which the glories of
heaven are so graphically described.
ss Him that heareth.”

Heareth

the voice

of the bride and the Spirit. Every one
“who hears this gracious call to salvation,
is to taka up and repeat the call until all
the earth is vocal with the words ‘‘come,”

:

| “come,” ‘‘come.”
«That is athirst.”

saved,

'Ihat desires to be

‘‘TWhosoever will.”

“Let him that

‘will,” the Greek reads. To the water of

ains of Wales and in their log-cabin homes
in Radnor, their early conversion to God,
&e., &c.

The veteran, of about three score years
and ten; has never forgotten his native
Welsh, but is still able - to preach in it, to
the delight of those having a common nativity.
From the time when he was the missionary of the eld Pear] street Presbyterian church Sunday-school Missionary Association, he has always been a welcome
visitor in the Sunday-schools of New York.
His clarion voice has not often been heard
in them of late years; but their former
teachers and scholars will be glad to

know that it is still lifted up in strength
for the children.—X. Y. Observer.
oo
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SUNDAY-SCHOOL

‘What is worth doing is worth doin
well.” This is as true of the church an
Sabbath-school record as of any other
iece of work. Thoroughness is as profitable here as anywhere.
Dr. John Hall urges as one reason why
ministers should teach a Bible class that
there are hundreds of things that they can
make use of in such an exercise which
could not be used in a sermon. Bat this

is not all nor half the gala, Such a class

life all the invitations extend. Notice

is the best possible

will come or not, and that God, with equal

and learning what to preach about.—Congregalonalist.

that it is left to the man to say whether he

placeMor

getting at

many of the difficulties of one’s

# o

people,

professors, and the scandalous conduct of
members of the Christian church. Hence,
the importance of disciplinein the church.
Iu the discharge of this labor, we have
general principles given us in the Word
of God.
All disciplinable offenses may
be arranged under two distinct classes:

firms the doctrine, taughtso plainly elsewhere, of salvation by faith. The principal thing aimed atis not the laying up
of treasures anywhere; the principal

thing is to have the heart right; to have
the heart in heaven ; and we are to lay up

treasures there, because that will help to
bring our hearts there, too.

personal injuries and

-

How true this statement is, that

tional debt is, to a certain

where

extent,

a

the first, itis reconciliation

injurer

In

na-

African,—or than

be

for

turn unto thee and
shalt forgive

6:14; 18:21, 22,

Luke

and

are parallel to this.

17:4;

The teaching is this,

that we should always possess a kind and
forgiving spirit, and extend forgiveness
to these who injure us, when they turn
and repent, which implies a change of
conduct. I admit the binding force of
these in their fullest extent, when ap-

plied
to personal ‘offenses,

but to press

them as proofs
that we should hold any
person as worthy of membership in the
church, who is guilty of continuous scandalous crimes is pressing the doctrine of
forgiveness of personal injuries to an extent that neither Scripture nor reason can
|

justify.

3

:

the

lioness

in an Indian jungle.
Ygs, whoever has
suffered for me, loves me; whatever 1
have labored or suffered for I love.
There is that amount of good in® asceti-

BAPTISM AND THE
BY REV, O. E.

LORD'S

TIL
Afier the articles just preceding this we
should do ourself and others injustice,
were we not to offer our objections to close
communion. We would prefer, rather
than occupy any more space in the Star

kingdom of heaven.
While Christians
were being persecuted by the heathen, in
the early ages, their persecutions drew
their hearts nearer to the Christ for
whom they suffered, and when the times
of persecution had passed, there seemed
to be a need of some other suffering to
bring the heart near to him. This was

sons interested had access to our published address before the Iowa Y. M. in

no doubt one cause for the rise of asceti-| cism,

and if there were not so many

op-

gars’

fare and

the

the scourge,
crazing

the

beg-

vigils,

*¢ for

that it is wholly impracticable. (1) Tunkers never commune with P. Baptists nor
with liberal Baptists and they are excluded,
making the avowed theory inconsistent;
and (2) few Reg. Baptists even could com-

mune together, since few persons exactly
agree in doctrine, and it may

be

no

less

tween Baptists and Campbellites.*
We objectto the close communion

1. That practically it is based, not merely, nor chiefly, upon the antecedence of

general Christian

fellowship

rather

in

implied,

expressed,

inter-communion.

So there is in co-operation in the prayermeeting to which Reg. Baptists do not object,
3. We object to close communion of
Reg. Baptists that while it makes baptism
| antecedent not alone to the Supper, but
equally to any public profession of Christianity, with all it involves, they do recognize and allow numerous deviations
from apostolic usages—wliile making the
law of the Supper as the laws of the

non-baplized
They allow,

common

for Reg. Baptist
to s invite all per-

sons * of the same faith and order.” Here
is a grave deviation.
(2) Some Reg.
Baptist churches invite ** all baptized believers.” But church membership is, no
less than baptism, a prerequisite. Here
»is another

grave

exception.

(3) Some

But to so expose the

tion of the avowed law of the ordinance.
In other matters than the Supper,

Reg.

Baptists indulge exceptions not a few, to
avowed gospel order.

enumerate here.

But we

will

not

These are discussed in

the Issues, together with objections.
4. That
the claim of Reg. Baptists,

supports

close com-

BY REV. J. P. HEWES,
4
A few days ago, in disapssing with a
Deacon of the * Regular” Baptist church
the communion question, he made this
puint: There is a difference between
church and Christian fellowship. I can
fellowship with Pedo-baplists, pray with
them, allow them in our pulpits, ete.,
when I can not fellowship them as church

ular Baptist denomination, upon sectism.
Does this seem unjust to so pronounce?
We regret to so speak of a people for
whom we entertain an esteem second on- members.” ’
:
ly to that we bear for our own denominaWhat!
Is there a difference between
tion. © We charitably believe that the church and Christian fellowship?
great majority of Regular Baptists are
If so, is church fellowship superior to,
much better than their church polity and and more sacred than Christian fellowpractice. It is a fact that they do not ship? Christ said on the rock of confesscommune with any one, on the ground of ing him, he would build his church.
his having been baptized, nor of "his be- Thenif a person confesses him as the
Christ, is he not on the

member of Christ's church?
Such a position as the good deacon takes smacks
of the intolerance of Rome: ** We. are the
church.” If there is a difference between
being a Christian and a church member,
and we can fellowship Pedo-baptists as
Chrjstians, why not commune with them

of

though such church be organized with
all the essentials of a Regular Baptist
church, except the name ; nor though the
name be adopted, provided said church
be not a member of ‘the Regular Baptist
denomination.
;
The plea against communing with
Free and other liberal Baptists,’ that
‘‘these communing with Pedo-baptists do
fellowship them, as such, and do endorse
their Pedo-baptism, and Regular Baptists
communing with Free and other liberal
Baptists would indirectly do the same

Christ were to pass away and the kingdom of heaven were to prove a de-

thing,” is certainly not thereal objection,
does not, at all events, harmonize with

the
the

more completely will our hearts be there.
Do the most of us have as much treasure in heaven as we ought to have there?
Have we so much treasure there, and so
little elsewhere, that we feel as if we

should be completely undone, and
men

most

lusion?

miserable,

if

If not, and

the

of all

words

if we can con-

template with the least equanimity the
possiblilityof losing this hope of the
saint, let us be quick to percieve that our
hearts are not

right, and,

as one

means

of doing what we can to get them right,
let us lay up more treasure in the home
of our faith, ¢‘ for where the treasure, is,
there will the heart be also,” and, surely,

Chrigt and

God in heaven.

their practice.
There are other Baptists
excluded, as exclusive in communion as
the Regular Baptists, the Tunkers for ex-.

ample.

Sr

Bear in mind three things. (1) Regular
Baptists exclude from their Supper .all
other Baptists, among them, Baptists as
exclusive as themselves. (2) Any of these
Baptist churches so excluded, may join

the Regular Baptists without any change
of faith, practice, or organization, and, so
joining, be admitted at once to their Sup-

The healthy Christian life finds its inspirations, not in contemplating its own

spiritudl gtates, but in beholding Christ.
In the memoirs of most successful missionaries we find little record of subjective
experiences.
They ‘were
absorbed in
viewing the needs of men and the love of
Christ. They spent not much time in
gauging their faith.
They were looking
unto Jesus, the beginner and completer df
it.—A. E. Dunning.

per. (3) Spurgeon and a host of other
Regular Baptists in England and America
advoeate, and more or less of them practice open communion, but are nevertheless
held in good
and
acceptable
membership, and freely communed with

rock?

nd

is

it

possible to be a Christian and not be a

and¥have nearly every day, church fellowship if it would separate us, may go to the
winds, I'll none of it.

:

but by the purpose that aitends them,
how many

of the decisions of this world

will be set at naught.

Very many of the

apparent failures of this life will, by
the

touch of the magic wand of truth, be

turned

into

cssential

triumphs,

Very

many who, with the purest of purpose,

have gone forth into the conflicts of life
and have come forth from the battle,
scarred and disappointed, will be per-

mitted in the future to carry the gleam.
of victory.

Very

many

who

will

come

forti

with rejoicing. Many who have done
most of their work in apparent darkness,

will one day stand in

light of victory.
life," says

the

clear

mornin

“He made a failure of

the world.

‘He

died

as

had lived, far away from victory.”
was enthusiastic, he thought

he

he

« He

saw

the

right and labored with zeal in its support. But now above his grave, made

but yesterday, seems to be written *failure.'”
The cold world stand around,
shedding perhaps a few teags of sympa-

thy, but tauoting his
while with the

memory

hints

all the

of failure.

He

is

thought of as one who made a failure of
living. But these half blind eyes of ours
can not see the movement of the exceedingly nice balances that weigh

character.

They fail to perceive how much more
weighty are motives and desires than

in

older than

from such a fate,

Burmah,

the

late

himself.

To

she had

her

escape
maid

honor shave her head and she became

of

a

Burman nun, and hence could not marry.

For this deed, the king ordered the hands

of the maid of honor to be cut off, and
two who knew of it, he ordered to be cast
into prison and dreadfully beaten. He
has since taken two other half-sisters as
head queens, the daughters of his father’s

most prominent

queen.

Says

Rev.

Rose, ** One of ine is said to be

a fearful tempest suddefily

N

versed. ' The

scales

will’

fill from

our

3

eyes and we shall see. At best, we can
low see only *‘ through a glass darkly,”
but the clearer light will be revealed.
The

foundation

stones

which

we,

in

blindness, have laid for true character,
will be swept away, and we shall become
painfully conscious that the
grander
foundation of inward purity must be the
only one that cxn be relied upon. This
you can not purchase with money.
Money may be mude the servant of true great
ness, but it never

can

be

its arbiter,

it

never can purchase it. Retributive justice will certainly overtake the transgressor. The question of time when, is not
very important. The certainty of its coming ought to be enough forall. There can
be no such thing as failure to those who
labor, and then wait in the full assurance
of faith and hope. There can be only

one

true basis

of character,

and

other

foundation can no man lay.
SE

0 an db

cobb,

- INTEREST IN OUR OWN WORK.
A correspondent writes as follows:
“Let us have a new interest all along the

line, taking hold

of

the

rope—for

mis-

sions, for our schools, our Star and other
matters. Thousands of our people are
not really interested in our denominational success. The Lord has owned the labors of his own servants to the saving of
multitudes. He is doing it now. Let us
then co-operate

with

him

and

with

our

brethren who are wearing out their lives
for Jesus,—dying men and the -institu-

tions of our denomination.”

0DDS AND ENDS.

Rich or poor, it is ewery man’s and

woman's duty to earn his or her own living. Everyhody is a consumer; therefofe, everybody should be a producer.
The world’s wealth is so much less by
everything that is consumed or worn out.
The idleness of individuals in all stations

and places, makes
bread higher;

salaries

lower and

so it is the idle

in any

You may bind a bird with a soft

king hud many wivés. The new king
‘wanted to marry one of his half-sisters,
his father’s favorite daughter, and ten

years

.*

wealth of life will be seen to consist of
motive, desire and consistent charity and
purpose. Mortal judgments will be pe-

breaks

silken

cord, and while he reruins still he will

M. M. H, HILLS,

As is the custom

=~

be clearly revealed and acknowledged.
There will be a time, when. the real

not those who labor.

+940

KING THEE BAW'S WIVES?
BY MRS.

when
will

the true elementsof noble character

community who should be despised, and

:

Mr.

a ten-

by Regular Baptists.
In other words, der, timid, gentle,'lovely creature, while
persons and churches, avowing the same the other is the vety opposite, a fiend on
general principles ag those of Regular fire. The king's mother is a hard, hard
looking woman. When I first looked inofornte
:
#The Issues, Price 10 cents, Address Rev. O. ‘to Her face,I feltas one féels at sea when
E, Baker, Waterloo, Iowa.

are

to be judged not alone by their efforts,

what mere action. Had William Lloyd Garriwould not be allowable under circum-. son died twenty-five years
ago, how cold
stances in themselves right,—under cir- and untruthful would the
country have
cumstances contemplated in the law of written upon his
tombstone. * Failure"
duty. Why not, also, so allow open com- and ** fanaticism” would
have been feemunion? They allow grave exceptions ble words with which
to have expressed
to the claimed law of the communion. (1) public sentiment.
Whatever may be
The strict law of communion ; as they in- true or
untrue in regard to phases of life
terpret it, limits the Supper by the limit
in the great future, of one thing we may
of single church fellowship. But it is
be certain.
There will be a time

ing a member, however worthy, of a
Baptist
chorch,
besides; not
indeed

fer, the greater will be our love
more of treasure we have in heaven,

If the kingdom of truth is a kingdom of

have labored in sorrow

is indeed a

OHUROH FELLOWSHIP vs. CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP.
:

BY Ld Ww. SARKER,

dorse Pedo-baptism.

"ror

of

our Regular Baptist brethren.

is ¢,

THE TEST OF CHARACTER.

ing flag

There

ang

What

>-0-O0

wrong to indorse other errors, than to in-

munion, is involved.

er length, together with the issues between Baptists and Pedo-baptists, and be-

for Christian suffering

the hair skirt and

reason assigned for not communing with
Free and other liberal Baptists. This is
without Scripture support, and this statement is evinced by another admitted fact,

that Baptist history

which this yuestion is discussed at great-

with- ‘baptism, in order, but chiefly upon the
out it, this cause would perhaps justify mere matter of membership with the Reg-

portunities

This is the

Supper to indiscriminate participation is
not only an exception, but an open viola-

BAKER.

at this time, upon this question, that per-

of

ples, good and bad alike.

mune at pleasure.

SUPPER.

the

cism, it is a suffering for the sake

other's princi-

| Reg. Bap. churchés invite none, and re| fuse none, leaving each person to coms

of pain

king, his evil wife, his evil mother,

more evil mother-in-law.”

motive, purpose and desire; if men

each

Justify, under given circunistances,

several other texts

So at this moment,

the government is in the hands of
the

as that two or more parties communing

have been indulged toward
persons in apostolic times.

Matt.

elty and ferocity, is even worse than that

of the king's mother.

together do indorse

degree they can not but know would not

say, I repent, thou

him.”

But the reputation of one of

the young queens and her mother for ory.

follow, God only knows.

private

thy brother trespass against thee seven
times in a day, and seven times in a day

the ship.

2. We objectto the close communion
of Reg. Baptists because they attach to the
Supper an office alike unscriptural and
impracticable, in making it an act of mutual fellowship, in such sense and degree

and clear, and easy of application. «“ If hardly less than do liberal Baptists,—in a

It is

to her than to him.
For a similar reason, it is not absurd to suppose that a
civilized mother cares more for her children then the wild Indian squaw or the
barbarous

let him

cause they are held in church relation.
What then but membership, is, practically, the real condition to their communion?

offences. | Medes and Persians. Excepting in the
Christ has given instruction as to the matter of the Supper, they recognize and
co-operate with F. Baptists and Quakers,
forgiveness of private offenses very plain

the fatted
loves her

because the child signifies more

him alone.”

and if he neglect the church,
rejected.
* This is the rule

The

it, itis

first place, Christ's instruction,

Don’t tell it to others, seek a private interview and if satisfaction be obtained,
there let it rest; but if he do not hear thee,
take one or two and try again ; and if he do
not hear them, then tell it to the church,

soldier who has lost a limb in his country’s service, and the mother who has
given
a son upon its altar, love their
countrya little better than those who
have not suffered in its behalf. No wonder that the Confederate dead make the
Lost Cause seem sacred in the hearts of
thousands.
Anything. that one
has

loves

the

his fault, between thee and

its value, in the preservation and prosperity of the national government.
And so where things are involved of

child better than its father

this

Matt. 18, 15,is very clear. ‘¢ If thy brother trespass against thee, go and tell him

greenback, is interested, to the extent of

the Prodigal Son for whom
calf is killed. Ifthe mother

the

When

In the second place, the good of the
transgressor and the purity
of the
church are the objects to be gained.

eral victories; while those who owned
confederate bonds were equally anxious
for the triumph of the confederacy. And
so to-day—every man who has in his
pocket-booka national bank: note or a

labored and suffered for, he loves.

between

and the injured.

offense, the work is done.

stocks of the federal government rejoiced, maybe in spite of themselves, at fed-

wealth.

against

is accomplished, so far as it is a private

tional blessing. All those who own the
bonds which are the certificates of such
indebtedness,
have an interest in the
preservation of the government which
promises to pay the debt; they have
treasurein the government, and, as a
consequence, their hearts are there, too.
During our late civil war, the European
and American bankers’ who owned the

more value than material

offenses

public virtue or morals. These classes
can not consistently be treated alike. In

our treasure is, there will our hearts be.
Statesmen have for ages been taking advantage of the principle involved. - The
Bank of England was established for the
purpose, chiefly, of strengthening the
new dynasty of William and Mary by securing the support of all thuse who
should possess the stock or the notes of
the bank. It is for this reason that a na-

our hearts ought to be with

NOTES.

tianity so much as the nnholy lives of its

It is evident, then, that this ipassage con-

well deserves the appellation of “the vet- it is profitable for thee that one of thy
of their cherished characters they can not
-eran Sunday-school missionary.” In 1826, members should perish, and not that thy
enter through the gates. Who can invite
aidedby Roger Watkins, Mr. Chidlaw, whole body should be cast into hell.”
for himself such an exclusion, with such a
then a boy sixteen years old, established
" Dr. Bushnell thought it conceivable
company?
the first Sunday-school in the township of that Christ should love men better be“To testify unto you.” *‘You,” here, is
Radnor, Ohio.
More than forty years
cause of having suffered for them, and
plural. See verse 6. ‘These things in
after, in 1867, he preached a sermon there as to our love toward him, the knowledge
the churches.” To preach these things in
at a Sunday-school mass-meeting, and re- that he has suffered for us ought to make
the churches, not only of Asia, hut of all
lated reminiscences of early efforts in the us love him, but many of us have to suflands. “The root and the offspring of
David.” ' A Jewish allusion. Christ here good work. Several of the scholars of fer a little for his sake before we find ourthat first school, grown to be the solid | selves loving him so much as we ought.
explains why ‘David, in spirit, called him
men and women of that region, were Our suffering with cheerfulness for the
Lord;” Christ created David, and, in the
present to greet him with enthusiastic joy ; kingdom of heaven, is not only a proof
incarnation, came from the house of David. Is not Christ divine? ‘The bright and in the afternoon, he and they and that we do love it, it is a cause for our
and morning star.” ‘The bright, the neighboring ministers narrated their ex- loving it more.
Then the more we sufperience, their early life among the mount-

Ssing wherever it may exist.
A
church that allows gross immotalities in its
members
to go unrebuked, soon becomes,
like Sampson when shorn of his locks,
an easy prey to its enemies, a reproach, a
hissing and a by-word among the people.
Nothing hinders the progress of Chris-

is given as a rea-

son for the exhortation

principles, are freely communed with, be-

in the daily life of its members, is a rich

It will be noticed that the last verse

the above passage

\

nL.

'A church sound in doctrine, and pure

thieves

treasure

your heart be also.

of

Surely I come quickly.” Christ promises toJohn and his church to come again,
and to come quickly. See above. ‘Amen.”
The response of John. ‘‘Amen” means,

“mayit be 50,” or “so let it be.”

Rev, 22: 10-21,

‘vials

aiterations.

‘from

For

from

life.” The meaning is, God will exclude
him from the pleasures of heaven.

2 Pet. 3: 1-14.

rust doth corrupt, and where
break through nor;steal.

located to guard, not this

cluded the communion, while others, many,
excepting to and openly violating those

4

WHERE IS YOUR HEART?
BY REY.
A. A. MURCH.

Matt. 6, 20:21.
*‘ But lay up for yourselves
treasures in heaven, where neither moth nor

This verse seems

beok only, but the entire Scriptures
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desire towards all, urges

upon

not be sensible of his continement; but as
soon as he attempts to fly he will feel the
cord that confines him; and the greater

his desire and his efforts to escape,

the

more sensible will he be of his bondage.

So the sinner may long be a slave to his
sins, and never be aware of it till he rises

to go to Christ.
Good Richard Baxter once said: * My
conscience telleth me that I should follow sinners with all possible earnestness,

night and day, and take no denial till
they turn to God.” It is more of this
*“ all possible earnestness,” and this determination to *¢ take no denial,” that

are

demanded to insure the largest success in
our Christian labors, whether private or

public, :..

|
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Christian work : let us all be

church of our Tord Jesus Christ? Theres | 4 ingioad of pouring brought into use | been praying for their conversion for the | interested in it.
evidence that the Catholic, Lutheran, Epis- in many cases sprinkling.
” The reason past six years. A wife desires the prayers
of God's people for her husband. He once
copalian, and many if not all of the re- alleged in each departure was
the cold- professed to be a child of God.. She reformed churches, have occupied and do ness of the climate,
gards him as a backslider, and for three
wa
BH
SR
now occupy this ground in defense of
Dr. Stuart concedes that he has col- years she has been pleading with God to

§

and

varying forms of statement is certainly
fifteen centuries old, and like the Dragon’s tail seen by John the revelator,
it has drawn after it a third part of the
stars of heaven.
Cyprian, Bishop of Carthage (A. D.
250), gives the first defense of aspersion.
‘ He says, as rendered by the historian Neander, * when there is a

pressing

neces-

sity, with God’s indulgence, the holy ordinances, though outwardly
abridged,
confer the entire biessing upon the be-

liever.”

In defense, he resorted to the

Old Testament and the nature of purification. He evidently knew neither New
Testament nor historical defense for such
an abridgment.
It is evident Dean Stanley does not
feel called upon to beseech

God’s

mersion could hot be practiced.”

he

asks,

‘In

what

manner

throughout

the

their churches, blessing that should
to the Inpustiering of immortal souls.

did

the

riod to say the least, understand the word
baptizo in the word baptize in the New
Testament?
Plainly they understood it
as meaning immersion.”
Bib. Ref,
page 662. Again, *‘ Bapto, Baptize, means
to dip, to plunge or to immerse into a

liquid.

.

John Calvin, founder of

the Calvinistic Presbyterians after declaring (Just. 1. 4; ¢.15), ** The word
(Just. c. 15),

and

freedom, are now in most churches

the

er.” Again, he says in ** Eastern Churches,” page 44; ** There can be no question

that the original form of baptism—the

*¢ It is certain that immer-

very weaning of the word—was
complete immersion in the deep baptismal
waters ; and that for at least four cen-

turies any other form was either unknown
or regarded as an exceptional,
monstrous, case.”

Again,

almost a

in Quarterly

the

other

hand,

doubtless

in

to

the

convenience

‘of

custom

The church having the

* rightto change the ordinances somewhat, but not their substance.”
:
It is probable that the truly eminent
scholars among the Presbyterians stand
by Calvin, Baxter and Stuart regarding
the
ancient mode and the reasons why sprink-

has

"

[To be Continued.] -
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cholera,

etc.,

Register.
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THE DAILY PRAYER MEETINGS,
We clip the following report of the
daily prayer-meetings held in New York

does more

reports

than this; it gives

of the

Foreign

the

annual

Mission,

Home

Mission, and Education Societies, also

A stranger rose in our ‘meeting to tell

the

Is a sure remedy fo
BM Coughs, Colds, Whooping
Cough, and all Lung dis~

|

concessions nor the reasons are

seriously

‘questioned. It is admitted upon all sides
that the Episcopalian church has made
this change from immersion to sprinkling without any authority from the
head of the church other than the suppos-

ed authority which waslodged in the
church to “change the ordinances somewhat, but not their substance.”
The authority claimed is the quintessence of popery and lays at the foundation of all the great heresies that have

prevailed in the church.

The Episcopalian church

is not alone

your prayers and

some

souls

have

in respect to Christian

been

saved, but we want a mighty outpouring
of God's Holy Spirit and long for a great
awakening of his children and the salvation of many precious souls.” A minister
writes in similar strains.
There have
been some conversions in his church;
the heavy drops that precede the shower
have fallen, but God’s people are longing:
for the shower itself. *¢My “brother, for
whom I have so often asked your prayers,
is now a saved man;

thank God for this,”

without

hope

in

Christ

who may be present are not forgotten.
A
word of invitation is often addressed to
them, and not without happy results,
But the Lord is not confined to the 'exhortations or invitations, and it pleased
him, inthe

course

of

his. providence,

“They did not know their wants until they
read the appeals in the Star.

prayer and

very

the Printing Establishment has lately doMissionary Societies. The greater its income the larger can be these donations.
Furthermore, a better opportunity than
the present was never offered for the increased circulation of the Star. Not only
can parties have it on trial three months

earnestly

plead with God to touch the heart of some
impenitent person present.
That prayer
God answered, tor the young man referred
to was touched by an expression in the
prayer, and, convicted of his sin and need
a Saviour, he gave himself no peace
*“We grant that baptism then (in the of
till he found it with God through our
primitive times) was by washing the Lord Jesus Christ.
A request for prayer and one for praise
whole body, and did not the difference of
followed, the subject in both cases an old
our cold country as to that hot one, teach man.
¢ Praise God for answering prayer,”
us to retnember ‘I will have mercy and says one; ‘‘ some while ago I sent a renot sacrifice.’
It should be so here— quest to you in behalf of an old man, over
Par. on New Testament
Matt. 3:6. eighty years of age. He is now a convert—
ed man and very happy in Christ,” ¢ Pray
Again, “ It is commonly confessed by us for a man nearly eighty years of age,”
to the Ana-baptists, as our comtentators ‘says the other, ¢‘ he is an unbeliever and a
He will read the Bible
declare, that in the apostolic times the very profane man.
one minute, and the very next he will

in this assumption of unauthorized authorityto tamper with and change the
positive Institutions
of Jesus
Christ.
Richard Baxter
(Presbyterian)
says,

baptized were dipped overheadin {he wa-

ter. . . . And though, as we have said before, we bave thought it lawful to disuse
the manner of dipping, end use less water

curse

the God of whom

he has been read-

ing”
There is something very sad in the
picture of an old man, who has passed the
threesco
and ten
years allotted to
mankind, reading of God only to revile

Moreover,

nated $1250 to the Education and the two

to

bring into the meeting one day a .young
man unconverted
and
very indifferent
about his soul’s eternal welfare. In-the
conrse of the meetingan aged brother
rose to lead in

religious

intelligence, attendance at the prayer
meetings, contributions for the support of
worship, and a broader and deeper interest in all benevolent work. Thus the
pastors are directly repaid in better than
gold or greenbacks.
By helping the Star, all of the benevolent enterprises of the denomination are
helped. Two new subscribers have, within a few weeks, sent generous contributions to each of our Missionary Societies.

a Christian woman says.
Those who are

activity,

for twenty-five cents, but for Two

dollars,

cash in hand, aby person can have it a
year, and by subscribing at once, they
can have it till Jan, 1, 1881, for the same
sum ($2.00). There is actually no paper.

of its grade offered at so low a figure.

|.

It is the purpose of the Managers to
make a betler paper next year than they
have ever made before : to make it. indispensable to every Freewill Baptist for the
amount of denominational matter that it

will contain, and to make it profitable to
everybody for its correspondence, its articles on religions life and doctrine, its
Sunday-school notes, its secular and religious and educational news, its family

reading, and its literary merit.
Finally, at the reduced price, the paper
must have an increased circulation in order to be kept up to its present

standard.
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For full catalogue.
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o Principal,
IRVING B. SMITH.
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Price, 10 cents a copy; 9 a
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is a valuable little work, and ev
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cts; postage
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Minister's Manual,
. just issued, designed especially for ministers.
but useful for all
church members. If contains
Scripture Selections for more than thirty different
occasions; Order of Exercises for ten or a dozen
different meetings; Formulas and Suggestions.
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; stating in fifteen
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"the old, old story of
and with the exception to the cathedral had wandered far in ways of dissipation, is mostly statistical, showing what each
of Milan, and the sect of Baptists, a few spending time and talent, energy and ef- church and each State has done for the
© drops of water are now the western sub- fort, money, and all he had, in the sery-- above causes during the year, and so it is
stitutes for the threefold plunge intp the ice of sin. He had sown to the flesh, not only a Register but altogether it is a
and of the flesh reaped corruption. But
gushing river or the wide baptisteries of there came at length a change. God
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the East.”
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The old price of the Register has swale
spoke to him with a voice that sent its
These concessions of Dean Stanley, and echoes far down into his inmost soul and been ten cents per copy, ‘or eleven cents
this line of defense for sprinkling are not could not be resisted. With sorrow for including postage. The addition of 64
as some presume a new. thing by him sin, that godly sorrow which worketh re- pages, embracing the reports and our
pentance nog to be repented of, he sought
Confession of Faith and Church Covenant,
alone but are almost universal; quite a saving interest in Christ. Coming
to
so, 1 believe, in the Episcopalian church the prayer-meeting, he related the in- greatly enhances the value of the book,
since the change of baptism to sprink- cidents connected with his conversion, and yet we offer it at the old price, only
ling in the reign
of Queen Eliz- and was immediately recognized by an the postage is now {wo cents per copy.
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church by those who have learned it in of each other until they met, thus unex- printed, and the supply may be exhausted
pectedly, in the prayer-meeting. They
Germany or at Geneva—and they were exchanged greetings with a great deul of before the demand is met. Please send in
not contented to follow the example of Joy; a ° that many present entered into your orders at once for all that you can
their hearts,
pouring a quantity of water (which had with all
probably dispose of, and if you shall have
If only one in ten returns to give paid for more than you can sell, we will
there been introduced instead of immersion), but improved it (if I may so abuse thanks to God, how many answers to refund the money.
prayer are granted of which we hear
- that word) from pouring to sprinkling, nothing ; but our faith is in God and his
that it might have as little resemblance promises, and whether any records reach
Co., Boston, Proprietors.
1y3
NOT TO BE READ
to the ancient way of baptizing as possi- us or not, we still believe God hears our
UNLESS YOU WISH TO HELP.
-ble.” The learned Whitby argues that prayers, and so still continue to pray, but
‘every week brings the glad tidings of
We
have hitherto depended upon the
our dissenters (meaning Pedo-baptists) some responses to our supplications.
Sawing offa Log,
may submit to the significant ceremonies From East Tennessee a friend writes: pastors, and the more active friends of the
imposed by our church. For since it is as ** Some time since, a dear old uncle asked Star, to circulate it. We still depend |
Easy and Fast.
lawful toadd unto Christ's institutions a Jout prayers for my two sisters, three upon them. It will be comparatively easy
rothers,
and
myself.
Iam
glad
to
tell
for them to call the attention of their
significant ceremony: as to diminish a
you that three of us are now rejoicing in
significant ceremony which he and his Christ. { want you to help me pray for friends, acquaintances and parishes to it,
apostles instituted, what reason can they the speedy conversion of the others and and thus to put it into many families that
have to do the latter, and yet refuse sub- for two dear associates who are out of do not now have it.
| Christ.”
From an Eastern city writes
This is not a gratuitous service that we
mission to the former?
a"
ca
another. ‘Do pray for us; pray that the ask. It is the unvarying testimony, that
Again, he declares ‘this change (from Lord may give us a rich blessing. I have
Our latest improved sawing machine cuts
immersion to sprinkling) approved by written you once before to pray for us. the more copies of the Star that go into a off a 2-foot log in 2 minutes. A $100
our church, is without any allowance from Praise the Lord that he has answered parish, the better the results that appear PRESENT will be given to two men who
the Author of the institution.”
These concessions of Dean Stanley and
Whitby are matched to hundreds of others, made by the leading divines, historians, encyclopedists, and scholars of the
Episcopalian church,
and neither the

and
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chronic diseases (often the most dangerous in result, being slow in their development,) sre seldom noticed until they have
made an almost ineffaceable impression
upon the system. Persons believing themselves comparatively healthful are oftentimes the victims of these diseases, and
only become aware of their presence when
relief is almost impossible.
Diseases of
the liver and stomach are the commonest of
the chronic affections. Dr. Pierce’s Golden Medical Discovery and pleasant Purgative Pellets are never failing remedies, for
diseases. They produce a healthful secvetion of the bile, prevent indigestion by
regulating the bowels, and impart a vigorous tone to the whole system.

is no consequence at all) whether the
person baptized is wholly”
immersed or
whether he is merely sprinkled by an af-
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its the sand it has crumbled from the rocks
upon which it breaks.
We note the earthquake and the devastating hurricane; but
these changes are so gradual man seldom
observes them until the channel has become overhanging cliffs, or a mountain has
disappeared before the icy stream, or the
ocean has given us a Florida. Thus it is in
disease. Our attention is attracted by acute

again

sion has the practice of the ancient
church,” and again (Com. on Acts 8:38)
** Here we perceive’ how was baptism ad-

fusion of water.”

Religious

Fact.

the Alpine rock, and the ocean tide

world, through the vast baptisteries of ministered among the ancients; for they
the Svuthern and oriental churches grad- immersed the whole body in water;"
ually dwindling to the little fonts of the Again “From these words, John §:23,
North and West, the plunges beneath the it may be inferred that baptism was adwater diminishing to the few drops, ministered by John and Christ, by plungwhich, by the wise exercise of Christian ing the whole body under water.”
“It
sole representative of the descending riv-

Geological
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increased attendance.
healthful, Expenses

Geology has shown us that nature accomplishes her greatest revolutions in the
earth’s surface conformation slowly.
Every year the river makes its channel deeper, the glacier wears a deeper gorge in
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Troubled souls often ask prayer for immediate release from trial, but a pastor
reminded us that as the farmer’s wife puts
the milk into the churn to make it yield
the pure, sweet, fragrant butter, so God
passes us through the churn of affliction
that he may produce in us a spirit of resignation and a likeness to Christ.
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infurimstion ddiess the Principal,
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restore him.
¢¢I have five near and dear
friends, all ont of Christ. Will you not
let your prayers rise with mine in their
behalf?” says another. From nine differ-'
ent pastors letters were received in one
day, asking prayer for God's blessing on

churches of Christ from a very early pe-

indul- | baptize signifies to immerse”

gence for this outward abridgment, for
he says, in ‘* Sinaiand Palestine,” page
304—306, ** There began that sacred rite
which has since spread

lected facts enough regarding the primitive mode to prove ** that the only exceptions to this mode (immersion) which
were usually allowed, were cases of urgent
sickness, or in cases of
immediate and imminent danger where im-

dies
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would dispose of, with consent of the Indian owners, those lands on theirreserva-

Editor,
for publication
and all letters
&c., should be
N. H.

tion which are not settled and used by
them, the proceeds to form a fund for their
benefit; and finally, when this is accom-

plished, to treat the Indians like al inhabitants of the United States,

under the

laws of the land.
:
THE PONOA INDIANS.
Secretary
Schurz
without
doubt
is
govThe substance of the Ponca Indians
case may be briefly stated. The tribe, | erned only by honorable motives in his
representatives of which—Standing Bear treatment of the Indians; he has: purged
and Bright Eyes —have been in Boston the agencies of many of their worst featduring the past few weeks, is on the ures; at the same time. we should hope
for better resultsto the Indians from a
whole well disposed.
Their lands, which
they had received from the United States
and had a title to, were ceded afterwards
to the Sioux, by mistake,

and

the

Sioux

being a large and powerful tribe, and the
Poncas a small and weak tribe, the
ernment removed the latter, under

Govtheir

protest and at the point of the bayonet, to
the Indian Territory,

where

large’

num-

bers of them died. Some of the survivors
returned. Soldiers were sent to drive
them back. Standing Bear refused to
obey

the

soldiers,

and

was

arrested.

Thereupon a writ of habeas corpus was
issued by the district court, and, upon the
trial of the case, it was objected by those
who are opposed to Standing Bear and
the Poncas, that an Indian, not being a
citizen, had no right to the protection of
the court. But the judge ruled that “The
Indian is a human bein®, and, asa human

being, he has a right to come into my
court.” But that really settled nothing.
The appeal of the Indians must be to the
Supreme Court, and it is to awake an interest in the

case of their

tribe,

and

to

method of treatment that should combine
the best features of his own policy and

the practical suggestions that we believe
are to come from the present mission of

Standing Bear and Bright Eyes.
THE OASE OF REV. 0. PURINGTON.
The particulars which are given elsewhere of Rev. C. Purington’s return to the
Freewill Baptist ministry,

which

he left

seven years ago,after thirty years of service in it, to join the Universalists, have
particularly interested us as embodying
the experience of a sincere man, who,
with generous impulses and alarge heart,
has,

we

believe,

honestly

followed

his

tally di
; and whereas this action on the
pan of the government has produced great distrees and suffering and death amoung these tribes,
and has led to wars in which both white people
and the Indians have suffered severe losses; and

whereas the Indians have been denied the protection of the law in the assertion of their just rights
and privileges,it is hereby —&c.

the

Universalists,

rest

principally

on

utilitarian grounds. We wish that that
application could have been stiffened up
a little. But the . Universalist must admit, we think, that if Mr.

Purington

has

It is claimed on the one hand that the In-

not changed his faith from a belief in the
universal redemption of all men to a
belief in their redemption through
re pentance and faith, and consequently to ‘a belief in the misery of the finally impeni-

dian holds his lands merely at the will of

tent, then he is not a sincere man,

the Government,

Has the Incourts for
would depleasure?

that he has no legal

right to them, and that, no matter how
much he may have cultivated them, he
may be driven off and dispossessed of
them against his will whenever
the
‘Government may so order. If the Court
should sustain this theory, then every dic-

tate of honor would call for national legiglation at once to correct so great a
wrong.
One thus sees how much is at stake in
these pathetic appeals that these two In-

dians have recently been making in -Boston, and in the powerfal- arguments by
which the foremost citizens in the Commonwealth have sustained those appeals.
Note the pathos in the opening paragraph
of Bright Eyes’ address at the Faneuil
hall meeting:
I am only an Indian whose

educational

advantages have been. but limited, and
who owe what little education I have to
the missionaries and a few noble women
in New Jersey, who took care of us there

for two years. I can not use clever
words as these men can who have learning at their command, and who use it to

contiuite the oppression of a little handful

of helpless people, who are utterly at the
mercy of one man or set

of men

in

the

Government.
Ihave lived all my life
with my people. I am one of them.” I
have suffered

with them.

I know

them

and what they want because I am one of
them, and this is my only apology for
presuming to answer such powerful men
who can use such clever words as to make
the wrong seem the right,

do notknow.

to

Iam a human

those

who

being and

have a right to be heard as well as they.

Eut there is more than pathos in such
utterances.

There is the Lurning tongue

nor

a

man that it can commend in the terms
which

it uses concerning

him.

When

Mr. Purington embraced the faith of the
Universalists, he believed that he had divine and apostolic authority for preaching
the doctrine of universal redemption. He

now states distinctly that he has no such
authority for preaching such doctrine.
[See his statement]. :
Bro. Purington further states that h
wishes to spend the remainder of his life

in preaching the doctrine of repentance and
faith as *‘ the only revealed and authorized way into the Kingdom of God.” Now
a man’s preaching can not be different
from his belief. If it is, he is a hypocrite.
Does the Universalist mean to imply that
Bro. P. is such a man as that? We know
by every reasonable evidence that he is
not, but that he would be true to his belief let’it cost what it would.
Mr. Purington did not need any defense
at our hand. But the indirect charge that
Freewill Baptists had indorsed the doctrine of Universalism needed to be corrected, and that is why we have written.
CURRENT TOPICS.
——WHAT a rich time they had to be
sure at the Hotel Brunswick in Boston
last Wednesday. That was the seventieth
birthday of Oliver Wendell

Holmes,

and

the occasion was celebrated by a breakfastto this ‘‘ Autocrat of the Breakfast‘table,” given by the publishers of the
Aflantic Monthly. There had assembled
an invited company comprising the brightest of the bright literary people of the
country, and they seem to have passed a

most delightful few hours in the social,
litérary, and other exercises of the occatake rot, this mission of tlitse representa- sion. Mr. Howells presided gracefully,

of outraged rights, of liberties

and of robbery unredressed.

tives of their tribe

withheld,

If we

will ‘promote

mis-

suca

a

- re-adjustment of Indian affairs as they
have not lately received. =
In this connection, csnsiderable signifi| eance is attached to an open letter recenty addressed to Mr. Edward Atkinson,

of

ston, by Secretary Schurz. In it he
repeats the main points of his recent re-

port
to the President, his policy being (1)

we suppose, and brilliantly we

know

by

the reporters, and in addition to a poem
by Dr. Holmes himself there were poems

by Whittier, Mrs.

Julia

Ward

Jiowe,

Stedman, Wm. Winter, Trowbridge, and
C. P. Cranch; addresses and

tributes by

Mr, Howells, Charles Dudley Warner,
Mr. J. W, Harper, Mark Twain, T. B.
Aldrich, and President Eliot, and letters

to educate their youth judge by the mere mention of the names
to introduce to the above what a choice occasion it was. Tt
civilized ideas, wants ‘was similar to the dinner to Whittier last
(3) to allot parcels year, only at this breakfast the ladies were

of land to the Indians in severality, and
to. give” them findividual® title to. their
farms
in fee, inalienable

for a certain

period, thus to foster the pride of individ-

both present and were invited to speak.
Dr. Holmes has made ns all wiser and

happier by his writings, and we wish that
this breakfast might so rejuvenate him as

.
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of an

old

bad recently

circumstances,

says:—

was .... a member of the Bap-

tist church and a citizen of good character,
but was in the babit of getting intoxicated.”

One doesn’t often see a case so frankly stated

—EVERY citizen—we do not say every
Republican, but every citizen—of Maine
ought to feel outraged by the apparent
purpose of the present Governor and
Council of the State to prevent certain
officers chosen at the last election from

“character”

examining the returns,in accordance with

Sanday-school lessons, has

a custom that has prevailed since the formation of-the State government. The inference is a natural one, that the Execu-

& Main, New York.
Any school that has
the time to prepare it in season for the closing
Sunday of the year, would find it a most in-

tive purposes to so alter the election-returns as to continue the present party in

course in these Bible lessons.

power another year. In presuming to
refuse permission to any persons to examine the returns on the ground that the
law which gives them the right to do it is
unconstitutional, the Executive assumes
the functions of the Judiciary—a position
in which it can not expect the support of
fair-minded men. Whether it be in a
Southern State or

a New

England

State,

and whether they be Republican or Democratic,we believe that the persons legally
elected to office should be permitted to
exercise the functions of that office, nnd
that any party in power that attempts to.

as that.
How much indulgence of *‘ the habit
of getting intoxicated” will a church-member’s

stand

avd

still be

considered

Ww good”?

An

ering

]

elaborate

the

concert-review

seven

.

service,

cov-

years of the International
been

prepared

by

Dr. J. H. Vincent, and is published by Biglow

teresting

conclusion

Our friend

the

of

the first

Christian

Secretary

annoying to a SUugremation
minister even for
tive mina pastor
habitually
tardy
in his teachings.
minishand the moment assigned

for service to commence «and begin

with

no

delay, even if there are not a dozen present.”
It is bad enough for the minister to be late,
but what shall be said of those members of

the congregation who habitually disturb seasonable worshipers by coming in
opening exercises?
:

during

the

Denominational Hetos,

ed from further opportunity to abuse that
power.
We hope that the voters in
Maine will stand by the persons whom
they have elected to serve them.

Baptist church of Auburn, Me., consisting

we suppose, that John Brown was aware

of the intended lynching, or that he led

A council chosen by the Court St.

Free

of Pres. O. B. Cheney, D. D., Revs. W.
H. Bowen, D. D., A. C. Hogbin, J. S.
Burgess, G. Perkins, Profs. John Fullon-

ton, D. D., J. A. Howe, D. D., and Almon Libby, met Nov. 12, in the vestry
of that church, with the exception of Bro.

Bowen,

who

was

necessarily

detained.

The Council was organized by choosing

Pres. O. B. Cheney Chairman, and Rev.
J. 8. Burgess Secretary. = Prayer was offered by Rev. G. Perkins, Rev. J. Mariner, pastor of the Auburn church, explained the object of said church in appointing
a council which was to consder and give
advice relative to Rev. Collamore Purington, in his application to said church
for membership, from the Universalist
denomination,of which he had been some
seven years member. The Charirman of
the Council requested Rev. C. Purington

the party that did it, bot that he acted the to make a statement of his doctrinal
atrocious part in the affair that is now at- views, with some reasons for leaving the
for membership
tributed to him by certain Kansas parties Universalist Society,
seems to be denied by the most trust- with our people, and Bro. Parington read
\
worthy evidence. There seems to be a the following paper:
political flavor about this revival of an MEMBERS OF THE COUNCIL :—
Reverend and Dear Sirs:
old charge against him. Heaven knows
In early life, I
that our politics is sufficiently inflamed embraced the Christian religion among the
now by the needless introduction of ques- Freewill Baptists, and became a member of
tions on which

people

can

never

agree,

that denomination.

At the age of twenty-four

years,ministers,
I was orduinedby a council of F. Bapwithout reviving those that have been ist
and continued a recognized
sometime buried. It was twenty years minister of that denomination for thirty years.
During the latter part of that period, I found
ago Tuesday of last week (Dec. 2) that
John Brown was hung. He gave his life myself changing on points of theology, culminain accordance with what he conceived ting in a conviction, which ripened into a belief
in the universal rederaption of the human fam10°
be
.a
sacred
duty. = Suffi- ily, in connection with
natural death,
ciently momentous consequences have fectually consummated by the energy and effollowed

from

it,

so

that

no

good

purpose can be served by re-calling
memory only to defame it.

his

~——A CORRESPONDENT over the signature
of ** Tea Pianter,” writes to the London

Christian in reference to the religious des-

titution in Assam.

Not taking into ac-

count the coulies and natives there is a
large number of Englishmen who are engaged in the production of tea. Brothers,
cousins and relations of hundreds of families of Great Britain are living in that

distant province with no one to minister
to their spiritual wants, and it can not be
realized at home what ** benighted lives ”
these Europeans lead ‘in a land preg-

nant with ills both physical and moral.”
Two years ago an attempt
establish the ** Assam

was

and

made

Cachar

to
Mis-

sion.” A prospectus was issued, meetings
held, subscriptions raised and one clergyman sent out: but as he ** left almost before his arrival was known,” the religious
famine in-Assam continues.
——Tue principal portions of the President's message are given in another
place. What he says about the national
finances, enforcementof the laws against

polygamy in Utah, and civil service reform is gratifying both for the substance
of the statements and the earnestness with
which he expresses himself. . If that dark
stain of Mormonism canbe wiped out,and

if we can see anything like the reform in
the civil service that he advocates, the

country would

be blessed indeed.

The

message is a straightforward, unambitious
document, characterized by both integrity
and earnestness of purpose.
v
ore
{Zr I'HE printed minutes of the Central
Association of
New York, the Free Com-

munion Baptist Association of Ohio, and
the. Cape Fear Freewill Baptist Conference of North Carolina are at hand and
each presents a more or less gratifying
report. Each of these organizations is
striving to promote the interests of the

Master's kingdom, and ‘with that end in

view is aiming at increased efficiency and

system in its methods of work. Earnest
workers are a blessing to any good cause.

BRIEF

Holy Spirit,

"The Governments treatment of the Indians

judgment, and it seemed to receive such support from my estimate of God, the spiritual

constitution of man, and the Scriptures, that T
decided to come to the public with this type of
theology, and preach it as my view of the
Seriptaren; as taught by Christ and his apos-

es.

While

I thoroughly

1aissionary

periodical

men, will find in

published

at

¢lergy~

The Voice, a paper publish-

ed monthly at Albany, N. Y., many useful
hints concerning the care of the organs of
speech, the remedying of their defects and the
best methods of training “them. This is its
first year, but it already shows signs of prosperity.

believed

in

a spiritual

and divine religion, promoted in Christian be-

lievers through a direct inspiration of the Holy
Spirit, yet in dogmatic. theology,
I found myself a very sincere believer in the universal redemption of my sinful race.
Believing as I did, it seemed to me, that my
work as a minister was to be among the Universalists; and I very sincerely hoped, that in going
wong them, I might be useful in promoting

my own views of spiritual.
of devotion.

religion, and habits

8ix years ago last June, I applied, and was
received into the Maine Universalist State Convention, as a member of that body; and thus
became an accredited minister of that denomination. - My acquaintance, experience, knowledge und
observation, acquired among
the
Universalists subséquently culminated in a
strong and
overpowering feeling, that the
Universalist church was
not my religious

home.

3

:

I found such a wide difference hetween my
own estimate of the religion of the New Testnmeit, the nature, value and methods of Christian work, as I estimated them, and the great
mass of professed Universalists, so far as 1
knew them, with a very limited and worthy
exception, that T came to feel that if I were to
press my estimate of personal godliness, and a
personal surrender to a Christian life as T understood and estimated them, it neither would
nor could have that practical resnlt which the
same effort would secure,if my connection with
the denomination were dissolved, and I become
connected with some evangelical church.

Impressed with these, and kindred
I addressed an application to

feelings,

the committee of

Fellowship, Ordination and Discipline, who, by
the action of the State Convention, represent
the authority of that body,

asking

for an

hon-

orable letter of dismission, both from the ministry, and denomination, if they felt that I was
entitled
to such a letter, and I received from
the Committee a letter, which was all that

could be desired, for which they have my grate.
ful acknowledgment.

The following is & verbatim copy both of the
application and the letter from the committee:
Fellowship,

and Disciplineas chosen by the Universalist
State Convention of Maine:
* ** Reverend and Deur §irs:—I desire to

request,

Princeton, N. J. Per year, $1,560.
Public speakers, and that includes

holy,

my convictions, and in the best exercise of my

An esteemed correspondent suggestsas a useful present to ministers a paid-up subscription
to the Missionary Review, a valuable non-

:

of man as a

This view occupied such a strong position in

receive from

Isn't it about time to be consistent?

of the

spiritual being, into a living spiritual,
bappy state of immortal existence.

is in many respects quite as bad as the former
treatment of the negroes by the South, which
the Government prevenied at what a cost!

sectarian

in the resurrection

“To the Committee of Ordination,
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the measure

of good which

might

be

accom-

lished in a more successful way, as it seems
0 me.
“ Third, I have found such limited spiritual

co-operation, I have come to feel and believe
that the present existing conditions of society
are such, that a greater good may be aceom-

‘plished by holding the doctrine of universal
redemption, in the ie sense of a sentiment of
hope, and

not

as a topic

of personal,

pulpit,

‘an public discussion, and instead, make experimental and vital godliness the object of
daily life with ourselves, and its promotion in
Society our Christian duty.
“ Fourth, I believe it to be the wiser course
for ministers, to recede from personal, pulpit,
and public discussion, and controversy of topfes which conduce to spiritual alienation, dis-

fellowship and disintegration of persons,

held

in Sion

Holy

through

pirit.

a fellowship

of

the

a position to follow
Christian
propriety,
first dissolving my
and Denomination,
fellowship, and from

whom, I have received only Kind attentions,
“ With respect I am very truly yours, &*.,
“COLLAMORE PURINGTON.
“ Fairfield, Me., Sept. 18, 1879.”
The reply was as follows :
“ Rev. Collamore Purington, the bearer,
having surrendered his letter of Fellowship

from the Maine State Convention of Universa

ists to the Com. of Fellowship, Ordination
and Discipline and asked an honorable dismissal
from the Universalist ministry, is hereby accorded such dismissal, and he is commended
to the confidence of all Christian people and
churches as a faithful, conscientious and consecrated Christian minister.
‘»Ariring bis connection with the Universalist church as a minister holding its fellowship, the bearer bas done good and effective

of his\ doctrinal
standing.

you, as the representative author-

and covering a period of about seven years.
‘“ May the favor ofthe Lord still prosper
his labors abundantly.
* 8. GOORENOUGH, Chairman of Com. of F.
0. & D. and acting under the instruction of
said Committee.
“ Belfast, Me., Oct. 4, 1879.”

Having been disappointedin not seeing the
good accomplised which I had hoped to see
a preacher of the universal redemption

man, I have

standing

as a

minister
of the

und of my disconnection from the
Convention,
Convention, jqnd Denomination, by my own

:

§

ny reasons for Dresaiting this request,
and d ssolving my connection with the Uni-

versa list denomination, ure ag follows :
‘ First, I have falledto see the Christian
success attending the religious efforts I huve
niade during the seven years of preaching
the
universal redemption of all men, which I be-

lieved a Christian: estimate of this doctrine
vip
bt to have accomplished. * =
‘Second, The wide extended prejudices existing against the name of Universalist and
ministerwho
s

are

called
by

that name,

ex-

clude me from that access to “the public,
which
very much limits my sphere of usefulness,‘'and

led

to contemplate

with

much anxiety the reason of my very limited
success, in promoting a living, spiritual Christinnity, during the past seven years of my
life, and the following are settled conclusions
attained :

First, Where all other conditions are equal,
I am fully convinced that

preaching

the

uni-

versal redemption of man after natural death,
produces less religious restraint upon hearers,
and awakens less aspirations after spiritual
good than evangelical preaching.
Such
been my experience, both as a F. Baptist

Universalist minister.
I am confident, that

where

has
and

Universalist

meetings are regularly sustained, fair comparison will prove in almost every case, that a.
much smaller per cent. of persons, who call

themselves Universalists,

attend church serv-

ice, ure devout students of the Bible, attend
secret and family worship, and have any interest in prayer and social meetings, than can be

and Christian
withdrew to

resolutions:
Moved by Prof. J. Fullonton,
D.D.
seconded by Rev. A, C, Hogbin, :
iam

1st. That the stateraent and examination of
oRav, C. Purington are satisfactory to : the Coun2d. That ‘we cordially recommend to the

Free Baptist church of Auburn, to receive
Rev. Collamore Purfgton, in accordance with

his request, upon presentation of
from the church which formerly
fellowship from him, renewing their
in the soundness of his doctrinal
endorsing
his proposal to return
Baptist denomination.

a statement
withdrew
confidence
views, and
to the Free

The Council reported its action to the
church, together with cordial and sympathizing remarks by its chairman towards
Bro. P,, in his voluntary and conscientious

return to the denomination of his early
choice, and of which he had heen an esteemed member thirty years.

The

action

of the Council was unanimously accepted
by the church. when the meeting adjourned.
The action of the Council has since been
unanimously adopted by the church that
withdrew fellowship.
J. 8. Burgess, Sec. Council.

Iowa Yearly Meeting.
In presenting the report of the adjourned or

called session of the Iowa Yealry Meeting,
it may be proper to preface it by saying a few
words, in an unofficial way concering the initial meeting of which this was the consummation.
wor
.
The question of consolidating the two Y. Ms.
had long been in the minds of many of the brethren of both Y.Ms. and it was the arrangement with a majority of the Q. Ms. of both Y.

Ms. that they be consolidated st the sessions
of the Iowa Northern Y. M. at Waterloo, June
6-8.
This Y. M. met as per notice and organized
with N. W. Bixby as Moderator, Rev. R. Norton,

Clerk.

Delegates.

were

present

from

most of the Q. Ms. of the Iowa Yearly Meeting
and

after

transacting

the

necessary

business

preliminary to a consolidation, measures were
taken to become

one Y.M.

was chosen Moderator

Hon. J.

Q. Tufts

of the organization and

8. V. R. Slade Secretary.
A few necessary details were attended to; such as the appoint.

ment of committee

to look after

Sabbath-schools, &c., and

to

draft

missions,
a constitu-

tion and by-laws for the new organization, and
the meeting adjourned, to meet at the time
and place of the Iowa Yearly
plete its work.

Meeting

to com-

On Oct. 8d, a larger delegation was in attendance at the mecting-house of the Pleasant
found among persons who sympathize with | Hill chareh, Jones Co., to carry forward our
any evangelical meeting, and 1 can account for ‘denominational enterprises, Work was commenced by the choice of N. W, Bixby as Modit upon no other principle, than the practical
erator, R. A. Coats, Clerk, the seating of the
influence ‘of the doctrine preached.
If this
certified delegates,nnd an instant attention to the
statement is not correct I stand corrected by
business
in hand.
The following
Q. Ms.
those of more experience and observation.
were represented by delegation: Van Buren,
Second,
Careful reflection, associated with

great anxiety of mind, has produced in me
the conviction that when Christ entered upon
-his ministry the popular theolozy of the Jews,
as believed and taught by the Pharisees, plain-

ly declared the existence in the spiritual world
of both

a

state

of

happiness

and

The systems of heathen mythology
the same doetrine,

and

yet

a

torment.

sustainec

single Anstifice

can not'be cited In the ministry
here he taught that this view

of *Chridt,

was

a falsity,

d taught instead that sil men in death enter-

ed upon a state

of immortal

happiness.

Had

Christ taught the doctrine of universal redemption, involving a happy existence after
death for all men, and had he been understood
as teaching such a doctrine, he would have

been challenged by his enemies, the Pharisees,
as a false teacher, but no such case occurring,
proves conclusively in my mind, that Christ

was not considered in the mind of the learned
Pharisees as being heretical in reference to the

Delaware

& Clayton,

Little Sioux

Valley,

Cedar Valley, Tuma, Wapsipinicon and Waterloo.
Letters were read from most of these.
A constitution and by-laws were reported by
Rev. O. E. Baker, as chairman of that committee,
With some amendments
and addi-

tions, and an appropriate

preamble

prepared

by Rev. E. Tibbetts, the whole was adopted.
The main features of the constitution were the
provisions made toaid and insure the incor.

poration of the Y. M.
This has long been felt tobe a necessity;
and, in the course of the business was fully
insured.

Articles of incorporation

were pre-

sented by Rev. R. Norton and adopted.

These

provided for the management of the Y. M. bya
corps of officers and its work to be apportioned and managed by appropriate committees un-

der different departments.

For the immediate information of interested

doctrine of both happiness and torment after
death, and still further, it will not be presum-

parties I subjoin a list of officers and committees:
.
\
President, N. W. Bixby, for 3 years;
1st

ed that Christ's apostles and disciples regard-

Vice President,

ed him in any other light, than
future happiness and torment,

Vice President, R. Norton (2 years) ; Secrefary, R. A. Coats (3 years) ; Treasurer,H. C.
Toman (3 years);
Trustees, H. C.Inman

Third,

a

believer

in

Christ's commission to his apostles

and their history us inspired and Christian
teachers convinces me that they did not regard
themselves in any other sense, thun believers
in future happiness and torment, and it is
evident beyond contradiction, that the early
Christian church, Jews and Gentiles, regarded
the apostles us believers in, and preachers of,
the doctrine of future happiness and torment,
and as being sabstantially Pharisees in their
religious faith upon this subject.
These impressions so influence my judgment,
that 1 must regard the apostles as believers in
and preachers of future happiness and torment, and thus believing, I frankly affirm, that
I have no divine nor apostolic® nuthority for
preaching
the doctrine of universal redemption.
;
Having thus seen and been [impressed from
God us I believe, thut I have been pursuing
a course of preaching having no authority
from Christ in the gospel and having the emphatic condemnation of God as unauthorized
by bim, aud having returned to a settled belief that the apostles believed in and preached
the doctrine of future happiness and torment
conditioned upon an acceptance or rejection of
the gospel,
Iyearn in my religious feelings
to return to the church of my early life, and
my religious home for thirty years, to be recognized, as in the years past, as a F. Baptist
minister, to live, labor, and suffer if necessity
demands, in building up Christ's kingdom upon the earth, and to spend the evening of my
life in preaching,
like the apostles, the doctrine
of repentance and faith, manifested in efforts

of conformity to Christ, as the only

revealed

and divinely authorized way into the kingdom

E.

Tibbetts, for 1 year; 2d

(1 year), S. V, R. Slade (1 year), D. C. Curtis,
(2 years), No. N. Walrod (2 years), — Walters (8 years), — Fitch (3 years;
Committees: Home Mission, H.

R. A: Coats,

A. Palmer;

J, Brown,

Foreign

Mission,

N. W. Bixby, 8. Summerlin, P. L. Holden;
Education, O. E, Baker, D. M. Benner, J. H.
Moxom;
Sabbath-schools, Rev. J. H. Decker:

Church Building, Rev.
Anderson,

W.

T.A.Maxon,

Eckler; Ministers’

Dudley.

D, B.

Relief,

E.

.

Members of all committees to serve

The committee on

missions

session held at Waterloo

one year.

appointed
in June,

at the

furnished

the conference a full report Saturday a. M.
The chairman, Rev. H. J. Brown, read a paper
setting forthin a clear and forcible manner
the state of our denominational interests in
fowa.
Questioning circulars had been sent
to as many of the churches and ministers as
possible throughout the State, and from these
were gathered such fucts as the following: ’
No. of churches responding, 44; with pastors,

28; without pastor.16; with buildings
23; without buildings
21; charch buildings unoccupied,
11; outlook good, 33; poor, 9; asking help, 14.
Bro. Brown called special attention to the

recommendations

found

in the

Secretary's

report as follows:
“We recommend the appointment by the
mission committee of a State superintendent

who shall
according
of

the

work under their discretion,
and
to their discretion,
The dutie

superintendent

9. Ms. and churches
the purpose of

to

be:

to

visit

the

throughout the State for

presenting

the interests of mis-

sions, and to advise and assist destitute churches and unemployed ministers, and

by collections

raise

and subscriptions &e.,

sion work, and urge the

funds

for mis-

adoption, on the part

of the churches, of a regular and systematic
method of contribution.” Bro. Brown adds:
Sirs: —If your Chris- 4 The necessity of havin
some stirring juditian charity will admit me to my old position,’ cious man to superintend the work is obvious.
We
know
that
it
will
incur
expense, but the
as an authorized F, Baptist minister, I assure
you that with the help of God, I will ever question how are we to reach the churches
| and Q. Ms. other than through an
ney can
of God.

:

Reverend and dear

strive
to so walk before God, and my fellow-/|
men, and ever strive to so preach and labor :
‘a8 to secure your Christian confidence, and
cause no regrets upon your part,

me to that pesition which
ago:

ity of the Maine Universalist State Convention,

a letter of my

been

as
of

opinions

The Council then

private rooms, and after mature deliberation, passed unanimously the following

service in the several places of his settlement,

The Oase of Rev. 0. Purington.

own invention and were themselves killéd as they were apparently preparing to
execute their threat. There is no doubt,

TVA

“ Fifth, T wish to be in
my own
convictions of
‘| a8 to my future course, by
relation to the Convention
gives
who received me into their

tardy ministers a piece of good advice :—
¢ What ix more
than to wait for a
utes? To have
shakes confidence
ter should be on

Se

complete

count them out should be speedily reliev-

4M. H.» (Mrs. Helen Hunt Jackson),

to set the Indians to work as agricuitur. ists, or herders, thus to break up’ their from so many literary people that we can
habits of savage life, and "to make them not begin to mention them. One may
self-supporting ; (2)
of both sexes so as
growing generation
_ and aspirations ; and

wt

convictions up to the point where his faith
now rests. The influence which the state
of experimental and practical Christianity
——WHETHER with good or bad motives
in Universalist churches and communities
we do not know, a few persons in Kansas
exerted upon his mind form an important
are trying to revive the Johd Brown
item of that experience. It means much
controversy, the particular attempt at
when the maturity of a man’s thought and
present beingto make Brown responsible
reasoning leads him to the conclusion
for the lynching of the Potawatomie ruffiwhich Mr. Purington has now reached.
ans during the night of May 24,1859. Many
We cordially welcome him to the ranks:
persons who were interested in the stirof a people where he did good service for
ring
scenes of those days will remember
80 many years, and we hope that years of
that
the
parties referred to were a set of
usefulness and honor may be yet in store
men who! had swornthat certain antifor him.
In commenting on this case the Univer- slavery settlers must leave Kansas or die.
They were met by the methods of their
salist says:

raise money to enable them to carry their
appeal through the Court, that these two
representatives have been in Boston, as
we have indicated.
Perhaps one of the most significant
meetings in their behalf was that held in
Faneuil hall Tuesday noon of last week.
Some years since the Rev, Collamore
Even at that busy hour, so strong a hold
had their previous statements taken on Purington left the [Freewill] Baptists and
became a Universalist, settling with a Unithe sympathies of the citizens, . that all versalist parish in Maine.
Now he reclasses—lawyers, merchants, clergymen, turns to his first love. He distinctly afclerks, men and women,—gathered to firms, however, that he has .not changed
Sivglnce to this demand. from the “old his faith, but he prefers the former ecclecradle of Liberty” for the rights of a race. siastical relations. He had a good record
when he came. We return him uninjured.
Letters were read from Bishop Hunting- - He is a good man and merits the respect
ton and President Seelye, addresses were
that is freely accorded him.
made by Mayor Prince, Joseph Cook,
While we cordially appreciate
the
Bright Eyes and others, and strong reso- kindly
feeling
expressed
in
the
lutions were adopted in keeping with. the closing
portion
of this
paragraph,
following preamble :
we must
say that, as
we
under‘Whereas great and inexcusable wrongs have
stand
it,
Mr.
Purington
does
affirm
that
been committed by the national Yuyeramen and
—iaagonis upon-peaceful
-of -1ndians-in re- ‘he has ‘‘ changed his faith.”
We admit
moving them against their will and consent from
that the reasons which he assigned for
the lands they occupied to a sickly and malarious
climate; and whereas the petitions and remonstrances of the chiefs of these tribes have been to- wishing to dissolve his connection with

The vital point at issue is,
dian any right to appeal to the
protection against those who
prive him of his land at their

M¢

THE

TAR.
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to add another seventy years to his life.
former dependence upon the tribe with/its But, alas! if mere wishing would add
When this | years, doubtless the most of us would
territory held in common.
latter is accomplished, then the Secretary ‘ come late to heaven.”

DECEMBER 10, 1879.

A All communications designed
should be addressed to the Editor,
on business, remittances of money,
addressed to the Publisher, Dover,

|
a

ual ownership of property instead of their

The Worming Star.
G. F. MOSHER,
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WEDNESDAY,

4

I am
me

the

now

sixty

evening

for restoring

I left seven

years of age, and

shadows

are

years
with

lengthening,

and it can be but a few years before I shall
depart. I am perfectly confident of my weak-

2 solved by us,
not be

agencybe laid
These 5 facts must

before our people, and they must be enthuse!
with the necessities and ~ importance of the
work. This can only be done by an agent.”
|’ The recommendation
offered was heartily
indorsed, and, as the subject became more
and more disclosed the interest increased correspondingly. After the services Sabbath morn-

ing, opportunity was given the Home Mission
committee for collections,and $55.89 in cash and

$49 inpledges weresecured ina short time.
The committee have since secured the valuable
services of Rev. J. H. Moxom, of Cedar Falls,
nomination by being received to your body, Iowa, as the Finaneial Agent and superintenyet I feel it will be a great help and blessing ‘dent of Home Missions. ‘He has entered upo
conferred upon me and my family,
his work. He is a man of good executive abil_ Confiding in your wisdom and kindness of ity; energetic, of happy tact and with a record
heart, I most respectfully submit to you my
both of pulpit and platform success that i
earnest prayer and await your decision.
most praise worthy.
The committee pray for
A
COLLAMORE PURINGTON.
him a cordial acceptance and co-operation
The Council listened to Mr. Purington,
among all the churches of the Y. M.
then proceeded to a thorough examination
R. A. Coats, Sec. Towa Y. M.
ness, and that I am the subject of very many
infirmities. If I can be of no help to the de-
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ed ten, one by letter, to the membership of the

QOentral Association Notes.
Nov. 18th Miss 'Cilley spoke

church. Bro. Porter is holding

scribed, and the foundation laid for

Woman's Mission Society.

a

among the seekers.
:
New

strong

~The meeting

at

¥
York.

donation - from

friendy

church is introducing

D,
on the second Sat. and y Sab: in February.
ALBERT R. CARR, Clerk.

in

Franklin.

This

the Mission Cards. and

organized the Pine

be allowed to slacken or abate.
Woman's Mission Societies can and ought
to be formed in every church, Quarterly and

greet him with pleasant
some

live man” and

let the

many times at

the

Norwich,

statement

made
the

that

left to run itself.

churches
it will

It ueans

work.

will take this system
prove a blessing

to

and

lowship, being a

so

If our

is again at his

of a few

quick-

Sec-

next session of the Jefferson, N. Y., Q. M. at
Keenville, Dec. 19-21.
We hope the churches

in that Q. M. will send a large delegation to the
meeting. It is hoped that two or three
preachers from other Q. Ms. will be in attendance.
Good news comesto us from our mission
that eight
least
six

The Y. M. has convened
mission, it

;
be

churches, judging by the words of praise and
the liberalcotlections received
—
Cor.

at Springfield.

Sec.

Hinisters and Churches.

in connection

with

The revival that commenced
tinaing under

Cuttler.

- Maine.

Rev. G. W. Colby has closed a two years’
pastorate with the Edgecomb church, and has

from

the

Bro. L. V. Towle, of Ft. Fairfield, writes as
follows :—*¢ Aroostook Q. M. embraces a large
destitute of ministers.

Since Bro.

our

left

one

to

go

ahead.

What is wanted in this Q. M. is two more
earnest and faithful ministers to labor not
only in those churches that are destitute, but
¥ €o build up

new

interests

in many

There

are some towns in this section where there are

The weather and

the feeble churches.

in acrecomamong

travel-

ing were inauspicious, limiting the attendance
Rev. R.
to those in the immediate vicinity.
L. Howard, of Bangor, conducted the weetings, preaching at every service, and never
before was it our privilege here to listen to
sermons of such rare eloquence and power,
every one of which was able, earnest, faithful
and tender. ‘The attention of all was secured

from the first and held

meetings.

presence

The

not * as of a rushing

to the

of the

mighty

close

Holy

wind,”

of the

Spirit,

but the

+ small still voice”, was sweetly manifest, “and
it filled all the house where we were sitting,”
and though no conversions were expected or
realized, Christians were stirred to the very
depths and can not fail to more lovingly and
faithfully serve the dear Muster in all the days
to come, and sinners will tind it more difficult
to neglect the salvation which was brought so
The influence of this precious
near to them.
season lingers and will continue like a bene
diction with us, and we shall ever keep in
grateful remembrance the visit and service of

Bro. Howard and cease not tobless Him whose
may be
multiplied and sent into the Master's vineyard. —s.
ui
he is, and pray that workers like him
New

the Merrimack Bt. church in that city, and that
there is a prospect of his
going to the Fort
Fuirfield and Presque Isle churches in Maine,

Bro. 4 has been pastor of the Merrimack St.
five years, and it has enjoyed

able prosperity during that time.
.

consider-

Rev. H. Stiles commenced a ‘ three days”
meeting at Brownington, several weeks since,
and protracted the same, assisted by Bros.
Frost of St. Johnsbury, and Quint of Charlesgiven them quite a large
town. The Lord has
number of conversions.
The

work

churches

in

Lowell still continues. . The pastor of the Mt.
Vernon church baptized six candidates last

Sunday morning and welcomed seven, one by
No exletter, to the fellowship of the church.
tra meetings are holden, nor outside help employed, but the membership of the church is
The Sunday-school is
thoroughly in earnest.

grautly blessed in the salvation of the scholars,

“+,

life.

accommodate

earnest

Benson's

Compantox “fully recognizes the fact that the times demand the highest standard of popular literature. The following Announcements indicate that the Volume for 1880

workers
heart

that

was

rangements were

made

not large,

encouraging

as

Rev, 8, C. Kimball, from

busy season of the year,

religious exercises wore e
and marked rélish, and became
up till after

with
The

The pustor of the Paige Street church bap-

tized “nine candidates last Sunday and welcom-

Dur-

Waterford

before

February.

W. PARKER, Clerk.

Q. M.—Held its last session with
TrocA C0.
The session was excelthe Chatham church.
lent throughout, one of the best for years.
Rev. H. Bacon, of the Tuscarora Q. M.,remarked that fifty ears ago, from Lake Ontario to
Wellsboro’, enn., there was not one Freewill
Baptist meeting-house, The first one built, he
building in the township
said, was a small |
the speaker, “God has blessof Dix.
But,

knowledge

ed us, now to my

there

social

and

in. with" vigor
quite interesting,

midnight.

Confessions

were

Next

session,

Dec.

19-21,

are over

thirty on that ground,” and how many more he
could not tell.
Next session with the Delmar church, Jan.
0. C. HiLLs, Clerk.
30—Feb. 1.

with

the Herdland

church, about sixteen miles southeast of Spencer,
H. D. PARSONS,

Q. M.—Held

its

Nov.

Clerk.

session

with

the church in Sweden. The attendance was good,
churches nearly all were reported, and some re.
ported revivals.

A

deep

spiritual

interest

was

and instructive.

In the conference, arrangements

manifest in the prayer and. social meetings. The
preaching was in.the demonstration of the Spirit,
were made for holding revival
of the churches during the
Hutchinson,

L. W. Raymond,

meetings with all
winter.
Revs. J.

C.

T.

D.: Crockett,

and F. Starbird were appointed to make

arrange-

ments with the churches for the same.
We earnestly
desire the churches to aid them in their
efforts.
;
Next session will convene with the church in
Harrison,
A. P. WHITNEY, Clerk.

OXFORD Q. M.—Held its last session with the
Lynn church. All of the churches were represented by letters or delegates, except Brockway.
Although the weather was celd and lustering,
and roads bad, yet the attendance was good.
The business was done in harmony and with dispateh.

The religious

meetings

wore

more

than

*‘ Tae

love

usually interesting. The spirit of the Master was
manifest in the first meeting, Friday evening.
The preacher spoke from the

words,

of TLrist constraineth us,” followed by warm and

earnest appeals from Brethren Currier, Spencer
and Cuttler,when ten arose for prayer.
The meetings increased in interest and power, backsliders
were reclaimed, sinners converted, and the chil
dren of God made to rejoice.
At the close of the

meeting Sunday evening, a request was made

for

all that had been reclaimed ana converted, and all

that desired the

prayers

of the

children

of God

for their salvation to stand on their feet. When,
to the
praise of God, thirty-seven arose; some

wept, others shodted aloud,
Him

that

was

dead

and

giving

liveth

glory

to

forevermore.

all

It

was the best Q. M. ever in this part of the land.
Some of the older brethren said it was the best
they had ever enjoyed. Rev.G. B. Cuttler, messenger from the Sanilac Q.

M.,

was

M.,

Rev.

4

STANSTEAD Q. M, With

Sharp

the (Jompton church, com-

M.

at West

Tuesday, Dec, 16,1879,

BENJ.M. MASON,

Pres.

S.C. KIMBALL,

®
{

Hundred

-

'

Re Ra

-

Moulton,

-

-

James T. Fields.
James Parton.
Palmer, D. D.

Ray

Edwin P., Whipple.
George P. Lathrop.
Wm,
Everett, LL. D.

Rev, A, C.

Thompson, D. D.,
v.
Theron Brown.

Practical Articles.

Every-Day Facts in Common

Law, by

Hon. Charles Theodore Russell.—Shewing how to Convey Land—Serve a Writ—Make a Will—About the Prosecution of Crimes—etc.
y

Poems.
Henry W. Longfellow,
Edna Dean Proctor,
James T. Fields,
Sidney Lanier.

Letters Received.

Davie,

SPECIAL
|

la

Publishers

G4

41 Temple

Youth’s

Companion,
Boston,

Place,

+ CG E T

THE
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Ta
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AWARDED

: zHicHESTHONORS
AY EVERY
FOR

12 MONTHS,OR $676 o/-

: AMERICANO RGANS b

IY

PRI ES~

B4.$66.$78.$84.3
[fs
T0 $500 8 ;
AND UPWARDS: ©
ALSO
8
FOR EASY PAYMENTS
$5 PER MONTH FOR

RLDS Exuigimion

PER QUARTER FOR + 23
[DQUARTERS
Ao UPWARIS,p \C

7] ~ HAVE BEEN AWARDED 4
SUCH AT ANY.

[o):§:!
SMUSICIANS

GENERALLY REGARD

CATA
BATREMONTSt., BOSTON

THEM

AS UNEQUALLED"—THEQDORE

4T4.ST. (UnionSQ)

THOMAS.%

NEW YORK ; 250 AND 252 WaBash Ave., CHICAGO

If neglected, may rapidly develop
into quick consumption.
Ordinary treatments will not cure it.
Its effects are nervous weakness,
loss of smell, taste, hearing, and
!
voice, weak eyes, dizziness, faint
on and premature death. For
consumpti
finally
s,
and
odor
g
n
i
disgusting
:

ASTHMA,
CONSUMPTION .izvreven

Catarrh, Bronchitis, Coughs, Nervous and Catarrhal Headaches, isDeafness,
treat.
Sore Te Throat,
and all diseases o the air-passages and lungs there no
Certain to cure and give instant relief as

mentso pleasing,

ny

DE VONE'S

“@ATrade
“peg Mark.5
Me,

ing or n=
cleansing, invigcavities of the

Married

permanently

Sent to any &

In Rumney, N. H., Nov. 30, by Rev, Thomas wkt,
Mr. Horace F. Wyatt and Miss Susie J. Whitman, both
of Plymouth.
In
Limerick, Me., Nov. 4, by Rev. D. L. Jones, Mr.
Eugene M. Doe, of Parsonsfield, and M)ss Almira B,
Lord of Limerick.
In Olneyville, R.I., Nov. 20,by Rer. A.L.Gerrish,
Mr, Henry Knight, of Oranston, and Miss Emmagene
L. Whitman,of Providence.~Nov. 24, Mr. Augustus
Schroeder, of Providence, and M iss Ellen F. Chamberlain,of Olneyville,—Nov, 26, Mr. Alexander H, West,
of Barrington, R I., and Miss Annie Greenup, of Olneyville,~Nov, 27, Mr. Leander W. Peckham, of North
and Miss Josephine A. Bennett, of JohnProvid
ston.
1
In Smyrna, Nov. 17, by Rev. G. R. Foster, Mr. Chas.
T. Wynn, of Lebanon,
aud Miss Catharine Swancott, of
Brookfield, Mad ison Co.
In Harrison, Me., Jan 1, 1879, by Rev. L. W. Raymond, Josiah Chute, of Otisfield, and Lunette Brack«
elt, of Harrison.—~In Denmark, April 80, 8. B, Green, of
Harrison, aad Miss Mary E. Goodwin. of Denmark,—
7, George 8. Pitts and Miss Eliza A. Sampson,
May

both of Harrison.—May

Address

Please mention in what paper you read this advertisement.

EAR.

NYA

us $1.70
Ist., and

Specimen copies sent free.

Subscription Price, $1 75.
Y

A

Ns 1.75

SoA

OFFER.

To any one who subscribes now, and sends
we will send the Companion free to January
full year's subscription from that date.

WNL

g

Farmington,

9

he articles on the Editorial Pages will be prepared by the most qualy will present, in a clear, succinct way, explaaations of
ns.
the De E and views of the Drofress of most of the prominent
topics and events of the year,—moral, poli tical, literary and scientific.

Rev J L Bigbee, Cattarangus, N Y.
A A Woodman, Moes River, P Q.
LV Towle, Fi Fairtield. Me.
Rev C H Smith, Brownfield, Me.
Mrs VM Freeman, Attleboro, Mass,
1 D Veney. Martinsburg, W Va
W B Cox, Oto, Stone Co, Mo.
J M Carlock, Greenfield. Mo.
Express.
A N Woodward, Coldwater, Mich.
Rev J Burnham

Whittier,
Mrs. Piatt,
Hayne.
R.
Dorr.

Editorial Department.

MASATCHLES

.

D Lothrop & Co, Boston, Mass,
A Libby, Lewiston, Me.

John G.
Mr. and
Paul H.
Julia C,

Sig

Rev Wm Whitetisld, Pierpont, N Y.
Rev EK Manron, Gardiner, Me,
Rev G W Matthews, Paw Paw, Mich,
Nelson Keillor, Pleasanton, Mich.
Rev T E Peden, Rio Grande, O.
Rev L A H Welch, Lake City, Minn,
Rev J H Yeoman, E Tilton, N H,
Rev W Bovine, Durand, Il.
Rev HJ Carr,dackson, O.
Rev J W Burgin, Starksboro, Vt.
TS F Dodge, care Dea H Merrill, Farmington, Til.
H H Wallace, Lawrence. Mass.
Ly
F Stackpole, Sumuer, Me.
J R Pope, Caledonia. Sta, Ill,
Rev J A Sutton, Green Camp, O.
Rev T F Millitt, No Parsonsfield, Me.
Rev John George, No Barnstead, N H.
G W Msyhew, Apalachin, NY.
C A Gleason, Rochester, Ohio. (2)
Joseph Masters, Hamden Jung.
Rev F I, Wiley, Whitefield.N. H.
Rev James Ashley, Elkhart, Ind,
Rev A Sargent, Wilmot Flat, N H.
E Sutphin, Romeo, Mich.
E R Perkins 306 Perry Street, Cleveland, O.
Rev A M Freeman, No Tunbridge, Vt.
Rev U Chase, Madisen,N H.
Rev E Harding. Ellsworth, Me,
Rev F P Wormwood, E Corinth, Me.
Rev. A Lowell, Danville, N H.
Rev G H Hubbard, Honey Creek, Wis.
Rev E L Lewis, Ock Center, Wis,
Rev LG Clark, Washington Vt.
W A Phillips, Otse lic Center, NY.
J W Hoyt, West Parishville,
NY.
Rev W
Walker, Scottsburgh. N Y.

Rev I Hyatt, E Hamlin, N'Y

Edgar Fawcett,
Lucy Larcom,
J. T. Trowbridge,
Nora Perry,

/

Books Forwarded.
'
BY MAIL.
C Curtis, Olin, Iowa,
D Mitchell, Money Creek. Minn.
A Stevens, W Oneonta, N Y.
Clark, So Ridge,0.

L Cummings, W Sumner, Me,
Rev B 5 Gerry, Dexter, Me.

14, Willlam F. Belt and Miss

Cora J. Hamlin both o Waterford. July 21, Charles
E. Knight, M.D. of Livermore, and Miss Flora B.
Huskell
Howard, of Harrison.—Aug. 23, Willlam B.
and Miss Abbie C. Sampson, both of Harrison.—~Sept. 8,
of Waterford, and MissE. May Fernald,
J.F. Howard,
of Harrison.—Sept. 13,Joln M, Dawes, of Harrison,

—Nov. 1, B. F.
and Miss Millie Wight, of Otjsfield.
both of Sebago, Me,

L. McKenney,
Cold and Miss Alma
—Nov. 5, David L. Holden, of Otisfield, and Miss Lizzie Watson, of Waterford.—Nov, 26, Mr. W. A, Wheeler, of Lyman, Mass, and Miss Ella I. Libbey,cf Harrison.
\
In Concord, N. H., Nov. 8, by Rev, H. F'. Wood, Geo.
H. Eastman and Mary Burke, both ofO.
iA

*

Charles Ba
rd
Mrs. p pcheg Lilie.

Post-Office Addresses.

Money

i

by

- On Prevention of Consumption.
On Near-Sightedness,
« + On Hygiene for Scholars.
On Ventilation.
-

oon ke Culer, DD

er

Secy,

W Angell-L Adkinsen—A E Bradford—A T Bowman—N Brooks—C E Blake—D M Benner—A E Boyne
ton -8 A Currier—C Cook—W G Church—A Chadwick
—H P Compton—G W Dolley—E F Dyke—A M Darling—A J
Davis — M J Dudley — A
ge—dJ Edgeymb—R P Fuller—P" Foss—Mrs M Freeman—Mrs M
'0ss —A L Gerrish—D W Hoyt-J 8 Harrlugton—J P
Hilton—W Hodgdon—dJ Hutton—Mrs F C Hayes—B
F Jefferson—A
Jones -D W Knapp—F Knickerbocke
er—Mrs M D Letghton—-A D: Linsley—Mrs ‘M Lamnr
8 Limbocker—J Morrison—Mrs HF Movery.
{iss J F Moore— B D Newell -A Nelson—Mrs C Nesselrode-C F Penney—J B Pennington—B F Parker—
J H Phillips—G H Pinkham—G M Park—J Pinkham
-M Pillipsas H Paine—(C Paris—A Rich -J Reynolds—N-L-Rowell—L-W Raymond—E J Small-CG F
Sivertson—B W Spofford—J T Sage—W C Strout—J
Spinney — W H Smith—T Spooner —C W Smith—L
Swett—W H Traflton—S Thomipson—W Taylor—M W
ight- |
Turner—N Walker—A
E
Wilfon—8J Weed—N Wigh
man—W Wight—B C Whitaker—A' A Woodman—H F
Wooll—A
M Zavity,
:
¢
)

Insure with H. Y. Hayes, Dover, N. H.

J.T. Trowbridge,
“Marion Harland,”
:
“C. M. Cornwall."
Frances M. Peard,
Ruth Chesterfield.

Miss A. B. Harris.
Out-of-Door Work for Girls,
rse of Reading,
Rev. Edward E. Hale.
Advice upon Courses
=
Edward M. King,
"Ho Ww to M ake Cheap Tours to Europe,
rises,
-James Parton.
History of Great Ente
est,
Ex-Gov, Elder, of Kansas.
Ho metteading in the
Frank Wilkeson,
Btock-Raising in the West,
Charles Barnard.
Mechanics for Boys,
-

Rev. G. W. Colby, Wiscasset, Me.
REV. E. N. FERNALD (to whom all contributions
from the churches for our Benevolent Societies should
be sent) Lewistou, Me.
52t

Business Hotes.

”

elas,

Short Stories.

Papers,
-

-

ri

Short Religious Articles, by

:

the conven tion.

rah Winter, J

Brilliant Sketches, on

Notice.
The Fourth Annus 1 Meeting of the New Hampshire
Christian Association wil) convene in Barker's Hall,
Farmington Vilage, Dec. 16, at 2 o'clock, P. M., to con=
tinue three days. Eutertainment free to the exteut of
our ability. Rev... P, Stoddard, of Chicago, General
Agent of the National Christian Association, the President, the Secretary, E.E. Willey, L.D, Bryant and
others, will address

Julia Eastman
. “Marion

Eminent Orators, b
The Home Life of tatosmen. by > im
Recollections of Eminent Men,
College Days of T. B. Macaulay, ?
Daniel Webster, by
“
“
Charles Sumner,
Nathaniel Hawthorne,
Edward Everett,

REV.J.H. MoxoM,of Cedar Falls, Iowa, has been
chosen General: Financial Agentand Superintendent
of Freewill Baptist Home Missions by the Home Mise
sion Department of the Iowa Y. M., and as such iscommended to the attention, sympathy and co-operation
of the F. W. B. churches, and to their friends in Iowa.
=
“Ri A Coats; Sec. H. M.D

to

en,

Foreign Letters, by
Edward M. King,
Louise Chandler

“Sond.

wal

-

cured.

the Unit:
tates
v. Send for CircuDEVONE'S

Name

INHALER.

Trial at office FREE,

this

paper.

M. D., Physician in charge, with able and careful assistants.

J. PRICE MILLER,
State your symptoms
Professional advice free by mail to all who order the Home Treatment.
Address all letters to
lainly,
and your case will ha ve immediate ana careful attention. B®.Philadelphia,
Pa.
HOME MEDICINE CO., 8. W. cor. Tenth and Arch Sts.,
Ho:
lam6t4d

REDUCTIONIN PRICE!

Helps tor 15880, send for free samples ot our
The National Sunday School Teacher ; The National Quarterly ; The
p eriodicals:
They are Reduced in Price, Newly
Scholar’s Weekly, and The Little Folks.
. Before selecting vour Sunday-schoel

Illustrated, Re-arranged, and i n

ADAMS, BLACKMER,

Oné bottle warranted

& LYON. PUB. CO. CHICAGO, ILL.
every wav made better than ever.

a perfect

Jor qll kinds of PILES.

0

our in the worst cases of
SALT
SCROFULA,
LEPROSY,
KID
RHEUM,
RHEUMATISM,
NEYS, DYSPEPSIA ; CANCER, CATARRH and all diseases of the
Entirely
SKIN
and
BLOOD.

Vegetable. Internal and external
use, 1n case of failure, dealers

lease return the Jones and charge

Kena for pamphlet.
Price $1 a bottle.

. -D. FO

OI

q
SIWATCHE Son

it back to me.
XE, Boston.
6m22eow

known world,

in the
COULTER & CO.) Chicago
-~

:

Charles H.

Charlotte Mary Yonge,
Charles Craddock,
2
bi
Georgiana M. Craik,
J. D. Chaplin,
SarahO. Jewett,

Valuable

R.L. HOWARD, Rec. Sec.

Cand:
a
ORGAN
PARLOR
For the speedy cure of Seminal Weakness, Loss
5 Octaves,
full sets Powerful
Lewis Q. M.—Held its last session‘ with the of Manhood, and all disorders brought on by in. "2Reeds,
Address,
Stops, 2 Knee Swells, Only $59.
ingreX.
Science Hill church, Nov. 8—10, A good time discretion or excess. Any druggist has the Nassau
US. PIANO €0.,,163 Bleecker street, N.
The meet - | dients. Address DAVIDSON & CO., 78
was realized by all in attendance,
1y28
ings were conducted by Elders Fullerton and 8t., New York.
’

Spofford,

Dr. He: ay J
wditon,
ams,
Dr, H.
Dr. D. F. Lincoln,
George E, Waring, Jr.,,

Bolton, P. Q., Dec.
R. J. RUSSELL, Clerk.

DeMeritte, Dover, N. H.

WEARE Q. M.—Held its session at Orange, and
although the attendance was small, yet we trust
the session was not in vain. Mrs. C. H. Fitzmeeting
the
addressed
of Dover,
erald,
ednesday afternoon, on the subject of temperance, to the satisfaction of all. She also held re.
ligious services in the evening of Phuradas, at
C. W.
which two persons arose for prayer. Rev.
Nelson was present as delegate from Wentworth
follows:
as
bodies
other
to
. M. Delegates
ockingham +L , Rev. G. M. Park; New DurRev. A. B.
W. Griffin ; Belknap
ham, Rev.C.
Drew ; Wentworth, Rev. G. B. Tewksbury ; Sandwich, Rev. A. Sargent.
Wilmot Flat, the last Tuesday
Next session at
¥. M. RICHARDS, Clerk.
in January.

FRE

Moulton,

Prescott

ILLUSTRATED <>

||BYTHE BEST ARTISTS

The Executive Committee on Foreign Missions of
the lowa Y.M. (Rev. N.W. Bixby, Rev. 8. Summerlin
and Den. P. L.
Holden) are ready to act in that capacity ii anything they can do for the Mission. Any
church or persons having money for the Mission
muy send it to E, N. Fernzld, Lewiston, Mea, Money
for the Woman's Seclety should be sent to Miss Li, A,

D
0
T
R

A. Ober,

Mrs, H, B. Kin

Stories for Girls, by

More than Two

Notice.
Annual meeting of the Free Baptist MAINE HOME
MISSIONARY BOCIETY at Bath, at 4 o'clock. P, M.,

Rev
Rev
Rev
Rev

Fred,

®.

Chandler

Harriet Beecher Stowe,
Rose Terry Cooke,
H. Leonowens,
Louisa M. Alcott,
Rebecca Harding Davis,

DELAWARE
&
CLAYTON 2:
M. held {ts last
session at the Bay Settlement,
Next ses«ion at Mount
Hope. Any church wishing to entertain the Y.M.
next Juue, may report to Rev. RR, Norton,or P.L.
Holden,
N.W,BixsyY,
Clerk.

attend the Genesee Q. M., and Rev. L. C. Kerr is
to preach the opening sermon at the next session
of this Q. M., which will be held with the New
Haven church, commencing Friday before the
fourth Sabbath in February next.
:
E. J. DOYLE, Clerk.

PRESCRIPTION

Stories of Adventure, by

Harriet

mencing Dec. 2v. Conference 10, A, M.
.
A, A. WOODMAN, Clerk.
LLSWORTH Q. M, with the church at Fremont Centre, Dec. 19-21,
E. HARDING, Com.
AROOSTOOK
Q. M. with the Fort Fairfield church,
beginning Dee. 3. at 2 o'clock, P.M. As our chureh
is without a pastor, we extend an favitation to all ministers
to be present, who can come to help carry on
the meetings.
L.V, TowLE, Clerk.
WATERVILLE (Me.) Q. M. with the 2nd Clinton
Shareh at Moirison’s Cowher, Dee. 19, at 2 P, M., and
continue over
the Sabbath.
t thre be
at
gation from all the churches,
i
a full dele
:
G. W.FARNHAM, Clerk.

7

.

Dinah Mulock Craik.
+ T. Trow!
©.
* Marje B. Williams.
Charles Craddock.

-

Sold by all Druggists.

mencing on Friday, Dec. 26,at 2 o'clock, P. M.
D. C. CURTIS, Clerk.

|

’ Harriet Beecher Stowe,

. Capt. E. Frechette,
Charles Craddock,
C. A. Stephens,

Quarterly Meeting Notices.
WAPSIPINICON Q. M. with the Bethel church, come

ENOSBURG Q.
—28,

=

oy

at once.

Hotices and Appointments.

present, and

Geo.

“

ary A. Denison,

protracted
the meeling
a few days.
The
prayers of all are that the good and glorious
work may go on. Rev.J, R. Spencer was chosen

to attend the Sanilac Q.

-

:

made

many
times.

A new era seemed to be inaugurated by resolutions to reorganize the dead
Sunday-school
Prayer.mosiings, &e., lay aside old Prejudices;an
work more in harmony hereatter, in the Lord's
vineyard.
.

to the

evening

‘the

and forgiveness
asked of one another,
speaking the second, third, and fourth

. M.—Held its last session
‘WASHINGTON
with the Bloomfield church, Nov. 1, 2. Rev.
0. Johnson, correspondent from French Creek,
and Rev. A, Losee, from the Crawford Q. M.,
the

but

relieve pain

as well as the younger
erin

Special Stories.
A Serial Story, byb:

other,” a Serial, by
**His Little
A Serial Story for Boys, by A Story of Southern
ife, by
A Tale of Cumberland Mountains, by

so that the last meeting, Sunday evening, was kept

A. M. SIMONTON.

interest of the meeting.
Next session held with
Friday
church, commencin

not many delegates from

the business of the meeting,

Mr1am1 Q. M.—Held its Oct. session with the
Organized by choosin
Second Creek chureh,
Churches all
Rev. 1. H, Dudley, moderator.
reported. There is great need of more ‘minisEfforts are being
terial labor in the Q. M,
made to procure the labors of one efficient
Pleasant Plain reported
minister at’ least.
three additions by letter, Blanchester two,
Second Creek dismissed some by letter. It
voted, ag the sense of the conference, to b
disord erly under ordinary circumstances for a
member to unite with- another church before
first obtaining a letter of dismission. . We
were fayored with the labors of Bro. Dyer,

very “largely

Ar-

abroad were present, which fact somewhat delayed

Next session with 1st Belmont church, 4th
Tues. in Jan,
J.T. WEEKS, Clerk.

were with us and added

reports

wished.

study and the fireside, for the older
members of the family,

INCREASED IN SIZE

Louise

is

for holding protracted

which

Price 25 Cents.

of
of

LITTLE SIOUX VALLEY
Q. M.—Held its last session with the Rush Lake church. It being
a very

OTISFIELD

N.

the

be

)

Lame
Back,
Back, Cold on the Chest, Coughs, or any
local pain or ache should use Be

|

meetings with each church in the Q. M. the coming winter. Rev. A. M. Freeman
from the Strat
ford Q. M., and Rev. J. W. Burgin from the Huntington Q. M. were present, and their labors were
gladly
received.
“%
Next session with the A Washington
church.
Collection for Home Missions, $8.00.
CHESTER DICKEY, Clerk.

service held

the

and

could

PA

Plaster.

| pository of the choicest literature; a library of tales, travels,
adventure, history and biography; a ‘“Companion’’ for the

Thelr great merit lies in the fact that they

he only plasters

can

he

cannot fail to reach this standard,

The ail aetrery received a special award
the only
l given for porous plasters at t
Rehtennial Exouition, 1876, at the Paris Ex.

within

and

BACK.

Capecine Porous

>

The variety and worth of its contents will makeit a re-

Overwhelming evidence of their superiorit;
over all ‘other, plasters. It is roe Bh
Yeo
Smmended by Physicians, Druggists and th

Rev. M. H. Abbey,of Oxford,

from the churches

not as

of

bam Q. M., was present und preached the
Word with good acceptance.
Their house of
worship is in good repair, they have a new
organ which, with their excellent choir, rendered choice music.
The pulpit was tasterully
decorated with ferns and evergreen, showing
the artistic love of the ladies for the beauties
of nature, and giving pleasure to all present.
Delegates and visiting brethren were most cordially received by brethren and friends at
Canterbury, and no effort spared to malo their
stay pleasant, and the prayers of minist®rs and
be a
laymen were that this session of Q.
blessing spiritually to all the churches in the

the first Sabbath in

Vermont.

Massachusetts.
of grace in our

church

|

Hampshire,

‘We learn from the Manchester Mirror that
Rev. G. M, Park has resigned the pastorate of

church

light....The

churches were well represented and the interest in the meetings very good; the members of
the church and delegates working together in
the utmost harmony and love. The session
was characterized by very deep spirituality
and a reaching forth for a higher Christian

praying that

on the 27-29 ult. These were holden
cordance with the action of the Q. M.
mending series of three days’ meetings

to

BELKNAP Q. M.—Held its last session
the church in Canterbury, Nov. 11—13,

the

:
held meetings

we may see better days.”
The church at East Dixmont

There have been some over forty led

darkness

WEAK

|:

CORINTH (Vt.) Q. M.—Held its Oct. session with
the 1st church in Corinth. Tbe representation

B.

Quarterly Hleetings.

cause of the Master. There are good brethren
and sisters that seem to be doing all they can
to keep the work moving onward,

several

Clay Co., Iowa.

church strengthened spiritually by the earnest
effort of the servants of God. Still we are
trusting in God to send us some faithful minup

con-

G.

Saviour.

no Freewill Baptist churches, where there
might be mew interests built up,
and
the

ister or ministers to care for and build

is

of Rev.

the ministering brethren present, but that
want was made ap in the fulfillment of the
Master's promise to bless the few. The church
is prospering under the faithful labors of their
esteemed pastor, Rev. I. R. Spencer. The
church is well united and there are signs of
revival.
Some of late have been led to the

localities

where they are destitute of meetings.

the leadership

by the Newhaven church, Oct. 24—26, wasa
meeting of deep interest and of profit to the
church.
The meetings steadily gained in interest and the services of Sunday evening were especially favored with the divine
presence. The
church felt disappointed in not
having more of

the interest seems to be at a standstill, and one
of some

N ENTERING upon its Fifty-third Year, the Yourn's

LAME BACK:

.

to preach the opening sermon. Sat. evening to be
devoted to Mission work, under the direction of
the W. M.S.
G. R. FOSTER, Clerk.

with the Ox-

sults being good....The Reunion

In the Fort Fairfield

church there are social meetings on those days
of the month that Bro. Carr supplied, but still
reason is a want

can

the ‘‘ Master” so thoroughly at

him and they are looking for a gracious work.
++««The revival meetings held with the South
Branch of the Capac church have closed,the re-

us in Oct, last, the churches where he supplied

are without preaching.

borders

we

guarantee them plenty of work if not plenty
pay. What young or old man has the cause

tor, Rev. 8. A. Currier, who is about engaging
in another revival effort. The church is with

almost

Carr

Buffalo.

will doubtless witness such chanzes as to warrant

me in saying that

Bruce is enjoying her usual state of prosperity
under the judicious management of their pas-

taken charge of the. church in Woolwich.

is

as 35

s and

church, Feb. 20—22.

ford Q. M., at its last session at Lynn,

time

Cross

Next session with the Fabius church, Dec. 27,
28. Conference Friday previous at 6, Pp. M. W.
Brown will preach the opening sermon, S. W.
Schoonover, alternate.
:
JOHN TYLER, Clerk.

Michigan.

Eastern.

present

by

a strong vote,

seribed.—L. C. CHASE.

territory, that at the

Fish

willing to come among us and, entering into the
| spirit of those already herve, find it his ambition as
and others are soon to go forward, The it is theirs, to make the Chenango Q. M. the most
productive of fruits to the glory of our Lord of
“brethren of this church are going on to build
any in the Cen. AsBociation?
a house of worship.
The ground is selected,
Next session to be held with the Holmesville
and several hundred dollars have been sub-

appreciated by the

J. H. DURKEE,

of duty

Bethany church, still goes on. The writer
has held meetings évery night with two execeptions, for five weeks, resulting in the conversion of about forty persons, nineteen of whom
have already united with the Bethany church,

to the churches

might be made.

post

number of the Star,

with the Balasore church.
accessions

M. S.

CHENANGO (N. Y.) Q. M.—Held its last session
the Sherburne church, Nov. 22—24. This
important field of labor, and it is hoped that with
church,aided by the persistent and efficient labors
every effort for the upbuilding of the cause of of it 8 pastor,
ve remodeled, repainted, newly
Christ in that place, will be attended with
carpeted upholstered and purchased new stoves
the divine blessing.
for their house of worship, making it both ve:
comfortable and pleasant. Owing to bad condiRev. J. Masters has held enjoyable meetings
tions of the roads, there was not a very large dele.
with the Snow Fork and Bessemer churches.
on from the churches, yet all the sessions both
ay and evening were well
attended. The busiHe reports that Bro. Fulton has held meetings
ness waa conducted in harmony and with the best
at the latter church several months, and that of feeling. The letters from the churches so far
Bro. Tewksbury has preached there several
as received were encouraging,nearly every one retimes.
Bro, Masters has held regular month
rting
additions either by baptism or letter.
1so the organization in six of the nine churches
ly services there for the last five months, and
which
comprise
our Q. M. of a “Woman's Missionrepresents the Bessemer brethren as couraary Society,” each of which thus far seems to be
geous and hopeful.
:
doing efficient work. All Present expressed them.
selves as encoun
y the
nce and
Rev. A. M. Simonton, in the employ of the
by the words of Rev. J. H. Durkee,
0. B. Association, is now canvassing the ofstrengthened
Phoenix, Oswego +g, M., Sec. of Central AssoState. Will attend the Harmony Q. M., and ciation, who preached
the Word, Saturday evening and Sabbath morning, to good acceptance.
will assist in protracting it with the Newton
church.
This church is very wenk and a After the sermon, Saturday evening. a Quarterly
reformation is much needed.
Pray for us. Meeting W. M. S. was organized, its officers
elected and the constitution adopted. There is
Rev. J. A. Sutton is proving
a suc- ‘evidently an increase of the missionary Spinit
among
our churches. . May it still increase, I becessfiil Superintendent of the Berw
chools.
lieve to be the prayer of all. The collections at
The church is also prospering under his care.
this session ‘put $10.14 int) the treasury of the
The E. Liberty & Marmon Valley meeting- Central Association. Tbose that were present
said at the close, ““ I believe that this has been the
houses have been lately calcimined, and much
best Q. M. I ever attended.” Iam glad to be able
improved in appeariace.
to record some progress among us. Hope I may
1
+
Kllineois.
be able to do this at every returning session.
While most of our churches are supplied with |
The good work of grace mentioned in a late pastors,
some are not, and the coming of spring

supply the Fabius church for the winter. Minutes of the Central Association can be had at the

reinforce the

3

His congregation is partly composed of a
class of promising unconverted young men
who pay good attention to the Word preached.
He designs, as soon as he can obtain clerical
assistance! (his health still being feeble), to
hold a protracted meeting.
Springfield, as all
are aware who know its surrofindings, is an

present,the churchat Poland. Rev. Ira Day will

seem to

result

The church is greatly

Rev. R. J. Poston, after a rest of two or
three months among friends in Southern Ohio,

make her report promptly on the day indicated by the instruction on
the blank. And
here we wish to commend the example of the
Secretary of the auxiliary at Philadelphia, N.
Y., the only report as yet received.
Rev. W. H. Merriman is supplying for the

The minutes

part of the

Ohio.

socjeties the church Secretary will report to
their Central AssociationSecretary direct. If the
Secretaries will only be prompt, this work wil;
move with little friction.
Let each Secretary

in India.
;
Bro. Marshall writes Oct, 22d,
have récently been baptized, and at

Q.

SPAFFORD Q: M.—Held its last session with the
Summerhill church, Sept. 18, 14. In the absence
of the clerk, conference was called to order hy
Rev. C. L. Vail. Chose Revs. W. Brown, moderator, C. IL. Vml, assistant, and 8. W. Schoonover, clerk pro tem. The churches were mostly
Teposted by letters or delegation. Quite an interesting session. Bro. 8.
W. Schoonover introduced the following resolution :
Resolved, That at each session of this Q. M.,’
Saturday evening be devoted to the Sunday-school
work, that a
person be appointed at each ses.
sion of the Q. M. Conference to deliver an address
on some topic connected with the Sunday-school
work at the next session, and that each
Sundayschool where the session of the Q. M. is held he
requested to make preparation for and follow the
address by a short Sunday-school concert.
The resolution was discussed and adopted by

themselvesas well

ceived, the Q. M. Secretary will fill the Q.
M. blank and return it to the Secretary of the
Central Association. Where there areno Q. M.

large

near

Western.

retaries.
The Q. M. Secretaries will see that
the church Secretaries are supplied with blanks
for report.
After the church reports are re-

seems as if

a thing

tl
I + AI

work it,

iliary Secretaries will report to the Q. M.

only

Such

Zion with their faces thitherward.

In all cases where Q. M. Woman’s Mission Societies have been formed, the church or aux-

If we could

family.

ened, a general seriousness among the people
prevails, and others are inquiring the way to

card

as the means of helping others.
And now a word to the various Seertaries.

more are to be soon.

of his

extra meetings..

system is not a machine that can be wound up
and

reen,

Dundoff, Susq. Co., by-Rev. B. Cogswell, and
in the evening received the right hand of fel-

It will

viz.,

member

converts were baptized in Newton Lake,

if

they fail to push the matter, others can and by
be well to remember

k

re-

difor preparing and using.
Sent by mail
addressing
with stamp, naming
this
paper

Tr ections

ned mivisters, Revs, Shabbot and
Hemming, We were favored with the presence of
Revs. Fullerton,
th, and Swain as Corresponding Messengers from the Littie Scioto Q. M.,
and Rev. 8. Weed
of the Athens & M. Rev. U.
Shabbot was appointed corresponding
messenger
to the Little Scioto Q. M.; Rev. I. Floning to the
Athens
Q. M. The meeting was a glorious one,
made so ay the presence and power of the Spirit
of
God.
Bright hopes are entertained from this
new departure.
{
Next session with the Chafing Mills church,
January 24, 25.
8. FISHER, Clerk.

Sabbath, Nov. 2, was a day that will long be
remembered by the members of the Greenfield
church and congregation, when three happy

* tian women of our churches take the matter in
hand and push the work for India and for
souls. In the Quarterly and Yearly Meetings

right should see that the work is done,

FR

the

pastor’s thanks,
\
Pennsylvania,

Chris-

much will depend upon the clerks, but even

spend

h
ned at the Free Baptist parsonage in
E. Hamlin, Thursday night, for which everybody that had anything to do about it has the

interested in this work, he will not lei the winter go by without organizing his] people for
mission work, Should he be recreant to duty,
or “ too modest” to speak of it,

words and

evening in a right hearty social way, and
leave some token of good will for himself or

In the church much depends
Ifhe be a

Iwill send free to all who desire it ‘this
lng,
be, in German, French, or English, w th he

appointed clerk of the new
body, and L. Nagel, W. w. SHERAR, 249 Powers’ Block, Roc ser,
treasurer. The churches forming the new Q. M. | ¥+ ¥:
13t4veow
are
taken
from
the
number
formerly
the |
;
re
;
have his parishioners come in unawares to Little Seloto 9. M., vis. Mt. Zion, comprising
3 ha ns
A
Ae —

and jaded with a day’s writing and study, to

upon the pastor.’

exvous Debility and all Nervous Complaints,
ha vi
tested {is wonderfitl ous 5 ve ive)
in | Reid
of cases, has feltit his duty to. make
it known to his suffering fellows.
Actuated by
this motive and a desire to relieve human suffer.

, Rev. P.. Fullerton, chairman,

The Sabbath-school is prospering
under: the
superintendency of Dea. N,
H. Briggs,
‘What a nice thing it is when a pastor is tired

ti aatirrh, As hi; and | hoa) and
BIS

Tu
| for

PINE CREEK Q. M.—Held its first session with
26. This Q. M.
. A committee of three hay:

In the meantime the interest should in no way

Yearly Meeting.

Consumption Cured.

¢ arch, ossloti
with the
wii
a
ary rma ofa simple Jogelable remedy for
xt session w
e
Kinny Bottom church, | gros
Trmanent:
cure for i

?

an effort is being made to securea regular quarterly © contribution
for Mission
purposes.

ing Hamlin. These churches have strong men for
pastors and are doing nobly for missions. Miss
Cilley has returned to Michigan for the winter,
but will take up the work again in the spring.

Tilton, of Ky,,

An old physician, retired from practice, havi
had placed in his hands.
an East India .mission-

Rev. ¥. H, Butler acknewledges a liberal

. Walworth had to be given up because of a 8evere storm. Sunday, Nov. 23, Miss Cilley spoke
in the morning at North Parma and in the even-

Bro.

Every member of

one class in the Sunday-school i numbered

The cards were introduced and over $20 sub-

A

and

meetings every

night with, cheering results,

at Penfield:

a

Crabtree, of Ohio,

’
$2 to $10 a day.

I have pearly 300 Agents
on my Goods, and am daily getting more.
Many
of them are making from
Send 3-cent stamp for particulars.

No postals answered.

13142

REV. 8. T. BUCK, Milton, Pa.
ou+ YTomeaby nsin
mbossed Piiotures:

DECORAT E promt
S

"

eg
Books, eto.
50 Deslgna
on hand.
10 cents; B assorted sheets, 25 cts. 11 hects, Sugt6.3 ¥0 ghects.
£1.00, Illustrated catalogue with each order,
Stam!
en,
Agents wanted, BURT & PRENTICE,73 Beekmaa St,N. YX

THE MORNING STAR,
Poetry,

But
men
and
Late

IN THE OITY OF GOD,
BY MRS. L. E. THORPE.

And music entrancing and rare;
And my soul laments like a wild,caged bird,
As faith sees far through the Holy Word,

But “ eye hath not seen—nor ear hath heard!”
Oh! what will it be to be there?
The wonderful glory—the beautiful plan—
Tongue hath not told, nor ever can—
Jt hath not entered the heart of man—
Oh! the soul’s sweet rest—so fair!
Oh!
the countless hosts with swift

but

hear

while

the

white

universe

‘With the glad new song the great host sings!
But what will it be to be there?

Men look with awe on the universe,
And

tremblingly

trace

course,

the

stars

in

their

The birthless, deathless, mighty God—
Of the city where ever the sinless have trod!

rested, a red,

rayless

disk,

on

the

last instant of time that was left for it.
No not rescue yet—only the imminent
prospect of it. The red disk sank under
the sea and darkness blotted out the ship.
‘By and by came a pleasant sound—oars
moving in a boat’s row-locks. Nearer it
came, and nearer, within thirty steps, but
nothing visible. Then a deep voice:
‘Hol-lo!” The castaways could not answer, theirswollen tongues refused voice.
The boat skirted round and round the
raft, started away —the agony of it!—re-

But what will it be to be there?
>

MY MOTHER'S PRAYER.
BY MARILLA.
by one

Are sinking down the west,
.
Bring back the prayer,—*“Thy will be done”—
As breathed by lips we pressed.

Her cup with tears was brimming o’er,
Her dearest hopes were crossed,
And still she trusted evermore,

And taught us naught is lost.
And shall we mourn when, like the stars,
She gently sinks to rest?
‘When not one tear the radiance mars
Where God bath crowned her—blest.

Shall tear-drops flow that life’s cold night
For one we loved so well,
Is changed to perfect peace and light,

’

keep,

No earth-born trusts avail,

* My God, thy will be done.”

Fumily Circle.
THE CHRONOMETER OF GOD.
Notes of an

the

oars,

| that ship, and only one.

My broken heajt, O Lord, prepar
For labors still undone;
:
Oh, help me breathe my mother’s prayer,

In some ‘‘ Rambling

rested

close

at hand,

After

that

supreme moment, Captain Rounceville
was conscious of nothing until he came
to himself on board the saving ship.”
Said the minister, concluding :
‘ There was one little moment of time
in which that raft could be visible from

heart bereft may sometimes weep,
For earthly hearts are frail,
And while these vigils lone we

turned,

listening no doubt. The deep voice
again: ‘Hol-lo! Where are you, shipmates?’ Captain Rounceville whispered
to his men, saying, ¢ Whisper your best,
boys! now—all at once!" So they sent
out an eight fold whisper in hoarse concert: ‘Here!' There was life in it if it
succeeded ; death if it failed.

Where Christ and angels dwell?
The

upon the beam

the ship’s sails lay wrinkled and flapping
against her masts; she was going about!

Yet, even there, I'll soon abide—
For one for my poor soul hath died,

These silent stars that one

1879.

Idle

be

Faw

Don’t you

Witerary

think

If that little

of an

old,

A BOY'S LEISURE HOURS.
What a boy does with his leisure

fleeting moment had passed unfruitful, There is a story that once he sat down on
those men’s doom was sealed. As close the swing and began ¢ Little: Men,”; and
as that does God shave events foreordain- when at last he reached the last . word” of
ed from the beginning of the world. the book and looked up, he found a fine
When the sun reached the water's edge spider-web stretching from his knee to
that day, the captain of the ship was sit- the ground.— You can imagine
how often
ting on -deck reading his prayer book.
he got into trouble. The history of his
The book fell ; he stooped to pick it up, school-days would make almost a tragedy.
and happenedto glance at the sun. In { Everything went wrong with him, he
that instant that far-off raft appeared for said, from morning till night; all becanse
a second against the red disk, its needle- he had no eyes nor ears for anything belike oar and diminutive signal eut sharp sides the book he happened to be reading

of honest, uncompro

truthfulnessof
traiture. Its pictiresm are from
life. Ang Gon.
in this which

he boastsas u virtue ay be found,

hp, Sta.
&
Co.

most important; what he gets in school is

mines his destiny. Suppose be reads
history every day, or scientific books; in
the course of a few years he becomes
learned. It matters little what he undertime

period in the life of this country.

Union Army through

Itisa picture

the late

war, a dweller

in the South for about fifteen years after the
war, an active participant in the scenes that
have made the very name “Ku-Klux” a terror

on

them.
A boy was employed
and had the daily paper
with. He commenced
and at that little desk
reader and writer ofthe

novels that

of life and experience in the South during what
is called by a burning satire *‘the reconstruction period.” The author was an officer in the

takes, Latin, Greek, Hebrew, Sanscrit, all

his spare

in that portion of the

inalawyer’s office,
to amuse himself
to study French,
became a fluent
French language.

He accomplished this by laying aside the

country,

a Unionist

Rounceville and seven seamen escaped
was always waking up when they wish-

‘the captain. This coat was changing
hands all the time, for the weather was
very cold. Whenever a man became ex-

hausted with the cold, they put the coat
on him and laid him down between two

shipmates until the garment and their
bodies had warmed life into him again.

ed it to sleep, and dozing off when they
longed for it to be at its brightest. © When
the father came home and tried to have
a sort of subdued romp with the little

it he suffered

in many

ways,

not

only

own person and estate; but in the fortunes of
his own family who likewise had embarked
with him in the same errand.

We speak of the

author as suffering thus. It was also the characters that he introduces—characters drawn
from life, and whose experiences

were true to

fact. The reader will get from the book a new
revelation of the essential differences between
the ‘“civilization” of the North and that of the
South, and will find the native Southerner,
the poor white, the carpet-bagger, the ‘‘Unionionist through thick and thin,” the freedman

and the terrible
terly touch,

Ku-Klux

drawn with a mus$-

Humor and -pathos, love

and de-

votion, malice and hate, bravery and suffering,
betrayal and death figure on the pages as they
have not done in any book of the kind since the
publication of “Uncle Tom’s Cabin.” Indeed,
it is a book by itself, presenting the first actual
transcript of life in the circumstances from
which it has come. Politics, “the social status,"
the past condition, the actual present and the
probable future of the South are shown as by the
pen of an inspired writer.
i
We may have been speaking too warmly of
the book, but to read it inspires warmth of utterance. Take this picture of Ku-Klux terrorism, and think of it as a portrait of thousands

of actual tragedies similar to it:
It was a chill,

dreary night.

wind blew from the north.
the full, and shone
vault,
;

clear

A dry,

harsh

The moon

aud cold

was at

inthe

blue

There Wag, one shrill whistle, some noise of
quietly moving horses; and those who looked
trom their windows saw a black gowned »nd
grimly-masked horseman sitting upon a dra
horse at every corner of the streets, and before
each hous¢—grim, silent, threatening. Those
who sawtitlared not move or give any alarin.

bad feared bad come, bad them in his clutches,

preservation, all
sleep.

So,

with the

were

instinct of seli-

silent—all

simulated

Five, ten fifteen minutes the silent watch con-

tinued, A half-bour
been no sound.
Each
horse as if horse ad
magic statuary with
cheated the atfrighted

passed, und there had
maskéd sentry sat his
Hep ere Sy
some
whic]
e
“might
eye. Then a whistle

The

masked horsemen turned their horses’ heads in
that direction, and slowly and silently moved
avay.
Gathering in twos, they fell into ranks

with the regularity and esse of a practiced soldiery, and, as he¥ Sled on tow
Verdenton,
showed a cavalcade
of several hundred strong ;

mite, it would blink and blink,

ly drop off, just when
“A

choo!”

in

course, sprained his ankle. He was laid
up for a month; and, as the baby and
Rob were down with the measles just

and final-

then, his sister Nell

his funniest possible

style. But there was a good reason for
that, as you will admit when you hear
more about the father. And when he
wished the house to be very, very quiet,
Ideclare if the rose-bud wouldn't wake

‘Among the sailors was a Portuguese
up and scream as if it were taking the
who knew no English. He seemed to
prize in a crying baby show! But just so
have no thought of his own calamity, but
sure as company came, and mamma,
was concerned only about the captain’s
bitter loss of wife and children. By day ringing the parlor bell, said sweetly,
“Ill have the baby brought down; he’s
he would look his dumb compassion in
a lively little thing for his age,” it would
the captain’s face; and by night, in the
be carried in the next moment bathed’ in
darkness of the driving spray and rain,
the sweetest of dewey slumbers. Later
he would seek out the captain and try to
on, the baby ‘beat everything in the
comfort him with caressing pats on the way of contrariness” the nprse * ever
shoulder. One day, when hunger and
saw.” He was go large of his age that
thirst were making their sure inroads up- it made him ¢* delicate ;” he kicked when
on the men’s strength and spirits, a float- they rocked him to sleep, and collapsed
ing barrel was seen at a ‘distance. It when they tried to stand him on his legs;
seemed a great find, for doubtless it con- finally, he was so plump and puffy that
tained food of some sort. A brave fellow he had the croup every seventh night,—
swamto it, and after long and exhaust- not really serious croup, but just croup
ing effort got it to the raft. It was eager- enough to set the family on edge.
ly opened. 1t was a barrel of magnesia!
But baby was sugared moonbeams com“On the fifth day an onion was spied. pared with his little brother Rob,—or rathA sailor swam off and gotit. Although er his big brother, for I suppose a boy of
perishing with hunger, he brought it in four years is a big brother from a youngits ®ntirety, and put it into the captain's er point of view. That boy was always
hand. The history of the sea teaches going where he was not wanted, though
that among starving, shipwrecked men when needed he was invariably out. of
selfishness is rare, and a wonder-compel- sound and reach. If you were talking
ling magnanimity the rule. The onion secrets, he would suddenly pop up from

was equally divided into eight parts, and

“On the eighth day a distant ship was
sighted. Attempts were made to hoist

an oar, with Captain Rounceville’s coat
on it for a signal. There were many failures, for the men were but skeletons now,

strengthless. At last success was
and
achieved, but the signal brought no help.

The ship faded out of sight, and left; do.

pair behind hor. By and by another
ship appeared, and passed so near that

the castaways, every eye eloquent with
gratitude,
%

made

ready to welcome

the

behind a sofa.

deed.

be

sure

to

to

nurse

he had found it.

idlers sat upon the steps of the court-hoise,and

Even so doth the

Good

him,

What wonder, poor child, belong-

ing, as she did, to that family! If things
went wrong with them generally, everything went wrong with her especially.

She was known to be the most unlucky
girl in the school. At home, if she sipped
tea, it was sure to burn her lips; if she
skipped her rope, it invariably tripped
her; if she smelled a flower, its thorn, or
some sharp stem, was certain to prick her
nose and make her cry. In fact, it would
require a whole volume for me to tell you
all that happened to poor Nell from almost any Monday till the next Saturday
night.
What else could we expect of a girl
with such a father and mother?
What?
Didn't I tell you about them? Dear me!
It is such a long story that, if once begun,
it would never be ended. I must be content with saying that the father was a
night editor, that is, he worked all night,

every night, on a newspaper that had

to

be printed and sent out before breakfast
to thousands of readers,

If you wishedto steal out

by the side door, you’d

had

find

him on the sill, and: he would catch at
your snkle and coax until you said, ‘ Oh,
yes, you can come, too.” And then, if

of

course,

if he workéd all night, he had to
day; and that was quite enough
any household topsy-turvy. As
mother, she belonged to a first

So,

sleep all
to turn
for the
family.

Well, we all know what first families are.

Look at Adam.

He

family. So did Cain.

belonged

speech.

Cultivate good English in every-

day conversation.

Unclean speech

is in

keeping with a smutty face, begrimmed
hands, and soiled clothes. Strange how
easy and almost unconsciously one slides
into a careless, slipshod way of talking,
even when the rules of grammar are
quite familiar. It is not uncommon to
all

find people learned in

the

rules

of

syntax who apply them to the art of
writing, yet habitually talk incorrectly.
Early culture and association with refined persons are quite essential to give
purityto speech; but if one has been unfortunately deprived of these he should

continually watch his words till he gets
in the habit of using decent English, for
nothing so unmistakably marks one with
vulgarity, no matter how elegant is the
outside covering, as shabby, low-born
speech.

where he pleased. Then, when he went
exactly where he pleased, he was sure

to get into trouble. If he ran to Ponto’s
kennel, he would catch his feet in the
chain, and Ponto would spring out and
snarl at him; if he went to the barn to
look for eggs, the old hen would scare

either.
out

come

A

few

gazed carelessly at the ghastly burden on the
oak.
The ve fins Bi
churchgoers enlivened the streets. Not a colored man was to
be seen. All except the brown cadaver on the
tree spoke of peace and prayer—a holy day

among a goodly people, with whom rested the

benison of peace.
Colonel Servosse, his daughter Lily, “Uncle Jerry” whose
fate
has just been revealed, Melville Gurney and several other

characters in the book are strikingly portrayed,
and the career of each of them will absorb the
reader’s attention. ‘We know of hardly a political romance that outranks this,
One is hardly reconciled to the title.

not the part of “a fuol ” thus to identify

It was

him-

self with a noble cause, even though he failed
in tbe accomplishment of his purpose.
But a
paragraph or two from “A Letter to the Pub-

lishers” will explain the author's position:
There are two kinds of Fools, The real Fool
is the most sincere of mortals; the Court Fool
and his kind—the trifling, jesting

buffoon—but

simulate the family virtue, and steal the family

name for sordid
purposes.
3
The life of the ool proper is full of the poe
ry of faith. He may run aftera will-o’the-

wisp, while the Wise deride; but to him it is a

veritable star of hope.
He differs from his fel
low mortals chiefly in this, that he sees or believes what they do not, and consequently undertakes what they never attempt.
If he succeed in his endeavor,the world stops laugh ing,
and calls him a Genius; if he ful, it laughs the
more, and derides his undertaking as A Foor’s
ERRAND.
:

So the same individual is often both fool and
genius ea fool all his life and a genius after his

tle, but a genius when he had caught the imp
that tilted the lid. The
gentle Genoese who

Watt was a fool while he watched the ten-ket-

wrested half the world from darkness was a

fool to the age which sought for the fountain
of Youth; yet every succeeding one but multiplies his praises.
i

With the dying sun.
‘‘ The mind has a thousand eyes,
The heart but one,
* Yet the light of'a whole life dies
When love is done.”

those who think nothing right. With so
many thousand joys, is it not black in-

of gratitude to call the

world

a place

such a family as that would hardly be sorrow and torment ?—dJean Paul,
*

leavés,

.*“ The night has a thousand eyes,
The day but one,
Yet the light of a world dies

to a first

But any moral that would

autumn

eath, or a fool to one weniury and a genius to
the next, or a fool at home and a prodigy abroad.

And this mother

have no other to give just now.
“And
I have no moral to give,

The wind rustied the

OOo

Many think themselvesto be truly Godwas so very busy, belonging to a first fearing when they call this world a valley
family, —thinking about it, talking about of tears. But I believe they would be
it, acting up to it,—that things went like. more 80, if they called it a happy valley.
sixes and sevens generally. It is not a God is more pleased with those who think
complete explanation, perhaps, but I everything right in the world, than with

you did say it, he wouldn't keep hold of
your band, and he would go exactly

to the people of

vey it to the shepherd. The general had
kept up the search through the night until

Shepherd go in search of his lost sheep
though she admitted that she - * hated it until he finds them.— Sel.
:
AR
like sixty.”
What a queer girl Nell was! She was
CORRECT SPEECH.
sourer than a lemon ten miles from a
Nothing bespeaks a true lady and genlump of sugar; she was as cross as two tleman or well-bred child more than the
sticks,—that is,she was very, very cross in- use of correct language: pure, clean

he was saying

n death to proffer a benison

God who passed to and fro from the house of
prayer, unmindful both of the peace which

of

oah was one of the earliest of the Fools thus
vindicated, The Wise Men of hi diay sat
around on the dry-soods boxes, and whittled
and whistled, and quizzed the, queer craft ‘on
which he kept his sons and sons-in-law at work,
till the keel was as old as the frigate *‘Constitution” before he was ready to iy her upperdecks,
If the rain had not come at Jast
tA would
never have got over laughing at his folly. The
Deluge saved his reputation, and made Tis Ark
a success. But it is not often that a Fool has a
heavenly voice to guide him, or a flood to help
+him out.
ia
This little tale is the narrative of one of Folly’s failures. The hero can lay no claim A
greatness, A believing Noah there is in if, a
well-built ark, and an fndubitable floed. But
the waters prevailed, and the Fool went ‘down,
and many of the family with him, The Wise

Men looked on and laughed,
The one merit which the story claims is that

teacher

all consulted, and the answer is finully reached.

in his

ighted the dead fuce, and of the rifled temple
of the Holy Ghost which #pDealed to them for
sepulture. Over all pulsed the sac@ed echo of
the Sabbath bells. The sun shor brightly.

was a big jump but he made it, and, of covering the lost lamb, and bid him con-

home to his mother,

as “quite a gentleman.” His mother asks his
definition of “a gentleman.” Thus quite a correspondence is started, in which the son and his

help

and upon one of the foremost horses rode one
with a strange figure lashed securely to him.
‘When the few who were awake in the little

he found himself alone in the great room, eyes, and so did his attendant, when he
and about eight feet from the floor. It saw the old warrior take from under the

* A boy ut school writes

Boston: Loring,

(50 cents).

parents, engage,
the dictionary, the
boy's
“chum,” his teacher and Roget’s Thesaurus are

utmost to protect and

shepherd lamenting the loss of a lamb out
Excursion,
in ”
the Atlantic Monthly, S. and black against the bright surface, and
on the sly. If he was set to watch the of his flock. Garibaldi at once turned to
* L. Clemens repeats ‘a true story, true in the next instant was thrfist away into
found courage to inquire as to what the
baby, the poor little thing would find the his staff and announced his intention of village
silent enemy had done, they rushed from house
in every detail,” told by a minister on the dusk again. But that ship, that capscouring
the
mountain
in
search
of
the
scissors, or put feathers in its mouth, or
to house with chattering teeth and trembling
board the ship where they were sailing. tain, and that pregnant instant had had
lamb. A grand expedition was organiz- limbs, only to find that all were safe within,unThey had been talking.of the ship's their work appointed for them in the climb into the coal scuttle in less than no ed. Lanterns were brought, and old offi- til they came to the-house where old Uncle Jertime. If sent on an errand, he would pull
ry Hunt hud been dwelling alone since ihe
chronometer, that jealously guarded in- dawn of time, and could not fail of the
cers of many a campaign started off full death of his wife six months before. The door
out
his
book,
sit
down
on
a
tempting
was
open.
strument, without which no ship can safe- performance. The chronometer of God
no lamb
The house was empty, The straw mattress
| stoop,and
read until it began to rain. One of zeal to hunt the fugitive. But
ly
make her way across the trackless never errs!” .
TE
and the soldiers were ordered had been tarown from the bed, and the hempen
day, when painters were frescoing the was found,
on which it rested had been removed.
deep, and of the wreck and destruction
ro
to
their
beds.
The next morning Gari- covd
The Sabbath-morrow was well advanced
library ceiling, he climbed up their ladder
sometimes resulting from its varying a
the Fool was first apprised of the raid.
to get out of the way, and perched him- baldi’s attendant found him in bed fast when
He at once rode into the town, arriving there
few moments from the exact time, when
asleep. He was surprised at this, for the Jjust
THING WENT WRONG.
as the morning services closed, and met the
self
on
a
bracket-shelf
over
a
book-case.
the minister related in substance the folcoming slong the streets to their homes.
It was the queerest family that ever There he sat, absorbed and happy, and at general was always up before anybody Jeaple
pon the limb of a low-branching
oak not more
:
lowing anecdote :
was known. In the first place, there was last the men forgot ull about him. They else. The attendant went off softly and than forty steps from the Temple of Justice
* Captain Rounceville’s vessel was lost
the baby,—and a real, nice, hearty, pret- moved the book-case because it was in the returned in half an hour. Garibaldi still bung the lifeless body of old Jerry. The wind
in mid-Atlantic, and likewise his wife
turned it slowly to and fro.: The snowy hair
ty baby it was. That baby, went wrong way ; finished their work; took out the slept. After another delay the attendant and beard contrasted strangely with the dusky
and his two little children. Clptain
from the first week of its existence. It ladder; and when finally John looked up, waked him. The general rubbed his patios of the peaceful face, which seemed even

with life, but with little else. A small,
rudely constructed raft was to be their
home for eight days. They had neither
provisions nor water. They had secarcely any clothing; no one had a coat but

pp. 76.

4to.

and striving to his

sounded on the road toward Verdenton,

a Sardinian

Is A GENTLEMAN?

publisher.

them. It was in this service of helpfulness
that his i
of consisted. And in prosecuting

resisted or not.

met

WHAT

and closes his letter by referring-to.his

All of these show that in this country
any one can learn that wants to. If he is
at work, he still has three hours he can
call his own. Let him use those wisely
and he can fill his mind with stores of
knowledge.— Scholars’ Companion.

he

ress, which is especially adapted 10 the use of
younger readers. It is printed in large, clear
type, and includes a memoir of Bunyan and
Macaulay’s Essay on the work itself. For so.
excellent a book it is a marvel of cheapness—
only $1.00. [For sale by E. J. Lane & Co.

the midst of the ever-smoldering and often
over-leaping fires of secession, a keen, sharp,
brave man, believing in the rights of all people, and especially of the down-trodden blacks,

and would work his will of them, whether they

home,

Houghton, Osgood & Co. (Boston) issue an

illustrated edition of Bunyan’s Pilgrinvs Prog-

in

cient times.

AN ANECDOTE OF GARIBALDI.
* Que evening in 1861, as Gen. Garibaldi

The book will excite feeling, and may be de--

nounced by those who judge it from a Southern.
stand-point, but it is able to stand on its own
merits, and to compass wholesome ends.

[For sale by E. J. Lane
:

has come to our table in many months. But
we do wrongly to call it a novel simply. Itis
history, and a history of the most thrilling

What he does with his spare hour deter-

disappear if he uses

($1.00).

This is one of the most powerful

mainly drill or exercises; it is a gymnasium to him; he must eat elsewhere.

was going

perhaps, the greatest folly yet comm
y
ONE oF THE FooLs.

A Fool's ERRAND.
By One of the Fools.
New York: Fords,Howard & Hulbert. 16mo.

is

broken-down

away ; and still John would not look up.

Bebieks,

we

newspaper and taking up something not
so amusing but far more profitable.
pier close by. The water was quite deep
A coachman was often obliged to wait
‘there; but the beam was strong, and, long hours while his mistress made calls.
what was more, Rob, who was stout and He determined to improve the time; he
brave, didn’t mind it at all, and said so.
found a small volume containing the
* Don’t move now, my little man. Call Eclogues of Virgil but could not read it,
big brudder when you get tired,” said and so purchased a Latin Grammar. Day
John, exultingly, as he went back to his by day he studied this, and finally masreading.
"
tered all its intricacies. His mistress
Any one would have supposed that poor came behind him one day as he stood by
Rob was out of everybody's way for once. the horses waiting for her, and asked
But no! In a few moments the ¢‘bi
what he was so intently reading. ‘ Onlya
brudder” looked up from his book, ir. | bit of Virgil, my lady.”
‘ What, do youn
-with a whistle, sprang to his feet, crying : read Latin? «A little, my lady.” She
“Hi! If Rob isn't in one of his fixes mentioned this to her husband, who inagain!”
sisted that David should have a teacher to
There sat Rbb, helpless, on the beam; ‘instruct him.
In a few years he became
his poor little feet dangling over the a learned man, and was a useful and
rough waters, and a great sea-gull flying loved minister in Scotland.
about his face, as if to drive him away.
A boy was hired to open and shut the
Rob was so used to not being wanted, that gates to let the teams out of an iron mine.
he took it quite as a matter of course, un- He sat on a log all day by the side of the
til the gull came too very, very close, and gate. Sometimes an hour would pass bethen he screamed so loud that John, who fore the teams came, and this he eraploywas about to rescue him, asked him if he ed so well that there was scarcely any
wanted to make a fellow deaf?
fact in history that escaped his attention.
This John was a queer fellow, too. He He began with a little book on English
was ten years old, and a book-worm. He history that he found in the road; having
read morning,noon and night. It was al- learned that thoroughly, he borrowed of
most impossible for any one but Rob to a minister, Goldsmith's History of Greece.
make him hear when once he became ab- This good man became greatly interested
sorbed in a book. The door-bell might in him and loaned him. books, and was
ring, his mother might call, the fire might often seen sitting by him on the log congo-out, the daylight might fade slowly versing with hima about the people of an-|

sea

Here was a rescue at last, and in the very

And I have no fear—for Thy dear sake—
For I shall be like Thee when I awake—

would

or milk-pail, and so be chased out by the
which would not bring her nearer. Their cook’s broom-stick. He wasn’t really
remnant of life was nearly spent, their bad; but somehow he was never absolips and tongues were swollen, parched, lutely good. *‘ His stars were unpropicracked with eight days’ thirst ; their bod- tious,” his - brother John said; ‘‘they
ies starved ; and here was their last chance wouldn't twinkle, twinkle, for him worth
gliding relentlessly from them; they a cent.” But then, it must be allowed
would not be alive when the next sun that John himself had a dark and not
rose.
very hopeful way of looking at things.
‘For a day or two past the men had
Once, in a fit of kindness,
his big brothlost their voices,
but
now
Captain
er took pity on him. He was reading on
Rounceville whispered, ‘Letus pray.’
the bank, and, seeing Rob run crying
The Portuguese
patted
him on the
from the house, he “called,
*¢Hello,
shoulder in sign of deep approval. All
trouble again, hey?
Come here, poor
knelt at the base of the oar that was wavlittle chap I” Soon, however, the poor
ing the signal coat aloft, and bowed their
little chap proved to be so much in the
heads. The sea was tossing; the sun
way that he lifted him up and set him

And what will it be to be there?

But without Thee—Thou crucified—
’T'were more than soul could bear!
But Thou art a rock no storm can shake!

eyes

he would certainly upset the molasses-jug

roared a hallelujah ifthey had had a voice ;

Butoh! to think of its Maker’s abode !

Rob's

taken for a fly; if he went to the kitchen,

line in the west. When the men presently raised their "heads they would have

And marvel, dumb, at the giant force
In the fathomless ether air—

.

old mare was switching insects away with
her tail, and ppor

with a pang that her course was one

Dreamy and still in’ the sweet delight
Of sun-bright crowns and robes of white,

rings

him away; if he went to the stable, it worth having, I think.
would be at the precise moment when the 80, too P— St, Nicholas.

this ship also drove on, and left these
staring their unutterable surprise
dismay into each other's ashen faces.
in the day still another ship came

up out of the distance, but the men noted

My thoughts flow out in joy to-night,

wings,
Oh! could we

10,

1

boat that would be sent to save them.

|

‘
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It is a wholesome book, of a high

moral

tone,

and such as boys can profitably read. The father’s answer is an excellent one, the mother’s
letters are characteristic of true motherhood,
and the son’s are boy-like and amusing.
Lee & Shepurd (Boston) have chosen Mrs.
Hemans’s *“ The Breaking
Waves Dashed
High” for their illustrated holiday volume the
present season.

The

grand hymn

will

never

be without admirers, even in its plainest form ;
add such attractions as the artist has furnished:
for the present edition of it, and it is
in advance of a hearty welco

the design on the cover combine

t!

characteristics of the two
» with
its low, far-reaching shores and quaint windmills, and New England with its ‘‘stern and

rock-bound coast.”” The mechanical execution
of the bookis good, and it will be likely to find
a brisk demand as & holiday gift.
:
RE

kid

THE PLEDGE AND THE CROSS: A Historyof
Our Pledge Roll. By Mrs. 8. M. I. Henry,
author of ** Victoria,” “After the Truth Series," ete. New York: National Temperance Society. 16mo. pp. 256.
This is the title page of a new book just published by the National Temperance Society,
written by Mrs. 8. M. I. Henry, of Illinois well:

known ia the West in connection withthe Cru-

sade movement and Woman's Christian Temperance work. It shows the power and value
of the pledge, the true relation of the Reform
Club to the church, and gives u record of stirring incidents and thrilling scenes connested
with “Our Pledge-Roll” which was kept by the
Woman's Christian Temperance Union.
It

"| Treats
of “The Ribbon and the Blood,” the

Grace of God and the Power of the Appetite,
ete., and is full of practical suggestions for

Christian temperance workers, reformed men,
Women’s Unions, etc. Mrs. Henry has been
foremost in the work of reforming men, and
thoroughly believes in the power of the

Grace

| of God to deliver from the bondage
of intemperance, but she explodes

theories

of

surface

many

of the

reformers,

and

false

presents

what she believes to be the true Gospel. method
i

for Gospel temperance workers.
The

December

number.

Scribner

is

a

sumptuous

The illustrations to the

paper

de-

scribing the new capitol at Albany, N. Y.,

are

admirably done, so that one is divided between contemplating the artistic finish of the
pictures themselves and the presumable elegance of the building that the pictures reproduce. The two
Wm. M. Hunt,

mural paintings by the
The Flight of Night”

late
and

“The Discoverer,” seem to us to be finely represented. The portrait of Victor Hugo sccompanying a description of a couple of visits
paid the epigrammatic Frenchman, will be

enjoyed, and so will both the illustrations and

the paper itself on the Johns Hopkins University. There is in this number a notable collection of poems by twenty American women,
and Mr, Stedman concludes his paper on the
late Bayard Taylor. ** Coffee Culture in Brazil,” * Success with Small Fruits,” * Oddities.
of Paris,” and the serials, to say nothing of

the always readable editorial departments,
make up an excellent number. The magazine
isenlarged, and also prints greatly enlarged
editions—gratifying proofs of its prosperity.—
New York: Scribner & Co,
Celia Thaxter has an amusing “true story”
in the December Wide Awake, for which J.
G. Francis has made a couple of capital illustrations.
In his twelfth paper on “Our Amer-

ican Artists,” Mr. Benjamin writes about David Neal and accompany ing the article is un engraving of his “First Meeting of Mary Stuart
and Rizzio,” a portrait of Mr. Neal himself,and

an engraving of his picture of an Alsatian peasant girl. The magazine is well filled with both
grave and gay material, and promises rich
things for the coming’ year.-~-Boston: D. Lo-

throp & Co.

With its December number The Nursery
completes its thirteenth year, and announces
that it means to do better than ever in the year

to come.
We hardly see how that will be possible.~Boston : John L. Shorey, 36. Bromfield
Street,

The Musical Record for Nov. 1 contains a
variety of matter interesting to music lovers,
besides its half dozen pages of sheet music.
The same publishers (O. Ditson & Co., Boston) have lately issued three songs entitled
“The Dustman,’’ the ** Little Bird,” and *‘Never Again”
With them comes the famous

march,

*Can’t

the * Turkish

Stop

Galop,”

Reveille}?

by

by

D’Albert;

Krug;

and

an

“Idylle,” by Joseffy, who is just now delighting American audiences.
&

D. H. Talbot (Sioux City, Towa) pablishes a
book entitled Public Land Laws ofthe United States, which is an exbaustive

of the laws, rulings, decisions

of Congress with reference to the

compilation

and

late acts

agricultural,’

mineral and other lands of the United States.
with the instructions of the Commissioner of

the General Land office regarding the

location

and sale of the same. The book is very complete, giving the sections of the Revised Stat
utes which relate to homestead, preemption,
and timber culture entries with complete forms
for each,

The American

Antiquarian is a quarterly

Journal devoted to early American history ,ethnology and arebmology. It enters on its third
year under favorable auspices, and with the
following table ofcontents : “Antiquity of the
Tobacco-Pipe in Europe—Part I—” by Edwin

A. Burber; “The Religion of the Clallam and

Twana Indians,” by Rév. M. Eells; “The National Museum of
Mexico and the SacrificiaStones,” by Ad. F. Bandelicr; “Perez? Mayae
Spanish Dictionary,” by Albert Gatschet; “The
Sources of Information as ‘to the Prehistoril
Condition of America,” by 8. D. Peet; “On the
Etomology of the Word
Chichimecati,” by G.

-

Bruhl,M, D.; “Stone Tubes—Used in Smoking Tobacce,”

ence,” “Proce

bY, M. C. Ready

“Correspond-

ing of Societies,” *“ Editorial,”

‘Editor's Book Table,” ‘Latest News.”

It is

published by Jameson & Morse, Chicngo, but
communications should be addressed to the editor, Rev. Stephen D. Peet, Clinton, Wisconsin,

-

x
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. ROUND THE WORLD.
LU ' SHANGHAI CHINA, Sept. 18.

ourselves in another atmosphere

did not findat all in

bers of Chinese junks (small Vessels) we
might have fancied we were entering an

full of people. The streets are filthy,
but some of the finest and choicest fabrics
‘and wares found in the world

coolies besieged our boat, and were
clamorous for a job of carrying baggage
or offering their jinrikishas for our serv-

and slovenly people.

kind,

quartered at the Astor House (doesn't this
sound home-like?), kept by an American,

of faith or doctrine.
Hence, in mercantile or banking-houses, even in Japan,

where we found excellent accommodations

at very reasonable rates. The European
part of the city is but a little above’ the

the Chinese are found to be the most efficient and reliable employes. The foreign population of Shanghai is about
2,000, the native population 275,000 to

level of the river, the streets are of good
width and well macadamized.
The street
on the river called the ¢* Bun"—(a name

300,000.

given to all streets on water fronts in
beautiful

and all the part of the town

street,

PRACTICAL EDUCATION,

occupied by

The School Committee of Boston have
voted, subject to the approval of the city
Council, to appropriate fifteen hundred
dollars for fitting up and maintaining an

airy rooms, having the general appearance of comfort and even luxury. This

is true not only

of the

as well.

Industrial Institute, for ‘the discovery
of natural aptitudes,” and the ‘‘education of young mechanics.” Naturally

dwellings but
The

E. W. PAGE.
O-0-0-6-0
40+

foreign residents is built up with good
substantial buildings of brick or stone,
two to four or five stories high with large

of their stores

buildings,

whether of brick or stone, are plastered
over on the outside with cement,

so

And yet it must be

acknowledged that the Chinese excel
the Japanese in many of the sterner and
stable qualities of character that make
up efficient manhood. The very qualities of mind which make. them hold on
so tenaciously to their old superstitions,
and old methods, makes them stable and
reliable when they are entrusted with important interests or embrace new theories

ders between two coolies, while we took
jinrikishas and were soon comfortably

and

made

ple, the Chinese are as eminently a filthy

except a few horses and carriages
owned by foreign residents. Our baggage was lashed together and slung on a
pole of bamboo, and carried on shoul-

thé east) is a wide

are

and sold in them. If the Japanese people are eminently a neat and tidy peo-

all work is
No hacks,
of any

ut-

as possible, every foot of ground occupied, and every room, street or corner

American or European port. Soon we
were at the wharf, and then there was no
mistaking the fact that we were in the
Celestial empire.
Hundreds of Chinese

carriages

and

not over six feet wide, and filthy beyond
description. ‘The buildings are low and
contracted, huddled together as closely

Japan, and were it not for the large num-

or

only.

terly different in every respect from the
foreign part of the city although immediately adjoining. The streets are narrow,

amount of shipping, repfesenting all nations.
Dockyards, J are-houses, and

trucks, drays

foreigners

of

The old city, the native part of the town,
is walled, and we enter it through a
small gate-way, and immediately find

‘As we approach the city, we see a large

almost
labor.

,

the town occupied
‘by

with

surprise is more of a European than a
Chinese city—to first appearance at least.

ice. Here
again
done by manual

sustaining

Thus far I have spokenof the part

the Yang Tse Kiang, and to my great

wharves, which we

towards

the mission work,

i Shanghai is situated on the Wang Pau
River, nine miles from its junction

\ oo

dollars per annum

that

they all have the same general appearance. Most of the merchants have their
offices on tne first floor, and live in the

this action brings the whole subject vp
for fresh discussion. In general, it is
admitted that industrial education of the

youngis a real and pressing need of the

times ; but many of the most intelligent
and devoted
friends of the common
school system do not believe that it is
upper stories.” But the buildings are right to provide it at the public expense.
Lducational Journal of this city,
like palaces compared with stores in The
the best publication of its class in the
America. They are surrounded
with country, takes this view, and states it
grounds beautifully layed out and adorn- clearly, in a few words, the point of
ed with flowers. A marked distinction| which is that ‘* The public needs good
so it does good lawyers,
is made here between a merchant and a ‘mechanics ;
doctors; and ministers. Let us not make
gore-keeper.
The former having his offi- a mistake by admitting the thin end of
ces only where he does his business and the professional wedge into our school
his goods stored in his
godown or ware- system. The thick end will surely split
Give us the essentials for
house, and sells by package only, while it asunder.
reparation for manhood and citizenship,
the latter keeps his goods or wares in his Put let the personal tastes, aptitudes, and
—store and sells in small quantities.
This
ambitions be satisfied at private expense
part of the city was built up principally or public benefaction, and not by general
by Englishmen and everything has the taxation.”
Is this quite so reasonable or concluappearance of permanence.
sive eS
at first sight? Has not the
The burdens carried by the coolies *¢ professional wedge” made an openfor the rudimentary training of
through the streets are something marvel- ing
ous. A single man will take two chests * Jawyers, doctors, and ministers,” for
years past? Do not our high and
of tea or any other article of from one many
Latin schools fit boys for college and for
hundred to three hundred pounds weight,
«
genteel occupations,” and our Normal
one on each end of a bamboo pole sus- Schools prepare girls for the profession of
pended by a rope on his shoulder and teaching? Is it any more an essential of
trot off at a good speed. If the weight * preparation for manhood and citizenship” that the children should be taught
is too great for one man, then it is susrammar, higher mathematics, and dead
pended from the center of the pole with |
a cooley at each end; and so on, as the to begin to earn their support as artisans
weight increases coolies are added, ten, or mechanics? Is there no legitimate use
the public money except in sharpening
twenty, filty or a hundred as required. aof boy's
wits? Is a costly system that fits
Ships are loaded and anloaded in this children for nothing in particular, in danway, and all transportation of goods and
er from an enlargement that shall enamaterials is done in this way. 1 did not Ble it to teach the pupils something that
see any other method of conveyance of the world will give them a living for
knowing?”
)
goods or materials while in -Shanghai.
It seems to us, as we have before reThe costumes of the natives is more marked, that the argument which deelaborate than that of the Japanese; mands that a government shall make its
usually of white or gray grass cloth, a children intelligent, will sustain it in
making them useful. The duties of citthin, strong cloth, made from the fiber of izenship
certainly include the duty of
a grass which grows here abundantly,
self-support ; and while we agree that
consisting of a loose frock long enough ¢ the public schools were established to
to reach the ancles, with drawers, stock- give children a- rudimentary education,”
ings and shoes. The better class wear we would enlarge the rudiments in practical directions. Therudiment of a trade
silk frocks of similar colors. The work- is as legitimate as the radiment of a proing class in the cities have a short frock, fession, and to the majority of pupils
and cloth about the loins, extending to much more important. 1t is too large a
the knees, legs and feet bare, or some- problem for private benefaction to deal
with. Industrial schools under State ditimes wearing sandals.
The boatmen
rection will pay their cost many times
and sailors dispense with the frock and over, in the discovery of the natural apwear the waist cloth only and not uofre- titudes of the youny, and the develop-

quently that also is dispensed with when
away from the immediate neighborhood
of the city.
Having letters to some of the missionaries, we called at the Presbyterian Pub-

lishing house and were most cordially
received by Rev. Mr. Holt, the Agent,and
his good wife, and we are very much
indebted to their kindness and also to
Rev.

Chas.

Leoman

and

wife,

of

the

Presbyterian Mission at Hang-Tcheoo,
visiting here, for making our stay not
only very pleasant, but also profitable.

Mrs.

Leoman,

formerly

Miss Lucy

Crouch, is supported by the 1st Presbyterian church of Orange, N. J. We also
met here and formed a very pleasant acquaintance with Rev. J. W. Davis

of the

Southern Presbyterian Mission at Sou
Chaw, near here, having printed a translation of the Bible in the dialect of his
station. One of the great difficulties to
be overcome in giving the gospel to
China, is the

great

number

of different

‘dialects spoken in the different provinces
almost as many different dialects
China as different languages spoken
Europe.

in
in

This Mission Press, under the very effi-

cient direction of Rev. Mr. Holt, is doing
a great work for this benighted land. It
is so wisely managed that the profits
from work done outside the Mission enables it to print all the Bibles and tracts
used by the Mission at its different stations—millions of pages annually—free,

but after doing this and paying all expenses it is able to pay into the mission
treasury

an

average

of three

thousand

ment and training

of special

talemts,

as

the experience of England, Switgerland
and Germany abundant]
this particular we are laggin
the world. - It is time to move forward.—
Golden Rule.
+4

THE FOROE OF HABIT.
Among the many picturesque acids
of the Russian army there is a striking
inA
stance of the force of habit, the subject of
which was a Russian officer who Served at
As
Sebastopol during the Crimean (war.
soon as General Todleben’s defensive works
were so far advanced as to render the city
proof against any immediate assault, the
officer in question

was

sent

ing night

over

the good news to the czar.
more

and day

than

a

week,

to“annonnce

After “travel-

the

‘steppes

for

he at length reached

Moscow, where Nicholas then was,so utterly worn out that he had barely time to
place the dispatch in the emperor's hands,
when,

overcome by weariness,

back against the wall and
where a stood.

dispatches,
tions of the
ceived that
reply. He

fell

he

leaned

fast asleep

The czar, having readjthe

looked up to ask some quesmessenger, and at once perthe latter was in no position to
spoke to him, touched him,

even shook him,

all

to

no

purpose.

At

length he bent down close to the sleeper’s
ear and shouted at the full pitch of his
voice: ‘¢ Vashe blangorodie lushadi gotovi.” (Your Honor, the horses are ready.)
The sound of the words which had been
constantly in his ears for the lust ten days
and nights acted like magic upon the sleepHe sprang to his feet at
ing messenger.
once, and was overwhelmed with confusion on discovering where he was; but the

czar laughed

good

huwmoredly,

and

missed him with a high compliment

dis.

upon

‘his promptitude.
>

Five and a half millions of dollars are
spent every year by the Russian government upon the military schools.
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greater number of those who fill the suh-

ordinate places in the civil service. Their
responsibilityis to their superiors in offi-

«+. At the time fixed and in the manner
contemplated by law, United States notes

legal instructions

prompily redeemed on presentation, and
n all business transactions, public and

private, in all parts of the country, they

are received and Jad out as the

lent

of coin.

The demand

equiva-

upon

the

Treasury for gold and silver in exchange
for United States notes has been comparatively small, and the voluntary deposit
of coin and bullion in exchange for notes

has been very large. The excess of the
recious metals deposited. or exchanged
or United States notes over the amount

of United States notes redeemed’is about
$40,000,000. The resumption of specie
payments has been followed by a very
great revival of business. With a currency equivalent in value to the money of five
commercial world, we are enabled to
enter upon an equal competition with
other nations in trade and production.

during

the

last

fiscal

year was $40,986,912. The coinage of
silver dollars since the pussage of the
act for that purpose, up to November 1,
1879, was $45,000,850,0f which $12,700,344 have been issued from the Treasury
and are now in circulation,

and $32,300,-

506 are still in the possession of the gov:
ernment. The
y-of the tion for unity of action between the United
States and the principal commercial nations of Europe to effect a permanent sysptern for the equality of gold and silver in
the recognized money of the world leads
me to recommend that Congress refrain
from new
legislation on the subject.
The great revival of trade, internal and.
foreign, will supply during the coming
year its own instructions, which may
well be awaited before attempting further experimental measures with the
coinage.
I would, however, strongly
urge upon Congress the importance of
authorizing the Secretary of the Treasury
to suspend the coinage of silver dollars
upon the present legal ratio. The market value of the silver dollar being uniformly and largely less than the market
value of the gold dollar, it. is obviously
impracticable to maintain them at par
with each other if both are coined without limit... The policy of the United
States, steadily adhered to from the adop-

tion of the Constitution,
has been to
avoid the creation of a national debt.
When,

from

necessity,

in

time

of war,

debts have been created, they have been
paid off on the return of peace as rapidly
as possible.
With this view and for this
purpose, it is recommended that the existing laws for the accumulation of a
sinking fund sufficient to extinguish the
public debt within a limited period be
maintained.
If any change of the objects or rates of taxation is deemed necessary by Congress, itis suggested that

;

A

A

a

A

wn x

ci

to the Interior department, for the establishment

The total

receipts Suing te next fiscal year, ending
June 80, 1881, estimated according to

of an Indian school on a larger

and

ublic service consists in the discharge of year. The large amount expended
for
eir functions, irrespective of partisan arrears of
pensions during the last and

Pacific slope, in a similar manner at For-

cia position

jt is their duty to obey the

of those upon whom

that authority is devolved, and

their best

politics, Their duties are the same,
whatever party is in power,and whatever
potiey prevails. As a consequence, it fol-

o

ting laws, will be $288,000,000,

the estimated ordinary expenses for the
same period will be $278,097,364.39,
leaving a surplus of $9,902,635.61 for that

operation.

Arrangements are also made
for the educationof ‘a: number of Indian

boys and girls, belongingto tribes on’ the .

est Grove in Oregon.
;
25
My recommendations in former messages are renewed, in favor of enlarging

presen fiscal year, amounting to $21,747,49.60, has prevented the application of the

full amount required by law to the sinking the facilities of the department of agricultAgriculture is the leading interest
ows that their tenure of office should not fund for the current year, but these ar- ure.
the permanent industry of our people.
depend upen the prevalence of any policy rears having been substantially paid, it and
It is to the abundance of agricultural proor the supremacy of any party, but should is believed that the sinking fand can here- duction,
as compared
be determined by their capacity to serve

the people most usefully,

quite irrespect-

ive of partisan interests.
The same considerations that should govern the tenure
should also prevail in the appointment,

discipline and removal of these subordi-

nates. The authority of appointment and
removal is not a perquisite which may be
used to aid a friend or reward a

but is a trust to be exercised in

partisan,

the

public

interest, under all the sanctions which at-

can

not

be too

clearly.

understood

that

nothing adequate can be accomplished
without co-operation on the part of Congress, and considerate and intelligent
support among the people.
he reports of the government officers,
in tke city of New. York especially, bear
decided testimony to the

utility

of open

competitive examinationsin their respect:
ive offices, showing that ‘these examinations, and

the

excellent

qualifications

of those admitted to the service

through

after be maintained

without any

of existing law.

with our home consumption and the largely increased and

change

oH

The Secretary of War reports

highly profitable market abroad, which we

that the

have enjoyed in recent years that

we are
mainly indebted for our present prosperiyear ending June 30, 1881, are $40,380, ty as apeople. We must look for its con428.98, the same being for a less sum of tinued maintenance to the same substanmoney than any annual estimate render- tial resource.
ed to Congress from that department duringa period of twelve years. He concurs with the general of the army in recommending such legislation as will au:
thorize the enlistment of the' full number
PARTICULAR NOTICE. Obituaries” should be

War Separtient estimates for the fiscal

®@brtnaries.

of 25,000 men for the

line

exclusive of the 4,363
detached duty,

and

of the

men

army,

required for

therefore

not

avail

able for service in the field.
;
The reports of the general of the arm
and of his subordinates presents a full
and detailed account of the military operations for the suppression of hostilities
among the Indians of the Ute and Apache
tribes, and praise ® justly awarded to the
officers and troops engaged for promptness, skill and courage displayed. The
past year has been one of almost unbroken peace and quiet on the Mexican frontier, and there is reason

to believe

that

the efforts of this government and of
Mexico to maintain order in that region
will prove permanently successful.
The report of the Secretary of the Navy shows continued improvement in that
branch of the service during the last fiscal year. Extensive repairs have been
made upon vessels, and two new ships
have been completed and made ready for
sea. The total expenditure of the year
ended June 30, 1879, including specific
appropriations not estimated for by the
department,

were

$13,555,710.09.

The

expenses chargeable to the year, after deducting the amount of these specific appropriations, were $13,313,317.79;
but
this is subject to a reduction of $283,725.-

99, that amount having been drawn upon
warrants, but not paid out during the
year. The amount of appropriations applicable to the last fiscal year, was $14,
538,646.17.
There was, therefore, a balance of $1,479,054.37 remaining unex-

pended and to the credit of the
ment on June

30,

1879.

The

for the fiscal year ending June
are $14,864,147.95,

which

depart-

estimates

30,

1881,

exceeds

the

appropriations for the present fiscal year
$361,897.28. The reason for this increase is explained in the Secretary's
report. The appropriations available for
the present fiscal year are $14,502,250.67,
which will, in the opinion of the Secreta-

them, have had a marked incidental effect
upon the persons previously in the service,
and particularly upon those aspiring to

ry, answer all the ordinary demands of
the service. The amount drawn from the
Treasury from July 1 to November 1,

of these latter an increased
interest in the
work and a desire to extend acquaintance
with it beyond a, particular desk occupied,
and thus the moral of the entire force has.
been raised . . . . The examinations have
been attended by many citizens,who have
had an opportunity to thoroughly investigate the scope and character of the test

095,440.33 has been refunded, leaving as
the expenditure for that period $4,674,963.79. If the expenditures of the remaining two-thirds of the year do not
exceed the proportion for these four
months, there will remain unexpended at

promotion.

There has been on the part

and the method of determining the
sult, and those visitors have, without

reex

ception, approved the methods employed,
and several of them have publicly attested

their favorable opinion.”
Upon such considerations I deem # my duty to renew
the recommendation contained in my annual message of December,
1877,
re-

1879, was $5,770,404.12,

the end of the

year

of

which

$477,359.30

$1,-

of

the

current appropriations.
The report of
the Secretary shows the gratifying fact
that among all the disbursing officers
of the pay corps of the navy there is not
one who is a defaulter to the extent of
a single dollar.
I unite with him in
recommending the removal of the observatory to a more healtbful location. That
institution reflects credit upon the nation,

questing Congress to make the necessary and has obtained the approbation of sciappropriation for the resumption of the | “entific
men in all parts of the world.
Its
work of the civil service commission. It removal from its present location would
may not be easy, and it may never per- not only be conducive to the health of its
haps be necessary, to define with precis- officers and professors, but would greatly
ion the proper limit of political action” on increase its usefulness.
|

the part of federal

officers.

But,

while

their right to hold and freely express
their opinions can not be questioned, it is
very plain that they should neither be allowed to devote to other subjects the time
needed for the proper discharge

of their

official duties, nor to use the authority of
their office to enforce their own opinions
experience has shown that a duty can be or to coerce the political action of those
placed on tea and coffee which will not who hold different opinions. Reasons of
enhance the price of those articles to the justice and public policy, quite analogous
consumer, and which will add several to those which forbid the use of official
millions of dollars annually t) the Treas- power for the oppression of the private
ury.
citizen, impose upon the government the
POLYGAMY IN UTAH.
duty of protecting its officers and agents
The continued deliberate violation by from arbitrary exaction. In whatever
a large number of the prominent and in- aspect considered, -the practice of makfluential citizens of the Territory of ing levies for party purposes upon the
Utah, of the laws of the United States salaries of officers is highly demoralizing
for the prosecution and punishment of to the public service and discreditable to
polygamy, demands
the attention of the country. Though an officer should
every department of the government. . . be free as any other citizen to give his own
in aid of his opinions or his party,
{The law for the suppression of this of- money
fense was enacted with great unanimity he should also be as free any other citizen
by Congress more than seventeen years to refuse to make such gifts. If salaries
ago, hut has remained until recently a are but a fair compensation for the time
dead letter in the Territory of Utah, be- and labor of the officers, it is gross injuscause of ‘the peculiar difficulties attending tice to levy a tax upon them. If they are
made excessive
in order that
they
its enforcemert.
There is no longer-any
may bear the tax, the excess is an indireason for delay or hesitation in its enrect robbery of the public funds.
I recforcement. It should be firmly and ef- ommend,
such a revision and
fectively executed.
If not sufficiently extension therefore,
of the public statutes as shall
stringent in its provisions, it should be secure to those
in every grade of official
amended. And, in aid of the purpose in life or public employment
the protection
view, I recommend that more comprewith which a great and enlightened nahensive and more searching methods tor
tion should guard those who are faithful
preventing, as well as punishing, this
crime be provided. If necessary to se- in its service.
cure obedience to the law, the enjoyment
OUR FOREIGN RELATIONS.
and exercise of the rights and privileges
Our
relations
with foreign countries
of citizenship in the
Territories of the
United States may be withheld or with- have continued peaceful.
drawn from those who violate or oppose
DEPARTMENT REPORTS.
the enforcement of the law on this subThe
attention
of Congress is called to
ject.
the annual report of the Secretary of the
THE CIVIL SERVICE.
Treasury on the condition of the public fiThe grave evils and perils of a partisan nances. The ordinary revenues from all
spoils system of appointment to office and sources for the fiscal year ending June
of office tenure are now generally recog- 30, 1879, were $273,827,184.46. The ornized. In the resolutions of the great dinary expenditures for the same period
parties, in the debates and proceedings of were $266,947,883.53, leaving
a surplus
Congress, in the messages of executives,
revenue for the year of $6.879,300.93.
the gravity of these evils has been pointed The receipts for the present fiscal year,
out'dhd the need of their reform has been ending June 30, 1880, actual and estimatadmitted. To command the necessary ed, are as follows: Actual receipts for
support, every measure of reform must be the first quarter, commencing
July 1,
based on common right and justice and 1879, $79,843,663.61; estimated receipts
must be compatible with the healthy ex- for the remaining three quarters of the
istence of great parties, which are inevit- year, $208,156,336.39; total receipts for
able and essential in a'free state. When the current fiscal year, actual and estithe people have approved a policy at a mated, $288,000,000. The expenditures
national election, confidence on the part for the same period will be, actual and
of the officers they selected and of the ad- estimated, as follows: For the quarter
visers who, in accordance with our politi- commencing July 1, 1879, actual expendcal institutions should be consulied in the itures, $91,683,385.10; and for the repolicy which it is their duty to carry into maining three quarters of the year the
effect, is indispensable. It is eminently
expenditures are estimated at $172,316,proper that they should explain it before 614.90, making the total expenditures
the pgople,as well as illustrate its spirit in $264.000,000, and leaving an estimated

the performance of their official datiesy

or

SAAS

scale. * This school
has now 158 pupils, selected from y
tr ibes, and s in full

tend the obligation to apply the
public
funds only for public purposes,
Every
citizen has an equal right to the honor and
The increasing foreign demand for our profit of entering the public serviceof his
manufactures and agricultural products country, The only just ground of dishas caused a lar
lance of trade in crimination is the measure of character
our favor, which
has been paid in gold and capacity he has to make that service
from the first of July last to November most useful to the people. It has. lon
| since beconye impossible in the great offi15, to the amount of about $59,000,000.
ces for those having the duty of nominatTHE NATIONAL DEBT,
ing and appointment to personally examThe amount of interest saved annually ine into the individual qualifications of
by the process of refunding
the debt more than a small proportion of those
since March 1, 1877,1s $14,297,177. The seeking office ; and with the enlargement
bonds sold were largely iy small sums, of civil service that proportion must conand the number’of our ion now hold- tinue to become less. In the earlier years
ing the public securities j# much greater of the government the subordinate offices
than ever before. The amount of the were so few in number that it was quite
national debt which matures within less easy for those making appointments and
than two years is $792,121,700, of which promotions to personally ascertain the
$500,000,000 bear interest at the rate of merits of candidates. Party managers
and methods had not then become power5 per cent., and the balance is in bonds
bearing 6 per cent, interest. It is be- ful agencies of coercion, hostile to the free
lieved that this part of the public debt and just exercise of the appointing power.
A large and responsible part of the
can be refunded
by the issue of four per
cent. bonds, and, by the reduction of in- duty of restoring the civil service to the
terest which will thus be effected, about desired purity and efficiency rests upon
$11,000,000 can be annually saved to the the President, and it is my purpose to do
Treasury. To secure this important re- what is within my power to advance such
duction of interest, to be paid by the prudent and gradual measures of reform
United Staves, farther legislation is re- as will most surely and rapidly bring
quired, which, it is hoped, will be provid- about that radical change of system essened by Congress during its present ses- tial to make our administrative methods
satisfactory to a free and intelligent peo~
sion.
ple. . By a proper exercise of authority it
;
THE CURRENCY.
is in the power of the Executive to do
The coinage of gold by the mints of much to promote such a reform; but it.
the United States

loci

Very different considerations apply to the | June 80, 1880, of $24,000,000.

tions of President Hayes's, last message
to Congress:
:
:

began to be redeemed in coin. Since the
first of January last they have been

ay in

surplus

revenue,

for

the

year

ending

The report of the Postmaster-General
bears testimony to the general renewal of
business throughout the country.
Fhe receipts of the Post-Office department for
the fiscal year ended June 30, 1879, were
$30,041,982.86, being $764,465.91 more than
the

revenues of

the preceding year.

amount realized from the

rate

The

of postage

stamps,
stamped
envelopes
and - postal
cards was $464,065.91
more than in the
preceding year, and
$2,387,559.23 more
than in 1877.
The expenditures of the de-

partment were $33,449,899.40, of which the
sum of $376,461.63 was paid
on liabilities incurred in preceding years.
The
expeditures during the year were $801,209.77 less than in the preceding year.
This reduction is to be attributed mainly
to the operation of the law passed June 17,

1878, changing the compensation

of post-

masters from a commission on the value
of stamps sold to a commission on stamps

cancelled. The amount drawn from the
Treasury on appropriations, in addition
to therevenues of the department, was
$3,031,454.96, being $2,276,197.86 less than

the preceding year... -The expenditures
for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1881,
are estimated at $39,290,900, and the receipts from all sources
at $32,210,000,

leaving

a deficiency

to be

for out of the Treasury

The

‘ Indian

of

Policy,”

report of the Secretary

object

of

which

is

appropriated

$7,710,900.

sketched

in the

of the Interior,

to make liberal

vision for the education

of

Indian

the

pro-

youth,

to settle the Indians upon farm lots in
severalty, to give them title in fee to
their farms inalienable for a certain number of years, and when
their wants are
thus
provided for, to dispose by sale of
the lands on their reservations not occupied and used by them, a fund to be formed out of the proceeds for the
benefit of

the Indians, which

will

gradually relieve

the government of the expenses now provided for by annual
appropriation, must

commend

itself as just

and

beneficial

the Indians, and as also calculatec

move those obstructions which
ence of large reservations

the

presents

to

to
re-

existto

by

their

own

labor

supported

their families for a number of years, and
who are willing to detach themselves
from their tribal

relations,

to

the

benefit

of the homestead act.and to grant them
atents containing the! same provision of

nalienability for a ceriain

period.

For the excess over

ONE HUNDRED WORDS, and for those sent by persons who do not patronize the Morning Star, it
is but just that CASH should accompany the copy
at the rate of FOUR CENTS PER LINE of eight

words,

VERSES are inadmissible.

WASHINGTON JORDAN died in New Gloucester, Me., Feb. 28, aged 68 years and 4
months.
Bro. Jordan experienced religion in
1858, was baptized by Rev. Josiah Keen, and

united with the church in Raymond, of which

he remained a member till ‘his death. Bro.
Jordan was constituted a man of unusual men-

tal energy and business talent, which enabled
him to accomplish much in worldly affairs:
and although much engrossed in these he never
lost his love for the denomination
of his
choice, nor the Morning Star, for which he
was a subscriber since 1838. He loved the
ministers of Jesus, and his house was a place
where they always found a cordial welcome.

‘While Brother Jordan must be greatly missed
by the community in which he lived, none can

miss him as the

dear ones he

Few men can be more

missed

has

in

left behind.

the family

than he, always pleasant, no pressure* of
cares or complications of business ever seem-

ing to diminish his love or even to change

the

tones of his voice toward his loved ones. And
in return the dear wife, daughter and son
could never tire in their cares and attentions
to him while going down to the river of death.
May the afflicted ones be enabled ‘to cast all
‘their cares on Him who careth for them,

A. F. HUTCHINSON,

ALMEDA

C.,

wife

of N.

Salem, Mich., March 8, aged

Martin was born

Martin, died at
77 years.

av Ticonderoga,

Sister

N. Y.

At

the age of 16, with her parents, she removed
to Utica. In May, 1830, with her husband she
came to Southfield, Mich., and finally in April,

1855, they settled at Salem.

At the age of 16,

she became u subject of saving grace, and
united with the M. E. church.
She never
united with the F. B. denomination, but she
was ever closely identified with them,—being
the people of her husbund’s choice,—in
sympathy and labor. She leaves husband and
chil-dren lonely and desolate; -For-over
fifty years
she and her husband walked the path of life
together.
On him, in his old age,‘ the blow
falls heavily. But the thought of her last triumph, and the sure hope of a tinal meeting,
and a glorious reunion in the land of the redeemed, cheers and comforts them all.
Com.

MRS. MARTHA C., wife of Stephen’ Waller.

died in Lykins, O., Oct.4, aged52 years und 5
months,
At the early age of 15 years, she
gave her heart to Christ, and became connected with the M. E. church, with which she remained till about the year ’64, when
she
united with the F. B. church.
She was a
devoted Christian,an earnest worker in the
church. a beloved companion, a tender mother.
Her sufferings, especially during the last few
weeks of her life, were severe; she desired to
live tor the benefit of her family, nevertheless
was perfectly resigned and died in hope of a
glorious immortality. A companion, five children, and a large circle of relatives and friends
are left to mourn their loss but they live in
hope of a future meeting.
J.B. L.
D. T. WRIGHT, EsqQ., died in Lewiston, Me.,
Nov. 20, aged 54. Bro. W. was a faithfal and
earnest Cobristian, and a member for many
Baptist
chure
i
i
sore bereavement to the family, the chureh,
and the community.
He was respected and
beloved by all.
CoM.

I. NEWTON JAMES died in Green Camp, O.,
Oct. 24, aged 17 years and 1 mouth.
Brother
James made no public profession of religion,
but possessed many noble traits of character.
His lust illness was but of short duration, but
filled with intense suffering. May his vices be

forgotten,

his

virtues

be

embalmed.

Also,

Nov. 6, near New Bloomington, O., WM. E.
WILLSON, aged some 30 years. The deceased
recognized much of the importance of religion, gave his quiet acquiesence to benevolent

enterprises.

But like a trembling

Felix

he

awaited ‘a more
convenient season,” in
which to make a public profession, and was
ealled away ere its appearing.
A weeping
widow and three.small children, with a
host
of relatives and friends, mourn his untimely
death,
Com.

Dea. DANIEL LARY died in

Corinna,

Me.,

Aug. 10, after a short yet severe sickness,
aged 73 years and 8 months.
Bro. L. experienced religion forty-five years ago in the town
of Stetson, Me., and joined the Christian Bap-

tists,but soon after united with the F'. Baptists.

This connection he sustained until called to
join the church triumphant.
He had been
connected with the Great Works, Sangerville,
Bangor, Rockland,
Corinna,
and
Dexter
churches, in each of which he served as deacon satisfactorily. He wag a zealous Christian
at home and elsewhere, and was much interested in the cause of our Zion. His home was
a welcome resting place for ministers. He
was
a faithful companion, kind father, obliging neighbor, and his daily life tells on the
commimity for good. Truly a good man has
fallen, He leaves a wife and three children,
all striving to meet him above.
3
JoHR N. JACKSON died in Sangerville, Me.,
Oct. 11, aged 56 years. The subject of this
notice experienced religion several years ago
and united with F. Baptists in Kenduskeag,
was subsequently elected deacon, giving satisfaction as a member and officer of the church.
Bro. J. removed to Pennsylvania, where he
spent
a few vears.
During his absence the
church at Kenduskeag lost its visibility. Some
eight years ago he came to Sangerville, and
was soon introduced to the writer, was encouraged to unite with the church and was an
earnest, faithful worker and true Christian.
He suffered much” during his long sickness.
He often said as I sat by him conversing with
him, “ My hope is firm.
I have peace with
God every day.”
He leaves a wife and four
childrento mourn his death. We miss him
in the 8. school and meetings, but our loss is
his infinite gain.
B. 8. G.

the

settlement and development of the country. I, therefore, recoinmend the enactment of a law enabling the government to
give Indians a title in fee, inailenable for
25 years, to the farm lands assigned to
them by allotment.
I also repeat the rec.
ommendation made in my first annual
message, that a law be passed admitting
Indians who can give satisfactory proof
of having

BRIEF and for the public.

The

experiment of sending a number of Indian children of both sexes to the Hampton Normal and Agricultural Institute in
Virginia, to receive an elementary Eoglish
education ‘and practical
instruction 'in
farming and other useful industries, has
led to results so promising that it was
thought expedient to turn over the cavalry barracks at Carlisle, in Pennsylvania,

Boys & Girls
A COLD WATCH!
AND FINE BOOKS!
ALL FOR NOTHING!
The publisher of a
hook called *‘ Know
. Thyself,” 12mo, 64 pages, cloth bound, 50 illustrations, written by Jane Taylor for Little
Folks, telling them all about

themselves,

best

ways to eat, sleep, sit, walk, dress, bathe; all
about the hair, teeth, nails, and a thousand
other things necessary to know to Tom
long life, health and happiness, has
ted on
the back page of this
k, a
ze Rebus,
which is pretty hard, it is true, but it is a fair
one, and can be readily solved. The boys and
giz who solve it by the 235th of Decemberor
fore, will receive a- handsome Gold Watch
and books as New Year presents. The best
written and expressed solution will
get the
watch.
All others will receive rel db
books

such

as

usually

sell

for

Send24 cents (8 three-cent stam
do) and get the book conta
the Rebus.
Address R,.

NOIPELL
New York,

Bible House,
;
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SCIENTIFIC

Whitefield, in this house, one hun”
dred and forty years ago, taught the doctrine
of the New Birth at an hour when it was a

novelty in New England.

A.church

more

The opening exercises Monday are described
in: our correspondent's letter.——Tuesduy’s
session of the United States Senute was a brief
one.
A number of bills were introduced, and

or

So deeply did

hitefield and Edwards sink a belief in the
necessity of the New Birth foto the mind of
this country that to-day ‘the

monplace.

We

read

the remuinder of the sitting was occupied by
Senator Burnside, of Rhode Island, in advocacy of his resolution against foreign govermyments constructing a ship canal across the isthmus of Panama,~—Wednesday, by unanimous
consent, the States were called, and bills. introduced in the House, as if it were Monday.
In
the Senate, Henry P, Baldwin, Senator from
Michigan,
vice Z. Chandler, deceased, was
sworn in and took his seat.——Two more financial propositiens—one to facilitate the refunding
of the national debt, and the other introduced
in the shape of a resolution by Mr, Carpenter,
of Wisconsin, deprecating any legislation at
the ‘present session of (‘ongress materially
changing the existing system of finance—were
introduced in the United States Senate Thursday.
No action, however, was taken on either
proposition.
In the House, several bills and
resolutions were introduced and referred, the
resolution
of Mr. Gillette, the Greenback
member from Iowa, declaring Congress opposed to any reduction in the volume of United
States legal-tender notes, but in favor of substituting greenbacks for national bank notes,
and that it is in favor of the free and unrestricted coinage of the 412 1-2-grain silver dollar, being the most important.
Both branches
have adjourned until Monday.

doctrine is com-

Whitefield’s

discourses

and wonder what in them could have awakened such attention as to pack thousands into

this house, and bring
een, twenty thousand

together fifteen, eightin the hushed, open-air

assemblies on Boston Common.
The doctrine
which he taught be supported by Revelation.
Discussing the relations of religion to science,
1 am to establish the same doctrine, with no
aid from Scripture at all except in so far as the
human soul is a revelation from God, and as
natural law enswathing us is itself a Divine
Scripture as sacred as any other penned by the
Almighty finger.
:
ol
What is the New Birth? The acquisition of
similarity of feeling with God.
Is that necessary for our peace here and hereafter? Ask
self-evident truth whether vou can love what
God hates and hate what God loves, and be at
harmony with him.
Grant me nothing in the
shape of a proof-text except this immortal and
eternal axiom that the door can not be open
and shut at one and the same time.
A thing
can not be and not be at one and the same time,
and in one and the same sense, and therefore
we can not love what God hates and hate what

God loves, and be at peace with him.

In past

years, so far gone by that I am almost ashamed to confess my early misfortunes, I have
bad my struggles with doctrinal unrest.
I
have paced over fierce burning sands of limitless unanswered religious questioning, and yet
I hope I kept on straight across the desert.
At any rate [ remembered Carlyle’s advice
that he who never turns back in that howling
waste, but manfully faces all his doubts, will

find on the other

ERIE A

and

The London Times financial says: * United
States government bonds are hardly to be got
here now, and their prices are a mere reflex of
those of New York.
Shipbuilding on the Clyde was never so
activeas now, seventy. vessels being on the
stocks in the thirty-five building yards.

Alarming sickness, said to be black fever, is
reported prevalent at Sillery Cove, P. Q.

died within an hour.
A.J. Hamilton, the city tax collector at

con-

Why am I so insisting upon this second law
of culture? Because it supplements all the
others, and saves me from being vulnerable by

for England.
The next Legislature

being,

or is fallen, and that therefore his present nature is not to be taken as an indication of what
is natural to the full-grown soul,
11. No one part of the soul is to be allowed

to act without
other part.
12.

13.

the unforced

consent of every

nature is the natural in human nature.
14. Continuous joy in all the faculties is a
sign of the frictionless or natural action of the
faculties.
15. Only when reason and conscience are

supreme in the religious sense can a full-orb
ed soul obtain frictionless action within its enin all

is the only frictionless action of human.

within its unalterable environment
conscience, and our record.

nature

of God,

17. The soul, therefore, under the central
principle of culture, must be harmonized with
the conscience at its best, thatis, with the
Christ, and this is only another name for the
New
Birth.
;
18. The soul must be harmonized with its
eternal environment by the Power and Person
not ourselves that makes for righteousness.
Two can not walk. together unless they are

agreed, but the soul must walk with the Eter-

nal Power
pot
righteousness.

19.

ourselves

which

makes
:

for

It must love, therefore, what that power

loves, and hate what that power
hates: in
other words, it must acquire similiarity of feeling with God in order to have peace in his
presence here and hereafter.
20. The scientific necessity of similiarity of

feeling with God is the scientific necessity for

the New Birth, for the former is only
name for the latter.

another

When the battle was fought between the
Monitor and the Merrimac, the ship Cumberland, which the poet Longfellow has made immortal by an ode, went down in water so shallow that her top-gallants
remained above the
waves.
A surgeon, a friend of Governor
Andrew, was in the hold of the ship when she
went down; but by keeping in view the light

which streamed

through

the

hatchways

and

aiding himself on the rigging, he at last reached the surface and was taken into a boat and
saved, Now the insidious, the almost insane
persuasion which governs average human nature is that when we go down in the sea of
death and eternity we are to leave ourselves
behind ourselves, and swim out of ourselves,
and be taken into some life-boat at the surface

of the eternal ocean, and so brought to peace.
The trouble with that precious theory, my

friends, is that we are the Cumberland, and
the Cumberland can not swim out of the Cum-

berland.
On all hands I see men who are loving what
God hates and hating

1live, I believeitis

what God

ill with

loves; and,

such men,

that it will continueto be ill, while

they

tinue in this dissimilarity of feeling with
You say that God is good.

eralisins are téaching

Our

~~

as

and

con-

God.

will

forgive us.

therbood, sonship,=— these are indeed the
central ideas of the moral universe.

probably

j

Secretary

French

says

regulations for grading imported

supple-

the

new

sugars

have

secured the most satisfactory results., There
has already been a saving this yesr to the
Government of three million dollars.
The Cincinnati councilmen have appointed a
committee to prepare an ordinance to provide
for the suppression of indecent shows and prohibit Sunday performances at theaters. One
member of the council proposed to use a vigilance committee, if the matter can not 4

reached by law.

:

The manners of mundane greatness
are not
always stately. Itis related that Governorelect Foster, of Ohio, called upon Governor
Bishop the other day, and was greeted with a
familiar
Why, hello, Charley!” Mr Bishop
showed exceeding pleasure, and straightway
conducted Mr. Foster through the State Departments, telling him all he could think of

about them.—N. Y. Tribune.
An investigation into the affairs of the Som-

erset County Bank, in Somerville, N. J., has
developed the fact that all the surplus of the
bank, $43,000, and one-half of its capital,
$100,000, bave been abstracted by
Cashier
Tréch, who has left for parts unknown.
The arrest of.a man

for passing

Dalton canon, among the Sierra Madre mountains.
The place was deserted, but a lot of
tools, material and papers were found.
Emor
Matlock and William Lewis have been arrest.
ed and held in $2,000 and $3,000 respectively.

Counterfeit

coin

has

been

circulated

all

of commercial

in-

through the southern portion of the State,
Canada lifted the banner

dependence of this country at a most

unfavor-

~ St. Louis Globe Democrat.
despatch

of

last

week

Charleston (S. C.) News and

I

ich [ am

afraid of

to

the

Courier from

at

for Gen, Grant’s reception

Pouisville, Ky., are extensive and complete.

He will be received af the Indianapolis depot
and escorted by the mayor and a large proces-

pardon

Jo tht :

FOR

TEA.

One

1.2 teaspoonful

quart

water,

salty

let boil

plates,

with

Carolina.

mountains

Grant’s

where Slegun apartments are provided, and
after lunch he will receive the citizens and exe

Waterson.

At five o'clock he dines with Henry

Mrs. Foulds and her sister, Mrs.

Shreeve, will give a handsome
Mrs. Grant from 4 to 6 o'clock.

»

reception

to

a

Indiana

Ohio

and

$5

& 8525

MEAL.

|

The demand is steady, with

sales

The sales of No 1 and extra

white

have

and

No

8 white and No 2 mixed at 47 @ 47%¢ ¥ bu. One
car of No 2 white sold for December delivery, at

for

4934c, and four cars No 2 mixed, December delivery, at 47%c.
}
.
RYE, The market is quiet and prices are nom.
inally 95¢ # bu, holders asking $1
bu.
FrED.
There have been sales of Shorts at $17;
Fine Feed at $17 @ $17 50; and Middlings at 815 @
$20 ¥ ton.

and

BUTTER. The market has
passed
through
another dull week, and prices have eased off. It

of west

is dificult to give a reliable range for most ot the
stock offering, as buyers are pretty well supplied

and not disposcd to operate except in a small way
and at low rates. The shipping demand has also
topped off and medium grades are accumulating.
The best fall made lots from New York and Vermont have been selling at50 @ 32¢ # Bb, and al-

packed Western holds up pretty well, and will
A rabbit, an opossum, and twenty-seven rattlecommand
26 @ 29c but 25c ¥ 1b is a top price for
snakes were killed in one stump near Sylvania,
most
of the ladle packed offering, and some range
Ga., recently.
dowutol8 @ 20c # Bb. We reduce creameries
It is said that the cotton crop this year will be about 2c ¥ Bb. and now quote best at 35 @36c ¥ b,
fully 500,000 bales more than ever betore.
; with a slow trade. ‘The market closes with a dall
tone and prices are unsettled.
Two-thirds of the cultivated land in America is
CHEESE. Some dealers reported a little steadier
feeling early in the week, but the demand contincultivated i the personal labor of the men ‘who
ues
euite moderate and we can not repoit any
own the land.
change 10 prices. ‘The sales of choice factory lots
The farm products of Illinois will amount, the have been at 12 g@ 13¢, and fair to good at 10g11Xc
¥ Bb. The Liverpool quotation is 1wo shillings
present year, to $200,000,000! which is double the
higher than last week, buc shippers are still indisProduct of all the gold and silver mines in the
posed to operate.
nited States.
EGGS.
The demand is very light except for
A Germanin Zurich, named Maurice Phillipp,
Stricuy fresh stock, which will command 2c
per
has discovered a process whereby, he asserts,
doz.
les of Northern have been at 22 @
23c;
milk can be kept sweet and fresh lor any length
and Western-at 20 @ 21c.
Limed are dull at 16 @
18¢ per doz.
of time in any temperature.
BEANS. : There has been a weak tendency in
Dr. Glenn, the California wheat grower, is said
Beans, with sales of choice Nothern Pea at $2 @&
to have had 45,000 acres in wheat this year.
His
2 05, and Western at $1 95 @ $2. Mediums have
crop - was 800,000 bushels.
For working his enormous ranche he has 400 double teams.

Through the cupidity

Red Kidnéys are quiet and unchanged.

the

at the railroads and wharves,

POTATOES.

:

hive, remaining motionless

for several

bad order and range lower.

warm
food.

ty

for

house all the time and stuff him
The middle course of
sense

colts

has

been

well

* abundance of wholesome

with rich
and safe-

said

to

be,

nutritious food,

and prices
fresh, Nort
at 12 ® 13c
ed at over
reasonable

Nice fresh chicaens
prices.

there is a large supply of
trade is very dull.
Game

an

uiet.

with

to which they can resort when

price.

PORK.

Thére has been a gong pw ard tenden-

cy, and prices are $1 © $2 ¥ bbl
higher.
Clear is
very firm, and packers are indifferent about sell-

it

ing at the advance.

$16 & $16 50; and backs at $17 ¥ bbl.

have

risen

in

value in the

modifying

same

BEEF.
In Steady
We quote sales of

permanent

degree,

the

LARD.

of land used

for

gardens,

demand at unchanged prices.
Western mess and extra mess

have further advanced, and sales

B64

ton office on
and
in New

Tuesdays

orch-

selves.

Itis illurtrated with photographic likenesses of
extremely bad cases before and after cure, and
mailed to those who send 10 cents.
;

DR. J. A. SHERMAN,
Boston
cipal
t

Office; 43 Milk

Office, 251

Street,

Broadway,

N.

Y.
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efficacy,

has no equal: for its relieving an
allaying
inflammation, no medicine has
ever
been
compounded equal to it. It is perfectly safe to
use at any and
all times, and
a quick and
thorough cure for such complaints as

Pains in the Chest, Shoulders, Back and
Side,
Burns
and
Scalds,
Sprains,
Strains,’ Bruises, Rheumatic and Neu=

Muscles,

Spinal

Swellings,
Galls,
Corns,

Affections,

Chafes,

CHRISTMAS SERVICE No. 2.
BY Dr. J. H. VINCENT.

Sent on receipt of 10 cents; §7.50 per 100,
vx

BIGLOW

Chilblains,
Poisoning

Salt

SANTA CLAUS,
Everybody

people.

will

for

be

such

found

Fifly-cent size contains three times the

a

quantity

BETTER THAN EVER!

Centsmias Sauenions

© 1470 9
New

With

exquisite

illustrations,

Any

book

sent

free

of

postage

on

receipt

of

32 Franklin Street,
“Toston; Mass.

POLYAUTOGRAPHIC ** BOOM!”
Take noticell who

USE or SELL

BEST, and CHEAPEST
APPARATUS.

MSS,

the

MULTIPLYING

"VOU MLTAUTOGRATRIC TASLETS
Only 1 CENT a Square Inch for any Size and
Shape desired | And warranted the very highest
quality known.

“Vidi” Polyautographic Cabinet.
Double

Cap, $4.00.
;
For Introduction, the FIRST ORDER from any
place, with cash, at DEALER’S DISCOUNT, 25 per cent,
“VIDIY

Cele-

Doane, Geo. F. Root, Harry
and others have
contributed

Department.

and Christ=

All Sizes in Duplicate for Safety.
Double Postal, $1; Double Letter, $2.50:

Car=

brations,
Sunday
Schools, etc., b the
best writers of Sacred
Boni
year’s selections.

:

Matchless in Convenience and Elegance of Casing
and Equipment.
J
,

Expresse

ly for Christmas

$2.00.

price. Illustrated catalogues of over 300 volumes
sent free on application.

& Co.'s

Written

Elegant cloth,

series.
living
studioyoung

VERY LATEST IN THE

is sold by all Druggists.
‘
2W8eow

Excellent.

ito.

F. Smith, D. D.

Retail

BOSTON, MASS.

ols

for 1880.

Importers of Bibles, Albums
mas Cards.

Proprietor of Vegetine,

Church

-

D. LOTHROP & CO.

BY

H.RSTEVENS

~

Yi

and an illustrated sketch of the author. ito. Gilt.
100.
SE
TERR
$l
A book for every American,
2

of twenty-five-cent size.

FAMILINE

Ni

Chr

CHRISTMAS SNOWFLAKES.
Choice
pict
ures and original poems by favorite American
authors and artists. A large and very elegant
4to. Fully illustrated. $3.00,
A very beautiful book of very beautiful poems,
AMERICA.
Our National Hymn.
By Rev. §

3

PREPARED

Ninth

73 Randolph oy

OUR AMERICAN ARTISTS.
First
By 8. G. W. BENJAMIN. Biographies of
American artists, with orig:
drawings,
sketches, and
portraits. Especially for

recommended

package

DOANE.

Beautiful Gift Books

This Family Balsam Familine surpasses any and
remedies

See

POETS’
HOMES.
VOL.
XI.
Including
hn
biographies of William Cullen Bryant,
R. W, Emerson,
Dr. Holmes, Col. Paul H, Hayne,
John Boyle O'Reilly, etc., ete. Fully fllustrated.
16mo, Cloth, gilt. $2.00.

Throat,

In each

76 East

aus

Coughs, Croup.
known

Should

BIGLOW & MAIN,

hoids, Piles, Numbness, Worms, Ague
in the Face, Earache,Hoarseness,

all other

76 East Ninth St.,
NEW Yo
{

Rheum,

the skin, Old Sores,Scald
Head,Outward Humors
of any kind, Hemorr=

complaints.

Street,

CHICAGO.
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Sent Postpaid on receipt of 235 Cents.

Tetter, Pimples, ‘Itching,
Dry Scaly Eruptions of

Sore

& MAIN, Publishers.

73 Randolph

by Dogwood, or Ivy, Stings of
Insects,Chapped Hands, Lips,
Ringworms,

by Mall.

Every
Sunday School proposing an Entertain
Te
at Christnias Time, should examine the
above.
3

HIS BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS CANTATA can
be produced with or without costumes, and
HI prove a most attractive Evening Musical Entertalnment at the Holiday
Season.
Over 2
Sougs, Duets, Choruses, ete. Full directions fo)
most efféctive rendering.

White

Calluses,

Bunions,
Frost-bites,

At the old price, $4 per 100, by Mail.

By W. HOWARD

ralgia Pains, Swelling of the Joints
Stiff’ Joints, Stiff Neck, Contracted

WwW.

POLYAUTOGRAPHIC CO,
47 BEEKMAN ST., NEW YORK.
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Sanders,
to this

NOW READY.
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CHURCH & CO.,
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Cincinnati,
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vention is better than cure,
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Sold Everywhere.
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CO., Bangor, Maine.
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WASHING COMPOUND:

for

CITY.

Best

| That Abolishes Toll and Drudgery in wash..
ing without injury to the fabric or hands, and
makes hard water soft. Every woman in the
land should test its wonderful utility in the
Laundry and for Honse-cleaning.

1879

This is absolutely such music as costs
from 30 cents to $1.00 a piece in the
music stores. Twelve sample pieces

REAT SUCCESS §

The

Johnson's Anodyne Liniment
will posi-

tively prevent this terrible disease, and will positively
cure nine cases inten. Information that will save many
- lives, sent free by mail. Don’t delay a moment. Pre-

THE DEAF HEAR

Church

This umberis uniform with the Series, and o

surprising

Bible House, N.Y,

+

EB

the

value and success of this Familine Balsam.
For its quick and sure healing properties, it

- taken,

Fun}

CHOICE SELECTIONS

showing

(voeal or ingtrumental), with com<
Blete catalogue, mailed free for
cents, Postage stamps

1yl

Humor!

years,

he

, LOV
Gun Dealers,

& TIFT, Cincinnati, O. ;

‘Uratory! “Pathos!

received,

STOCK-OF A BANKRUPT FIRM.

rich festoons of gaity and
combining amusement with

VANDUZEN

been

. PROVIDE FOR

worth and

FULLY

two

Single Copy
5 Cts.

lections,” embracing seventeen different numbers,

Catalogue sent Free,

should have it in their house, ready for use.

which will be published, from persons who
have used the Familine Balsam for the past

Address, ASA

Try it.

Schools, Fire Alarms Farms, ete,

ing the past two years, every one using saying,
“1 would not be without it.” Every
Family

NEW

One of the best helps in arranging: for an Exhibition or Sabbath School Entertainment will be
found in the series of “ One Hundred Choice Se-

WARRANTED.

which is a positive cure for the complaints.
This balsam takes the place of salves, ointments and liniments. It has been tried dur-

}

advertised for

BUCKEYE
BELL
FOUNDRY
Bells of Pure C
rand Tin for Church

when coma Balsam

HULLS

Oo

intrinsic merit, in
mirth; thus happily

FAMILINE is recommended, but
pounded
together
they
make

Numerous testimonials have

DOUBLE THE USUAL QUANTITY,

ingre-

for which

66

tice and populy rity therefrom throughout this
country and the Wessdndies.
The afflicted should read lt and inform them-

past four years by Adamson’s Botanic Balsam than

entwining articles of acknowledged

Each one of these

good for the complains

Christmas Carols,

PUBLISHED BY

HIS
BOOK on Rupture gives the most reliable
proofs from distinguished professional gentlemen,
clergymen and merchants, of his successful prae-

More cases. of remarkable crues of coughs, colde,
asthma and consumption have been effected in the

Price 35 cents.

is

JOHN

Wednesdays, Thursdays and Fridays,
York on Saturdays, Mondays and

BAKER'S BREAKFAST COCOA is a general
favorite. Medical men recommend it as preferable totea or coffee for nervous constitutions.
Sold by leading grocers everywhere.

twenty years past.

ore

Price, 5 cts. $4.00 per 100 copies.

of each week, till further notice,

One pair of boots or shoes saved every year
by using Lyon’s Patent Metalic Heel Stiffeners.

been

were

¥ hb,

a

have

our Native Forests.

dients

$14; clear at

Dr. J. A. Sherman, in consequence of the demand for his {oreo services, will be at his Bos-

For
RELIEVING
THROAT
TROUBLES,
“Brown’s Bronchial Troches” have a worldwide reputation,
and as they contain nothing
that will injure the system, they can be used
without fear of bad results.

all other medicines that

prime have

LT

And 805 Broadway, New York.

The
wheat acreage of England
is 3,056,000'
and in this country 32,836,000 showing a decrease
of 25 per cent in the English acreage since 1869,
and an increase of nearly that per cent in this
country since 1875. There is a large increase in
the amount

$13 @

Rupture.

time
:

are now growing the corn crop mn the United States.

in

at

of City yesterday were at 8; @ 8%c ¥ Ib.
DRESSED HOGS. Yesterday City dressed

The agricultural returns of England for the current year give the total area under cultivation in
the United Kingdom, including grass crops, as
47,437,000 acres, which is 5,648,000 acres less than

ards and dairy purposes. Itis estimated that
England pays foreign farmers $475,000,000 yearly.

Prices

quoted at 6%

while

same

mess

at $11 @ 12: and extra plate at $12 50 ¢ $13 ¥ bbl,
SMOKED Hams.
Thereis a firmer feeling but
no material change
in prices.
:

conditions, in the

matter of
importations, have at
existed. —American Cultivator.

The sales of extra

been at £12 @ $12 50;

value, dependent on their character, of from forty
to seventy-five
per cent. above that of twenty-five
ears ago.
Sheep have increased
in value
in the same ratio, and notwithstanding the large
importations of wool and mutton from the Continent, Australia and our own country, the prices of
mutton and wool are
tly in excess of their
former amount.
Cattle as well as dairy products
apparently equally

close,

Western Poultry, and
of all kinds is very

Mr. Squarey,
in his late trealise on the Farm
Capital of England, says that horses for draught
a

been

the

At

storms.”— Golden Rule.

or pleasure purposes have attained

have

in moderate request at 12 ® 13¢, but all the lower

good pleasure, when the weather is fair, and

a warm shelter

Sweets are steady at

are without a reliable basis. "Choice,
ern Turkeys are selling in a small way
# I, but best Western can not be quotIle, and oor stuff is hard to sell at any

‘grades move slowly at low

plenty of room to romp and race and play at their
own

It contains 12 New

This Family Balsam is composed of Barks,
Roots and Resinous Gums from the trees of

is

$3 @ 83 25 ¥ bbl for Jerseys.
HAY AND STRAW.
There continues to be a fair
demand for Hay, with receipts of choice pretty
well gold up.
Sales
of Eastern’ and Northern
choice have been at $15 @ #17 # ton, but yery litle comingin is good enoung:. to command over $16.
Poor and ordinary
are selling moderately at $10 @
$12 ¥ ton.
Swale Hay readily commands $10.
Rye Straw is scarce and in good demand at $22 @
$23 ¥ ton. Oat Straw will command £10 @ 812.
DRESSED POULTRY AND GAME.
The weather
has been very unfavorable for the Poultry trade,

:

Colts need to be wintered a good deal the same
as boys. You wouldn't think—if you are sensi:
ble—of keeping a boy on a low diet, or exposing
him to chills and pinchin® cold to toughen him.
On the other hand you wouldn’t coddle him in a

market

it is hardto sell the latter over 40¢. Some are in

Read and Pell, has returned East satisfied that
the West has entered upon an. era of prosperity
that can not fail to attract both capital and labor
irom England. He found great prosperity in every part visited, and the future he declaies to be
— Prairie Farmer.

the

cargoes of Nova Scotia snd Island have arrived,
including Rose and Chenangoes. Rose are offering freely at 50c, and Chenangoes at 45¢ # bu, but

commissioners ofthe English government, Messrs.

encouraging

and

PE

LT

FOR EXTERNAL
AND INTERNAL USE.

over 50c for Maine Central Stock.
Northern Rose
move slowly at 45 @ 50c # bu.
From ten to fifteen

Me. Finlay Dun; the commissioner—of the —Fon—{don Times, who has lately traveled extensively
through the West, with a view to getting an exact knowledge of the resources and future prospects, a portion of
t he time being spent with the

most

ely of Potatoes

considerably depressed. The best Houltou Rose
can not be sold at over 55¢, and it is dificult to get

A new mode of collecting honey is being tried
in Germany. A small apparatus with wires gives
the bees an electric shock, and they fall to the bottom of the
hours.

There is a large su

wr NX

Inflammation.

Price 25 and 50 Cents per Bottle.

has

almost ceased to be an arlicle of export

EVEL.

4tdbeow

RELIEVING

and

SIAN

FOSS
i Wo tts,
nl
SEND 5 GENTS FOR
BIGLOW & NAIN'S

been selling at $1 75 @ $1 80 per bu, but none will
now command over
$175. © Yellow Eyes
are

easier but mm good demand at $225 @
$230 ior
choicend $230 @ $240 per Lu for improved.

in the natives in cutting

Isthmus of Panama.

Pain

PIANO
To

Au
Album,with 48 beautifully engra
lograyh Alban, quotations, all for 1 5
pages,
Hy

pamphlet containing: a short treatise on all the
complaints for which
this Balsam
is recommend.
ed, with full and simple directions how
to use
the Balsam for each complaint.

down the trees to get at the sap, india-rubber

from

PROMPTLY

is an extreme price for the best that 18 now com1g in. Straignt dairies, including the whole sea80m’s make, can not be quoted over Z8¢, and for
most of the receipts 25 ¥ 27c¥ 1b is a ‘full selling
range. Eastern and P. E. Island consignments
move off slowly at 18 @ 22¢ # 1b. Choice dai

bushels.

i

BEATTY

Steps, 8 set Goliten 7
WHEE ame, warnt yg rig

drons Dame Fr Beatty, Washington, Now dureey.
An Elegant Holday Present. A gili-bound

A Safe and Effectual Remedy,

though occasional fancy lots go a little higher, 30c

make a

The castor-bean erop in Kansas this season is
estimated all the way from 5,000,000 to 10,000,000

re-

the governor will speak for the State.
mn. Grant then goes to the Louisville hotel.

and

Bakers Minneso-

small at $525 @ $5 75 ¥ bbl.

OATS.

A Belvidere (Ill.) man raised $733.50 worth of
clover seed this year from 30 acres of clover.
A blight has struck the orange trees of Florida,
and thousands of them are dying.
A writer on school discipline says: * Without

and a committee of representative citizens will
be assembled. The mayor will then make a

soldiers.

Illinois

& #750; and

been at 50 @ 63; No 2 whiteat 49 @ 49xc;

:

a liberal use of the rod, itis impossible to
boy smart.

$8;

at §/

75 @ $7 25 ¢ bbl.

export. The market, however, is firm the sales of
new have been at 61 8 sie ¥ bu and old at 63 @
6octs ¥ bu. The market atthe close is quite firm.

ITEMS.
ern North

brands

BUCKWHEAT FLOUR. There is a steady demand,
witn saics at $2 50 @ $2 62 ¥ 100 lbs.
CORN. There is very little change -to notice,
with a moderate demand irom the
trade and for

112

sugar

for

at #4 50 @ $7 50 for good and choice.

Half fill a prepared souffle

Panthers abound yet in the

sion to the court-house, where the governor

sponse,

as to
pardon a child'i
10
Win 2 i ul
rebelfio

OAT

lining, with a compote ot fraits; fill the lining up
with a frangipan, flavored to taste, fill up with
about three inches of sweet whipt
jelly ; when set,
strew the top with bruised ratallas; remove the’
paper, put into the silver soufile case and serve.
A great variety may be made fiom this recipe.

popular.”

speech of welcome and after Gen.

"To

been

a

hot griddle.

OATMEAL

price

. CORN MEAL. There Is a fair demand for Corn
Meal, and sales at $2 76 @ $2 85 ¥ bbl, as to qualy.
RYE FLOUR. The sales of Rye Flour have

SUfr batter, set in a warm place to rise over night;
next morning adda tablespooful syrup, one tea-

cups oatmeal,

atter

fine is scarce and prices are nominally

pressed yeast in a cup of water; pour into a jar,
add flour and meal mix with lukewarm water to a

SURPRISE SOUFFLE.

Grand

ta brands have been selling at $6 @ $7 00; Wie
consin extras at $5 75 @ $4 2535 and Western com.
mon extras at $550 @ 6 ¥ bbl. Western super-

WHEAT CAKES. Three cups flour, two cups
Indian meal, white; dissolve one small cake com-

teaspoonful soda; Lake on

favorite

have been selling
Michigan at $6

instruction.
The question, * Where shall I°get
something new to speak 7’ is here fully met.
The
rice is only 30 cents Jer copys and a reduction for
t
h
e
whole
series.
Address
P
.
,
GARRETT
&
CoO.,
pate, has been inaugurated by John W. Drew,
of Concord, N. H. It is known as the ¢ Blue | Philadelphia, Pa.

Tyan

roa]
sou
DY pacing. ite
nits

few

lemon

eomfits over the.top.

one

the

very choice brands. Winter wheat Si Louis in de.
mand and Ranges from $725 @ $7 7 ¥ bbl, with a

zest; mix this as
pound cake; beat this up wv
light, put it into five-inch square tins lined wil
foolscap paper; fill about three parts tull, bake in
a moderate oven, and when done stick caraway

spoonful salt,

= FAMILINE.

Junction Railroad for distributiod’in neighboring
markets and for export. The sales of Patent Wisconsin and Minnesota i
wheats have been at
$750 § $9 ¥ bbl, inclnding favorite brands from
#8 50 @ $9 ¥ bbl. Patent winter wheats have been
gelling at #750 @ $8 75 ¥ bbl, the

noe Swelin,

‘

Ipgluded in the

receipts of the week are 12,775 bblgty

washed clean;

little

nd from the trade.

Atlanta says:
‘“ A strong temperance movement, in which many prominent citizens partici-

in

&

and

ter of a pound of citron cut up, and a

Ribbon’ movement. Three thousand persons
have bound themselves to-total abstinence, and
a temperance *“ boom” in Georgia may be the
result. Rockdale County voted yesterday in
favor of prohibition, and local option is bhecom-

long enough in disGod, I may never be,
d choose
their oppo-

picked

steac

i
S|

able time. Although her bankers may be reasonably prosperous at present, her people are
embarrassed rather than eased by having their
trade with the States discouraged by a shortsighted tariff policy. They need charity from
without more than protection from
‘within.
Mere inclination dues not make independence,

A special

quart of cranberries,

counterfeit

gold coin at Los Angelos, Cal., the other day
led to the discovery of a counterfeiters’ den in

molluscus lib-

us constantly that as a

parent forgives his child, God

Assistant

its facul-

16.. The religious is ‘theréfore scientifically
known by induction to be the only natural, that

will

An unknown burglér was shot dead at Crestline, O., Thursday night, by a young Mr. Folts,
who sleeps in a shoe store.
The burglar was
at the back door boring a panel, when Folts
fired from within.
Two other burglars were
frightened away.

in a full-orbed human

Yironient, or continuous joy
ties. ‘

the

ment ‘our penal code by a provision making it
a misdemeanor at least, if not a felony, for a
railway company to give, or for any one not a
paid employee of a railroad, or a pauper, to accept a free pass.—Austin ( Texas) Review.

No joy is natural that is not full.

The frictionless

be without

More than 4000 turkeys and 1000 geese and
ducks were shipped from Ingersoll, Ont., Friday, for England.
A large number of geese
and turkeys are shipping from Stewiake, N. 8.,

science in man, and in the Christ in history.

your objection, that man is a degraded

York

Ex-Governor E. D. Morgan, of New York,
has given $25,000 to the Manhattan Eye and
Ear Hospital, paid off the debt of the old
Brick Church, some $11,000, .and has recently distributed in gifts in all about $100,000.

of the

the

New

Dr. McCosh, president of Princeton College,
although about seventy years of age, may he
seen almost any day, between twelve and one
o'clock; taking his favorite exercise of horseback riding.
ae

ated in as nearly frictionless a manner as possible.
:
9. We can not have harmony with ourselves, unless we love what the plan of our nature loves, and hate what it hates,
10. What the plan of human
nature reascent of life,—that is, in

would

Attorney-General Devens’ report says that
the deficieney in-econsequence of the non-payment of marsbals, etc., is $600,000, and urges
such
"an appropriation, us the officers-have
faithfully discharged their duties.

_ascertained by finding
eut how it can be oper-

law of the

offi-

ago.

company with our own natures.
7. It is scientifically uneontrovertible that
we know inductively that the soul, like everything else, is made on a plan.
8. The plan of any
mechanism is to be

outcome

This

Mrs. Nathaniel
Greene,
of Middletown,
Conn., who married the son of General Nathanael Greene of Revolutionary fame, celebrated her ninety-sixth birthday a few days

‘While we continue to exist we must keep

in the highest

Angeles, Cal., has absconded with $9000.
is the fourth defalcation among that city’s
cers within the last two years.

Republican.

the New Birth, and therefore the necessity of
the latter results from a thorough application
of the first principle of culture.
5.
The second principle of culture requires
freedom and full growth for all the faculties in-,
cluding conscience, and this, at its fullest development, is to be seen only in the Christ.
And so the second principle. necessitates the
glad and total surrender of the will to the moral law. and this is but another name for the
New Birth.
:

quires is seen

Los

Central railroad? says Mr. Vanderbilt; and
pray what would the Central railroad be without New York, Mr. Vanderbilt?—Springfield

Christ and conscience is only another name for

6.

Two

persons in one house, taken with the disease,

“ What

Cultivator.)

add half a pound of sugar, sprinkled evenly; fold
over and over; then tie in a pudding cloth
avd
put in a steamer, where let it cook over a steady
fire for one hour, with faith, never looking into the
pot. Serve with a sweet sauce.
SCOTCH CAKE. One pound of butter, the same
of sugar, and the same of flour, ten eggs, a quar

studying

The will of the late Mrs. Oliver Dyer of Saco,
Me., gives $30,000 to found a public library in
Saco.
f
a

principles of culture are these three:
(1)
Fellowship with God in Nature.
(2) Full growth and freedom for all the
soul’s faculties.
(3)
Harmonization of the fully grown and
active soul with its environment.
8. It has already ‘been shown that fellowship with God in Nature requires fellowship
with the highest outcome of Nature,—that is,
with the law of the ascent of life, or with the
conscienceas the highest in man, and with the
Christ as the highest in history.
4. But this fellowship of affection with the

(From the American

CRANBERRY DUMPLING.
Ove quart of flour,
one teaspoonful of soda and two teaspoonfuls ol
cream of tartar, sifted together; mix inio a soft
dough with sweet milk; roll the dough out very
thin in oblong shapes and spread over it one

er hour; serve in soup
plenty of fresh milk.

Three Japanese young ladies are
at Vassar College, Poughkeepsie.

emphatic

HINTS.

Produce Report.

Reparied by HILTON BROS & CO,, Comniission
erchanty
and dealers in butter, cheese
N
s, dried apples, &c. Cellar No 3
Quincy Market, Boston.
BOSTON, Saturday, December 6.
FLOUR. There is a very firm (eeling for Flour
and prices continue to be well sustained, with a

onc hour over a brisk tire, but do not burn; set
back on the stove and let it cook gently for anoth

Miscellaneona.

side of the’ blistering sands

Among the most vaunted

Ue

Brooklyn, N. Y., owes $42,000,000.

cool, crystalline springs out of which burst
waters for the quenching of the thirst of all nations. The first springs I came to were these
truths of intuition, these self-evident principles
on which I base what I love to call axiomatic
theology. I commend to all religiously thirsty
lips a deep draught out of these cool
perennial springs, the first you meet in the oases beyond the
desert of doubt.
1.. Culture is to be held responsible for the
thorough application of its own principles.

2.

DOMESTIC

Congressional.

less connected with the State had become so
secularized even in Boston as not to requirea

spiritual church membership.

: ‘Boston

NECESSITY.

SER

A

3

BIRTH

=
i gs £8:

NEW

>

THE

FAMILY BALSAM | ORGAN

‘THE MARKETS.

Boral and Domestic,

=

BOSTON MONDAY LECTURES.
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the o

his revolver for $10 in
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returned if
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TSCAUDE T. WRONG: Mlwaukée, Wisconsin.
13t0eow

$11!

y

A YEAR and expenses to
agents, Outfit
Free. Address ad 0. VICKERY,
Augusta,

THE MORNING STAR
TERMS:

$2.60

per year;

the first two months,

$2.20;

or, if paid within
and for

$2.00 re-

ceived we will send the Star one year,
¢ For 25 cents received we will send the Star hree months on trial,

.

Each subscriber will please notice the date
of payment on the label of his paper; and not
allow it to be in arrears.
The Star is not diseontinued when the time
expires for whieh it is paid unless
persons re.quest it; and it is discontinued when it has
been more than one year in arrears, after due

notice and time shall have been given.

REMITTANCES must be made in. money-orders or bank-checks if possible, or in a

registered letter -and at ouririsk and expense.
n writing to this office, persons will please

designate their STATE, as well as town, and

‘give both the old and new address when they
order a change in the direction of their paper.
The Star
goes to press Tuesday morning,

and communications
here on Saturday

Address, .

for insertion 'ought:fo be

previous.

. I. D. STEWART,

DOVER, N. Ho!

-

